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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation study aspired to examine the stories of what internal and external 
supports lead Black men to pursue, and persist through, doctoral degree programs at 
predominately white institutions (PWIs). Arguably, advancing one’s education towards a 
doctoral degree, involves several years of rigorous coursework, a comprehensive examination, 
degree benchmarks, and a formal dissertation study, which could provide guaranteed economic 
and social stability. There is a disproportionately that exists among the number of Black men 
being awarded doctoral degrees yearly as compared to white men. This study will examine Black 
males’ stories of support along the doctoral trajectory.  
The study utilizes Yosso’s (2005) Community Cultural Wealth (CCW), valuing what 
already exists within Communities of Color and the Black Male Adult Learner Success Theory 
(BMALST), which is “specifically suited for Black male adult learners” (Goings, 2020, p. 2) as 
the theoretical lenses for this dissertation study. Narrative inquiry was the methodological 
approach used to complete this research study. Data collected consists of a critical incident 
writing prompt and interviews. The data was analyzed for categories, themes, and tenets related 
to CCW and BMALST. The findings from this study emerged four themes: Understanding the 
Black Male Learner Internalized “Why”, Appreciating Partnerships, Connecting with God or a 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
You now hail from a lineage and legacy of immeasurably strong men -- men who bore 
tremendous burdens and still laid the stones for the path on which we now walk. You wear the 
mantle of Frederick Douglass and Booker T. Washington, and Ralph Bunche and Langston 
Hughes, and George Washington Carver and Ralph Abernathy and Thurgood Marshall, and, 
yes, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. These men were many things to many people. And they knew full 
well the role that racism played in their lives. But when it came to their own accomplishments 
and sense of purpose, they had no time for excuses.  
President Barack Obama, Commencement Address at Morehouse College.  
Atlanta, GA May 19, 2013  
 I have intentionally decided to begin this dissertation study with a segment of former 
President Barack Obama’s Morehouse College commencement address. This study is purposely 
designed for us, meaning for Black males in America: my sons, my brothers, my uncles, my 
cousins, those serving time, those that were pushed out of the educational system, and the 
unarmed Black men that were physically murdered, while trying to survive in this white 
supremist society. We, as Black men, are powerful, influential, and come from a lineage of 
strong leaders, contributors, and academics throughout the world.  
I unapologetically titled this dissertation study, We Gon’ Be Alright: A Narrative Inquiry 
with Black Male Doctoral Students, based on Kendrick Lamar’s song Alright. This song has 
become an anthem of positivity for the struggles that Communities of Color experience in 
relationship to institutional racism and white supremacy. The song was written surrounding the 
killings of Michael Brown, Eric Garner, and Tamir Rice (Gilbert, 2016). Over the years the song 
has been recited during protests, such as the killings of unarmed Black men by white police 
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officers (Gilbert, 2016). The song is symbolic of the deep Black history in America and elicits 
the pure strength, hope, and energy of Black folks in America. I intend for this dissertation study 
to be a source of hope for Black males on the educational pipeline. I want Black males to read 
this body of knowledge, and know they too, can become a doctor.  
 This chapter will discuss the rationale for collecting the stories of Black male doctoral 
students through the methodological approach of narrative inquiry. The study explores the 
internal and external supports that lead Black men to pursue, and persist through, doctoral degree 
programs at predominately white institutions (PWIs). These stories of support are personal and 
proximate to me as a narrative researcher. This study was designed to capture the Black male 
academic support pipeline towards a doctoral degree. Along the journey Black men have to deal 
with perceived deficits assumed by predominately white people, and society at-large.  
Black males have been described in education and society through a deficit lens (Harper 
& Davis, 2012; Ladson-Billings, 2011). The deficit data on Black males is saddening, as it is 
destroying the reputation of the group I belong to socially. Ladson-Billings (2011) concisely 
summarizes a love-hate relationship society has with Black men in America and throughout the 
world:  
We see African American males as ‘problems’ that our society must find ways to 
eradicate. We regularly determine them to be the root cause of most problems in 
schools and society. We seem to hate their dress, their language, and their effect. 
We hate that they challenge authority and command so much social power. We 
seem convinced that if they wouldn’t act so… ‘Black,’ they would not be 
problems. While the society apparently loves them in narrow niches and specific 
slots – music, basketball, football, track – we seem less comfortable with them 
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than in places like the National Honor Society, the debate team, or the computer 
club. (p.9) 
As a Black man in America, I find this quote to be an accurate illustration of how white 
America views Black males in education and society at-large on a daily. Black males are 
categorized, judged, and labeled as problems for the betterment of white individuals. White 
people are beneficiaries of separation and inequality in America (DiAngelo, 2018). Precisely, 
white people have benefitted directly from slavery, segregation, and mass incarceration 
(Alexander, 2012). By keeping Black males locked out of certain spaces and opportunities, white 
people are advantaged. Black men are living in a Make America Great Again era, which holds 
racially coded language, meaning for white communities to further disenfranchise Communities 
of Color. These ideologies contribute to the background of the problem discussed in the next 
section.  
Background of Problem 
The process of understanding Black males’ identities in the United States, first began as 
“the boat inched closer to Jamestown, Virginia in 1619, with twenty male slaves chained below 
deck in wretchedly filthy conditions” (Majors & Gordon, 1994, p. 4). These Black men were 
displaced from their countries, their tribes, and their families through the Atlantic slave trade. 
During this period of enslavement, Black male identities were assigned the role of “inferior non-
masculine status by law, by customs, and in some instances by violence” (Majors & Gordon, 
1994, p. 5). The process of enslavement emasculated Black males’ identities as they were in a 
position of not fully allowed to be a man (Bush & Bush, 2013).  
 White slave owners viewed Blacks as other, powerless, and fit for the Atlantic slave trade 
(Alexander, 2012). The process of enslavement has advantaged whites economically, politically, 
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and socially (DiAngelo, 2018). Black males’ identities were undermined by dominant white 
slave owners, who presumed this role of dominance over them. This role of white supremacy 
was birthed through the white male dominance that is still held over Black men today.  
 Black males have historically experienced frustrated masculinities brought on by white 
individuals (Thompson, 2018). Since Black males’ indoctrination into enslavement, Black men 
have been denied full access to fully provide and protect their family because of the institutional 
racism that exists in America. Continuously, Black men have been denied job opportunities, 
experience high unemployment rates, and little access to higher education (Allen, 2016). These 
structures have inhibited Black males’ ability to gain access to the same level of social mobility 
as white men in US society.   
Perception as Deficient  
It has been well-documented that Black males are perceived as being unteachable, a 
problem, violent, fearful, and undesirable in certain spaces (Harper & Davis, 2012; Howard, 
2013; Kim & Hargrove, 2013; Ladson-Billings, 2011). A large body of research describes Black 
males in education from a deficit lens (Harper et al., 2015). The term deficit lens can be defined 
as the perceived absence, lack of, or deficiency that Black males have along the academic 
trajectory (Goings, 2016). A deficit lens is often used in society as well as scholarly literature, 
which describes information on their level of risk, underachievement rates, and disadvantages in 
education (Goings, 2016; Harper et al., 2015; Ladson-Billings, 2011). Ladson-Billings (2011) 
states “just listening to the social facts concerning Black male students is depressing and 
distressing” (p. 8).  
As Black males enter the US schooling system, they have a long history of slavery and 
second-class citizenship attached to their social group (Anderson, 2008). This history allows for 
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educators to perceive Black males as deficient, threating, and insignificant in the classroom 
setting (Howard, 2013). There are clear perceptions of deficiency throughout history related to 
Black males in this country. These widespread negative stereotypes, racism, ideologies, biases, 
and prejudices impact the approach, treatment, and educational outcomes for Black males 
(Anderson, 2008). The connections individuals associated with Black males appears to be 
steeped in perceived deficits that are inaccurate and highly racialized (Anderson, 2008).   
For many Black males, the perception of deficits begins at birth and expand over the 
course of their life (Howard, 2013). Institutional racism attempts to rear Black males and their 
Communities of Color into chronic poverty, which are typically overrepresented with low-
performing, underfunded schools (Howard, 2013). The white supremacy in America, often 
creates barriers for Black males, which result in high unemployment rates, coupled with over-
incarceration, poor health care, and low life expectancy (Howard, 2013). The perceived deficits 
that Black males face is the worst of any gender and racial/ethnic group (Howard, 2013). The 
deficits of Black males are something that is a topic of discussion in education and is having a 
direct impact on educational outcomes towards the higher education pipeline (Howard, 2013).   
The term Black male, when used in academic and social settings, can allow people to 
form several different ideas, thoughts, or images (Alexander, 2012; Emdin, 2012; Howard et al, 
2012). According to Howard et al. (2012) this is a phenomenon called social imagery, described 
as: 
The manner in which perceptions, attitudes, and beliefs about certain groups 
shapes people's understanding of those groups, has served as a hallmark upon 
which social domination, economic exploitation, and political disenfranchisement 
have formed the experiences of diverse cultural groups in the U.S. (p. 85)  
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In reflecting on this quote, I think about the accumulation of negative connections that 
have been associated with Black males in schools throughout history. The social imagery is 
damaging for Black males as they advance on the educational pipeline. To be direct, this process 
begins as early as kindergarten for some Black boys. For example, during the first weeks of 
school for my son, Gavin, I was contacted by his kindergarten teacher because she stated he was 
“misbehaving” and “off-task” during instruction. It has been documented throughout the 
literature that Black boys are perceived as problems or issues in the classroom, which is 
constantly misinterpreted by primarily white educators (Anderson, 2008; Howard, 2013; Ladson-
Billings, 2011). I feel my own child was being associated with a negative social imagery that is 
commonly tied to Black boys in schools.  
Black males have had a deficit-lens attached to them in most social and academic settings 
(Emdin, 2012; Harper et al., 2012; Howard, 2013). Frequently, it seems that Black males are 
consumed with negative social imagery, while living in a supposed post-racial American society. 
Personally, as a Black man, I find myself constantly having to disarm white folks. I often utilize 
code switching while in white spaces (i.e., higher education) in an effort to allow white folks to 
see me as non-threating. Additionally, I have presented as a “Black-white” man in social spaces. 
I critically have questioned my own Blackness, when I allowed the negative social imagery to 
affect the ways in which I presented myself to the world. This is an everyday struggle that some 
Black men deal with based on these negative societal pre-assumptions about Black men. 
Too often, when the term “Black male” is stated individuals often think of certain topics 
poorly attributed to us, which include drugs, crime, rap/hip-hop, athletics, and academic failure 
(Harper & Davis, 2012; Johnson & Bryan, 2016; Ladson-Billings, 2011). Mass media and 
society at-large continually perpetuate the message that the Black body is armed and dangerous, 
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which is extremely problematic for Black males (Slatton & Spates, 2014). The criminalization of 
the Black body in society has further been illustrated with the killing of the unarmed Black males 
who were murdered: Trayvon Martin, Freddie Gray, Michael Brown, and Eric Garner (Johnson 
& Bryan, 2017). Even more recently as May 25, 2020, George Floyd was pinned down by a 
white police officer’s knee for 8 minutes and 46 seconds as he took his last breath (Ebrahimji, 
2020). In addition, on February 23, 2020, Ahmaud Arbery was killed by two white men while 
jogging through a neighborhood in Georgia (Andone & Barajas, 2020). Undeniably, Black males 
are perceived as deposable based on these racialized views about Black males. The master deficit 
narratives about Black males in society and in education must be dismantled to prevent the future 
killing of Black men.   
Too often, educators, both white and Black, say Black males are not academically 
prepared (Emdin, 2016). This statement needs to be fully understood to gain an understanding of 
what Black males are experiencing in schools. Black males are coexisting in schools with “the 
subtle, cumulative mini-assault is the substance of today’s racism”, which “contribute to 
diminished mortality, augmented morbidity, and flattened confidence” (Smith et al., 2007, p. 
554) of Black males. These narratives often misrepresent the experiences of Communities of 
Color (Yosso, 2005). Alternatively, the narrative should be about the funds of knowledge and 
assets Black males hold given their perceived difficult circumstances (Harper 2010, 2012; 
Toldson & Johns, 2016; Yosso, 2005). There are typically limited conversations among 
educators about the wealth of knowledge this social group possess in education. However, in 
spite of these microaggressions, Black men are progressing forward in their education towards a 
doctoral degree.   
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Statement of the Problem   
Black men in doctoral education began with “Dr. Edward A. Bouchet, the first [Black 
man] to receive a doctorate in the United States, received his degree in experimental physics 
from Yale University in 1876” (Felder, 2015, p. 3) paving the way for other Black men to 
follow. Bouchet’s academic activism and persistence allowed for W.E.B. Du Bois to make 
history becoming the first Black student to earn a doctorate from Harvard University, while 
adding to Black academic excellence (Harper et al., 2015). The legacy of those two Black men 
has inspired more Black men to attend graduate school to obtain a doctorate (Harper et al., 
2015).  
Black men in doctoral education have salient experiences in the educational pipeline. 
These experiences of Black men in doctoral education are often filled with challenges and pure 
perseverance. Too often, in their degree programs at PWIs, Black men experience alienation or 
onlyness, in their degree programs at PWIs, which is a term coined by Harper et al., (2011), and 
defined as “the psychoemotional burden of having to strategically navigate a racially politicized 
space occupied by few peers, role models, and guardians from one’s same racial or ethnic group” 
(p. 190). Black men in doctoral education programs do not see other Black men who look like 
them in their programs, which creates a feeling of alienation (Harper et al., 2011; Harper et al., 
2015). This sense of onlyness is often debilitating as you are often seen as an imposter in a 
historically white space. 
         The recruitment, retention, and graduation rates of Black men on college campuses are 
topics of interest within scholarly research (Brooms & Davis, 2017; Cuyjet, 2006; McGowan et 
al, 2016). Academic performance among Black male students inspires conversations among 
colleges and universities throughout the United States regarding funding, program development, 
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student services, and research surrounding this student population (Brooms & Davis, 2017; 
Cuyjet, 2006). Black male retention and graduation rates continue to be an area in need of 
improvement. In the most recent, 2017-2018 academic year data on bachelor’s degree recipients 
based on race/gender showed: 65.2 percent white males, 13.2 percent Latino male, 8.9 percent 
Black males, 8.6 percent Asian males, and 0.4 percent Indigenous American males (NCES, 
2019). In the most recent, 2017-2018 academic year data on master’s degree recipients based on 
race/gender shows: 66.8 percent white male, 11.2 percent Black male, 10.2 percent Latino male, 
8.6 Asian males, and 0.4 percent Indigenous American (NCES, 2019). In the most recent, 2017-
2018 academic year data on doctorate degree recipients based on race/gender shows: 69.3 white 
male, 6.9 percent Black male, 8.2 Latino male, 12.6 Asian male, and 0.4 percent Indigenous 
American (NCES, 2019).  
 Undeniably, there is a severe disproportionality that exists in doctoral degree attainment 
data. The disproportionality begins at the undergraduate level, which is the first major degree 
level that increases social mobility among Black men. As Black men progress in their education 
towards a master’s degree, there is a continual degree attainment disproportionality at the 
graduate level. It has been documented that obtaining a graduate degree provides added benefits, 
such as lower unemployment rates and higher earning potential compared to bachelor’s degree 
holders (Mayhew et al., 2016). Systemic racism is evident in the degree attainment data, 
restricting access for Black males to tap into these benefits. The disproportionality continues at 
the doctoral level with Black men receiving 6.9 percent of doctoral degrees, while white men 
receive 69.3 percent (NCES, 2019). The disproportionality data widens from the bachelor’s to 
doctoral degree level (NCES, 2019).  
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The lived experiences of Black male doctoral students must be examined and understood, 
as it has affected the perceptions that individuals possess about Black men in doctoral education. 
Black males have been dealing with negative master deficit narratives, since the institution of 
slavery. The master deficit narratives need to be re-examined and re-directed into assets. Black 
males possess the skills to be successful in doctoral education. The underrepresentation of Black 
males in doctoral education needs to end.  
Purpose of the Study and Research Question 
This narrative inquiry study sought to examine the stories of Black men in academia 
shared between participants and myself, which highlight internal and external supports 
propelling Black men towards a doctoral degree at PWIs. Furthermore, this study sought to 
contextualize the various support systems that propel these men forward as they pursue and 
persist through their degree programs. Uncovering the perspectives of being a Black man, father, 
and full-time employee, while pursuing a doctoral degree is central in this research. This study 
aspired to actively engage Black male doctoral students in deep stories about their experiences, 
while navigating the higher education landscape. A deep understanding of Black males’ doctoral 
experiences was analyzed through narrative exchanges between the participants and me.  
The guiding question for this study is: 1) What internal and external supports lead Black 
men to pursue, and persist through, doctoral degree programs at PWIs? I developed the research 
question based on my personal experience as a Black man in a doctoral program at a PWI, and 
after a thorough review of the shortage of scholarly literature on Black male doctoral students.  
Personal Connection to the Study 
While a researcher’s personal connection to their study might typically be discussed only 
in an introductory chapter, because my study engages in narrative inquiry, Chapter 3 will go into 
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greater detail about narrative inquiry as a methodology in concert with my own personal 
narrative leading me towards my doctorate.   
This research study is significantly important to my own social and academic identities as 
an individual. I am a Black man living in America, a father, and a school counselor, while 
concurrently pursuing, and persisting through, a doctoral degree program at a PWI. I personally 
meet all the inclusion criteria for this research study, which was foundational to this dissertation 
study. I grew up in low-income, majority Black and Brown, high crime neighborhoods in Las 
Vegas, Nevada. I am a first-generation graduate. As a child, I viewed earning a doctorate as 
high-reaching and not an attainable goal for myself, especially given my struggles with reading, 
writing, and mathematics in K-12. Throughout my upbringing, my mother played a critical role 
in telling me the importance of earning a college degree, something she never pursued. However, 
she knew that a college degree could potentially provide social mobility throughout my lifetime. 
It was those constant words of affirmation that propelled me towards post-secondary education. 
Despite becoming a young father in high school and working full-time for the past 14 years, I 
have continuously persisted towards earning a bachelor’s degree, then master’s degree, and now 
towards my doctoral degree. I feel it is because of the various internal and external supports 
throughout the educational journey, that I chose to pursue, and persist through, this highly white 
academic achievement with tenacity.  
Brief Overview of the Theoretical Frameworks   
This research study utilized Yosso’s (2005) Community Cultural Wealth (CCW) and the 
Black Male Adult Learner Success Theory (BMALST), which is “specifically suited for Black 
male adult learners” (Goings, 2020, p. 2), as these theoretical lenses highlight the lived 
experiences of Black men who are pursuing a doctoral degree. Through CCW and BMALST, 
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Black men can be viewed from a strength-based, asset-based lens, rather than through the 
historical deficit narratives recycled in mainstream society. This is especially important to note, 
since this research study sought to discuss the various forms of wealth Black men hold. This 
research study sought to understand what forms of cultural capital these Black men are using 
through their degree progression, especially, given their social and academic identities as Black 
men on PWI campuses (Goings, 2020; Yosso, 2005). The CCW and BMALST frameworks were 
appropriate for examining the narratives of Black males in doctoral education.  
Yosso’s (2005) Model of Community Cultural Wealth 
CCW reveals the various forms of wealth that Communities of Color possess (Yosso, 
2005). Black males progress forward in a doctoral program with CCW, which include 
aspirational capital, linguistic capital, familial capital, social capital, navigational capital, and 
resistance capital (Yosso, 2005). Black men possibly access these forms of capital as a means for 
pursuing and persisting through a doctoral degree program. It is important that these forms of 
cultural capital are considered, when examining the academic strides of Black men in doctoral 
education. Especially, since there is a disproportionately problem in doctoral degree attainment 
data (NCES, 2019). Higher education institutions must seek to understand the various forms of 
capital Black men bring into doctoral education, while acting as an external support.  
Black Male Adult Learner Success Theory  
 BMALST is specific to Black men in higher education. Revealing the various forms of 
wealth that Black men are leveraging on towards a doctoral degree, BMALST applies 
interconnected systems, which include the individual, social-familial-spiritual, institutional, and 
societal-African Diaspora based on Whiting’s (2006b) and Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) work, along 
with environmental factors or themes found in prior literature (Goings, 2020). Black men are 
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successfully working towards their doctorate degree through various forms of capital within 
themselves and from their external systems.  
Brief Review of the Topic Literature Related to the Study 
 The research study draws on literature that discusses campus climate, Black faculty 
mentor relationships, social supports, family support, spirituality and religion, and doctoral 
socialization along the doctoral trajectory. Several themes were gleaned from the literature for 
this dissertation study, and the research that I conducted seeks to expand on the literature related 
to Black male doctoral students at PWIs. Chapter 2 will discuss the literature more in depth.  
Brief Review of the Methodological Literature Related to the Study 
 The literature informed the methodology for this dissertation. This research study utilized 
a qualitative approach, specifically narrative inquiry. Narrative inquiry allowed me to examine 
stories of internal and external supports that lead Black men to pursue, and persist through, 
doctoral degree programs at PWIs. This research study sought to capture the perspectives and 
lived experiences of Black male doctoral students. Through a narrative inquiry research design, I 
as the researcher engaged in rich conversations with participants about their personal stories of 
support, while sharing my own stories with participants in the data collection process (Clandinin, 
2013; Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). Chapter 3 will discuss narrative inquiry in more detail, 
including my own personal narrative.   
Operational Definitions  
 The following are key terms and definitions that will aid in clarification throughout this 
study: 
Black: Individuals of African descent who self-identify as Black and consider themselves 
to be a part of the African Diaspora (Banks & Banks, 2016).  
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External support: Refers to a service, program, or person that is situated outside of the 
individual and supports academic achievement (i.e., faculty, student services, family/friends, 
peers, student organizations) (Shertzer & Schuh, 2004). 
Internal support: Motivation and drive that compels one to action (i.e., resilience, 
motivation, persistence).  
Predominately white Institution (PWI): Institutions of higher education with a student 
population comprised of at least 50 percent of white students (Bourke, 2016). 
Pushout: Unwelcoming, uncaring, non-affirming practices that contribute to students 
dropping out of schooling systems (Morris, 2016).  
Use of Capitalization: This is used for the purpose of discussing race and the historical 
inequality between whites and Communities of Color. I intentionally capitalize words, such as 
“Black” and “Communities of Color” to represent races, much like you would capitalize 
“Latina/o” or “Filipina” (Matias, 2016). 
Chapter Summary and Transition  
 This chapter established the basis for the research study, including the background of the 
problem, statement of the problem, the research purpose, significance, research question, the 
theoretical frameworks, and it also prepares the reader to learn about the established literature 
and methodology. Chapter 2 of this dissertation contains a thorough review of the literature that 
examines Black men in higher education. Additionally, I will introduce the theoretical 
frameworks that guided this dissertation study. Chapter 3 contains the methodological approach 
used for this study, including details about data collection and methods, the research settings, 
participant recruitment and selection, and researcher’s personal narrative. Chapter 4 will discuss 
the results of the study and Chapter 5 will discuss the implications of the data collected.  
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CHAPTER 2:  LITERATURE REVIEW 
Chapter 1 introduced the dissertation study, which seeks to examine the internal and 
external supports that lead Black men to pursue, and persist through, doctoral degree programs at 
PWIs. The purpose of this literature review was to deepen my understanding of Black men in 
higher education in order to document experiences of doctoral education. The primary question 
guiding this chapter is: What is the current literature documenting experiences of Black men in 
graduate education throughout the US, relative to the institutional and systemic factors 
contributing to the pushout of Black men from higher education? This literature review is 
intended to provide a broader contextual perspective of my dissertation topic, while synthesizing 
literature on the institutional and systemic factors contributing to the pushout of Black men from 
higher education.  
Black Male Doctoral Degree Attainment 
Reflecting on the data on Black male doctoral students in the United States, there is a 
large disproportionality of conferred doctoral degrees among Black men, according to the data in 
U.S. Department of Education, 2017 (Appendix A). Prior to 1943, there were roughly only 393 
doctoral degrees conferred to Black men in the United States, with only 21 doctoral degrees 
awarded to Black men prior to 1920 (Jenkins & Greene, 1947). There is not reliable data on 
doctoral education prior to 1975, as prior to 1975 gender and race/ethnicity data was not being 
collected for degree attainment data (Thurgood, 2006). Race and ethnicity data on doctoral 
education is absent in degree attainment data from 1920–1975 (Thurgood, 2006). A rationale for 
the absence of data is due to word-of-mouth and oral histories tradition of African or Black 
historical archrivals (Smith & Smith, 2015). I assert, my ancestral oral histories are meaningful 
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sources of data, which assisted with my literature review in the oral histories section of this 
chapter.  
According to the National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES), from 1976-2015 
doctoral degree data show that Black men earned 2,338 (3.4 percent) doctoral degrees during 
1976, whereas white men received 62,977 (92.6 percent) doctoral degrees the same year (U.S. 
Department of Education, 2017). Today, Black men receive 4,957 (6.9 percent) of doctoral 
degrees among men, whereas in 1976 Black men received 2,338 (3.4 percent) of doctoral 
degrees among men (U.S. Department of Education, 2019). This number has only slightly 
doubled in the last 40 years of doctoral degree attainment data. As a Black man in a doctoral 
program, I am truly disheartened and saddened by these numbers. Throughout the literature there 
are a plethora of reasons for the low doctoral degree attainment data results. Black men face 
master deficit narratives about them upon entering a graduate education program. Too often, 
when the term “Black male” is stated individuals often think of the master deficit narratives 
about Black men (Alexander, 2012; Brooms, 2018; Harper & Davis, 2012; Kim & Hargrove, 
2013; Ladson-Billings, 2011).  
According to the Council of Graduate Schools’ annual report of graduate degrees, which 
is based on responses from 589 graduate schools in the United States “more than 1.8 million 
graduate students were enrolled in graduate certificate, master’s, or doctoral programs at U.S. 
graduate schools in Fall 2018” (Okahana & Zhou, 2019, p. 11). Based on this data 59.5 
percent white, 11.8 percent Black, 11.6 percent Latinx, 7.5 percent Asian, and 0.5 percent 
Indigenous, including men and women were the enrollment numbers (Okahana & Zhou, 
2019). In looking at the total graduate enrollment of men, specifically, the data show that 
775,372 men enrolled in a graduate program in Fall 2018 including 362,602 white, 60,728 
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Latino, 57,660 Black, 46,089 Asian, and 2,528 Indigenous men (Okahana & Zhou, 2019). 
Reflecting on this data, graduate school is majority white, with a larger percentage of white 
men as compared to Black men. 
The Black male doctoral educational pipeline begins very early in a young Black 
boy’s life. The overarching approach by teachers towards Black males in education is this 
business as usual approach (Harper et al., 2012). United States society has accepted failure as 
fate or default for Black males in education (Ladson-Billings, 2011; Harper et al., 2012). 
Black males are not being prepared at the same level as their white male counterparts to enter 
the academic pipeline of earning a doctoral degree (Harper et al., 2015; Kim & Hargrove, 
2013). The pervasive narratives about Black males in the context of education are very 
similar to the work of Paulo Freire (1970), which discussed the “self-deprecation” phenomenon. 
The narrative about Black males has been filled with oppression, hatred, and no confidence by 
white America. Black males are facing an oppressive experience on the daily in PK-20 systems 
by educators.  
The data about the racial disparity of Black men being awarded bachelor, master, and 
doctorate degrees as compared to their white male counterparts there is a disproportionality. The 
focus on this literature review looks directly at the low number of doctoral degrees being 
awarded to Black men, specifically. Black men receive the lowest amount of doctoral degrees 
compared to any other racial/gender group (NCES, 2019). This research seeks to understand the 
institutional and systemic factors Black men are up against in doctoral education. 
Methods for Conducting Literature Review 
I conducted a database search using ProQuest, SAGE, and JSTOR. My methodology for 
conducting my search through ProQuest was to search “Black male” and “graduate education”, 
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which yielded 25,567 results; 12,203 in the last 10 years; 11,349 peer-reviewed (Appendix B). 
For my second ProQuest terms, I searched “Black male” and “doctoral education”, which 
yielded 11,135 results; 4,962 in the last 10 years; 4,709 peer-reviewed (Appendix C). SAGE, I 
searched “Black male” and “doctoral education” yielded 18,804 results; 7,910 in the last 10 
years; 7,845 peer-reviewed (Appendix D). JSTOR, I searched “Black male” and “doctoral 
education”, which yielded 9,612 results; 2,401 in the last 10 years; 2,374 peer-reviewed 
(Appendix E).  
Throughout the literature review process, I did have some articles duplicated using 
different search terms and/or databases. When using the ProQuest #2 search terms “Black male” 
and “doctoral education”, I received eight of the same articles hits as in ProQuest #1. Using 
ProQuest #1“Black male” and “doctoral education”, I received two of the same articles as in 
JSTOR “Black male” and “doctoral education”. Using ProQuest #2 “Black male” and “doctoral 
education”, I received one of the same articles as in JSTOR “Black male” and “doctoral 
education”. Using SAGE “Black male” and “doctoral education”, I received three of the same 
articles as in JSTOR “Black male” and “doctoral education”. Finally, JSTOR “Black male” and 
“doctoral education”, I received two of the same articles as in SAGE “Black male” and “doctoral 
education”.  
While I did receive a large number of hits per engine for the search terms used, I created 
the following process and inclusion and exclusion criteria for the articles that were relevant to 
my broader dissertation topic:  
Step 1) I read the peer-reviewed article titles yielded from the database (e.g., ProQuest, 
SAGE, JSTOR), while searching for relevant article titles. Relevance was initially determined 
based on the article title, if the title included “Black male” and “graduate education”, “Black 
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male” and “doctoral education, “Black students” and “doctoral education”, “Black male” and 
“higher education”, or Black male” and “college”, then I would open the article for further 
analysis. If the article title did not include any of those search terms, the articles were excluded 
from the literature review process. For example, I excluded titles that included search terms, such 
as “work”, “health disparities”, “women”, “criminal justice”, or “cancer screening”.  
Step 2) I opened the article if it was not excluded in step 1. I initially would read the 
article abstract to determine if the article discussed Black men in higher education, broadly. This 
process involved me reading and re-reading 337 article abstracts. I examined the article abstract 
to determine if it discussed Black men in college (undergraduate and/or graduate), Black male 
experiences with social supports (i.e., family support, Black faculty support, institutional 
support, religion and spiritual support, financial support, etc.), Black doctoral students, Black 
male race and racism experiences on college campuses, Black male student success and/or 
retention rates in college, Black male motivation experiences in higher education, Black male 
resilience in college. If the articles abstract did not discuss any of these broader topics, it was 
excluded from the literature review process. For example, article abstracts that focused on Black 
male student athletes, Black men in K-12, Black men involvement in hip-hop/rap, Black male 
queer/straight issues, or Black student protest on campus, then the articles were excluded from 
the literature review process.  
Step 3) After applying my inclusion criteria, I read the article further to ensure it aligned 
with my broader dissertation topic. There were instances where the article title and abstract 
passed my inclusion criteria, but after further analysis, it was later determined it did not help 
answer my broader dissertation topic, which resulted in the article being excluded from the 
literature review process.  
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Step 4) If there were no discrepancies in the inclusion and exclusion criteria, the article 
was included in the literature review, which resulted in 43 articles being included in this 
literature review.   
After conducting my methodological approach, I then deeply analyzed all selected 
articles thoroughly for themes. I conducted my analysis by reading and re-reading my dataset 
(article) and identifying patterns within each. Key themes gleaned from the extant literature 
discussed in the selected articles about Black men in higher education included: mentorship, 
social support, family support, spirituality and religion, campus climate, and doctoral education 
socialization.  
Oral Histories Review 
 Additionally, I wanted to conduct an oral history review to see what stories or narratives I 
could locate about Black men in higher education. I began this search by consulting with 
Samantha Godbey, Education Librarian, Su Kim Chung, Head of Public Services, and Claytee 
White, Director of Oral History Research at University Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV) to gain 
insight to conducting this database search. I conducted a database search through Schomburg 
Center for Research in Black Culture and Documenting the African American Experience in Las 
Vegas, a project of the UNLV University Libraries. My methodology for conducting my search 
through Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture was to search “Black male” and 
“doctoral education”, which yielded 8 results (Appendix F). For Documenting the African 
American Experience in Las Vegas, a project of the UNLV University Libraries, I searched 
“Black male” and “doctoral education”, which yielded 10 results (Appendix G).  
I then deeply analyzed all selected oral history transcripts and/or audio recordings 
thoroughly for themes. I conducted my analysis by reading transcripts and/or listening to my 
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dataset (oral transcript/audio recording) and identifying patterns within each. Key themes 
gleaned from the extant oral histories discussed in the selected hits about Black men in higher 
education are embedded within the literature review as it relates to Black men in doctoral 
education, specifically. The methods for determining inclusion and exclusion involved the 
following procedures:  
Step 1) I read the oral history yielded search tags from the database (e.g., Schomburg 
Center for Research in Black Culture and Documenting the African American Experience in Las 
Vegas, a project of the UNLV University Libraries), while searching for relevant oral histories. 
Relevance was initially determined based on the oral history search tags, if the search tags 
included “Black male” and “graduate education”, “Black male” and “doctoral education, “Black 
students” and “doctoral education”, “Black male” and “higher education”, or Black male” and 
“college”, then I would open the oral history for further analysis. If the oral history tags did not 
include any of those search terms, the oral history were excluded from the literature review 
process.  
Step 2) I opened the oral history, I initially would read the oral history abstract to 
determine if it discussed Black men in higher education, broadly. This process involved me 
reading and re-reading abstracts. I examined the article abstract to determine if it discussed Black 
men in college (undergraduate and/or graduate), Black male experiences with social supports 
(i.e., family support, Black faculty support, institutional support, religion and spiritual support, 
financial support, etc.), Black doctoral students, Black male race and racism experiences on 
college campuses, Black male student success and/or retention rates in college, Black male 
motivation experiences in higher education, or Black male resilience in college. If the oral 
history abstract did not discuss any of these broader topics, it was excluded from the oral 
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histories review process. For example, article abstracts that discussed Black men in the casino 
industry, Black men in K-12, or Black men during the civil rights movement, then the oral 
history were excluded from the oral history review process.  
Step 3) After applying my inclusion criteria, the oral history was read further to ensure it 
aligned with my broader dissertation topic. There were instances where the oral history passed 
my inclusion criteria, but after further analysis, it was later determined it did not help answer my 
broader dissertation topic, which resulted in the oral history being excluded from the literature 
review process.  
Step 4) If there were no discrepancies in the inclusion and exclusion criteria, the oral 
history was included in the literature review.  
Findings across the Literature Review 
 As we transition into the findings across the literature review process, there were key 
themes gleaned from the robust literature about Black men in higher education. I decided to 
organize the literature review findings thematically. The included themes are mentorship, social 
support, family support, spirituality and religion, campus climate, and doctoral education 
socialization. The subsequent subsections will go into greater detail about the themes discovered.  
Campus Climate  
 The academic journey is filled with institutional and systemic barriers that Black men 
bump up against towards their doctoral degrees (Jett, 2011; Smith et al., 2007; Wood & Palmer, 
2013). Colleges and universities are institutions of higher education that are embedded with 
institutional factors, such as “(a) government policies, (b) the campus’s historical legacy of racial 
exclusion, (c) numerical representation of African American male students and faculty, and (d) 
racial behaviors inside and outside the classroom” (Smith et al., 2007). Smith et al., (2007) 
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examined the psychological effects of microaggressions Black men experienced at elite, 
historically white campuses. Smith and colleagues (2007) presented racial battle fatigue as a 
theoretical framework for examining their research. The study found two major themes “(a) anti-
Black male stereotyping and marginality and (b) hyper-surveillance and control. Black males 
reported being placed under increased surveillance and control by community policing tactics on 
and off campus. Black men are being educated on turbulent college campuses.  
The psychological experiences of Black males is an aspect that no other ethnic/racial 
group can ever fully understand. The daily encounters Black males experience with white folks, 
law enforcement, teachers, and the general public is unlike any other experience. According to 
Smith et al., (2007) the following is an hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly, occurrence 
for Black males:  
When I came from New York, I was driving by car. And, an officer stops me 
and... he comes over and asks me, “Do you have any guns or drugs in the car?” 
And so I go, “No, I don’t.” And, then I ask him, “Why are you stopping me?” 
And then he tells me, he says that “somebody’s been ripped off and that my car 
matches the description.” (p. 551) 
 Black male students are dealing with racial battle fatigue (RBF), along with racial 
microaggressions in their degree programs. Racial battle fatigue is described as a social-
psychological stress response up to and including “frustration; anger; exhaustion; physical 
avoidance; psychological or emotional withdrawal; escapism; acceptance of racist attributions; 
resistance; verbally, nonverbally, or physically fighting back; and coping strategies” (Smith et 
al., 2007, p. 552) to the threats that Black males face in historically White spaces. Black men are 
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dealing with RBF within their education journey, which is counter-productive to their success as 
Black men.  
 Sullivan (2007) recounted an experience with attending the University of Utah in the 
1970s. During this time period, Black students in particular were targeted with hate crime threats 
conducted by white students on campus (Sullivan, 2007). The white students on campus 
pretended to “send notes from the Ku Klux Klan saying we’re going to get you at eight o’clock 
on June 26” (Sullivan, 2007, p. 5). Black men on college campuses are having to navigate this 
negative college campus spaces in pursuit of an education. Negative experiences with white 
students on campus can trigger an RBF physical response (Smith et al., 2007).  
Strayhorn (2014) examined the positive effects that grit had on 140 Black male full-time 
students at a large, predominantly white, public research institution. This study used a 
quantitative approach to gathering results through an online survey (Strayhorn, 2014). The study 
revealed that grit levels are relevant to success in college among Black men (Strayhorn, 2014). 
The Black men that exerted more grit earned higher grades in their college coursework 
(Strayhorn, 2014). Black men tap into their grit to persist through towards a college degree. 
Earning an undergraduate degree takes years to accomplish, which requires a level of grit to 
make it to the end of this academic milestone.  
Due to the negative campus climate, Black men in higher education become intrinsically 
motivated, which is described as a manifestation caused by naturally wanting to engage in a 
particular activity, such as higher education learning without tangible gains or rewards (Deci, 
1972; Taylor, 2014). Black males are seeking higher education, specifically doctoral education 
due to their high levels of intrinsic motivation without external rewards, such as status, approval, 
or certain grades (Deci, 1972). Black men are motivated by disrupting the master deficit 
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narratives about Black men in education, while demonstrating that Black men can excel in higher 
education (Goings, 2016). Black men are wearing many hats: they are husbands, fathers, family 
men, graduate assistants, research assistants, a friend, and/or an employee, while pursuing a 
graduate education in white-hegemonic spaces not created nor designed for us (Goings, 2016).  
A level of motivation must exist to lead Black men to applying, pursuing, and graduating 
from a doctoral program, especially given the socio-political climate in the United States 
(Goings, 2016; Harper & Davis, 2012; Harper et al., 2015; Kim & Hargrove, 2013; McGee et al., 
2016). Black students are severely underrepresented in fields, such as science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics (Flowers & Banda, 2015; Harper et al., 2015; Kim & Hargrove, 
2013; McGee et al., 2016). McGee (2016) examined the role that motivation played in 44 Black 
engineering doctoral students’ degree progression. This study discussed the roles that intrinsic 
and extrinsic motivation had on these doctoral students. The study concluded, and it was found 
that the Black students had: “(1) strong interest in pursuing an engineering PhD, (2) impact, 
defined as the desire to help others and the desire to help minority populations, (3) serving as a 
role model, in part by teaching at a predominantly Black or liberal arts institution, and (4) 
gaining respect and autonomy by obtaining a PhD” (McGee et al., 2016, p. 178). Motivation is a 
foundational factor helping Black men advance in their educational journey.  
Wood and Palmer (2013) examined Black males at the community college level. This 
research seeks to understand the personal goal setting and motivational factors that propel a 
Black male towards earning their 2-year degree (Wood & Palmer, 2013). Black males are 
disproportionately represented at the community college level (Wood & Palmer, 2013). This 
study examined participants through a self-determination theory as a theoretical lens for 
understanding Black men. The research found that Black men “have a strong inclination toward: 
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having steady work, being financially well off, being a community leader, having leisure time, 
and having children” (Wood & Palmer, 2013). Black men are intrinsically and extrinsically 
motivated towards earning a college degree (Goings, 2016; Strayhorn, 2014; Wood & Palmer, 
2013).  
Black Faculty Mentor Relationships  
 Research shows that Black males in society have a number of deficit labels attached to 
them in education and society (Brooms, 2017; Emdin, 2012; Griffin & Allen, 2006; Harper, 
2009; Sullivan, 2007). Moore & Toliver (2010) discussed “Black faculty members’ and students’ 
shared experiences of racism and prejudicial attitudes as a result of living in a racially divided 
society” (p. 932). Black men and Black faculty have a shared racialized experience in the 
academy. Black faculty members are also able to understand the Black culture and experience, 
which adds to being authentic, real, and understanding while motivating and mentoring Black 
men in higher education (Moore & Toliver, 2010).  
The literature offers several ways of defining mentoring, which “is the act of providing 
guidance and support delivered from a mentor to a protégé´” (Thomas et al., 2007). Moore and 
Toliver (2010) defines mentoring as “a dynamic, reciprocal relationship in a work environment 
between an advanced career incumbent (mentor) and a beginner (protégé) aimed at promoting 
their career development” (p. 934). Alternatively, the term could be defined through a 
developmental relationship lens, which is an “association between senior (i.e., faculty) and junior 
individuals (i.e., students) focused on the junior members’ personal and/or career development 
and individual growth” (p. 4). Academic mentoring relationships aid in assisting Black men in 
higher education with conducting research, writing, professional development, employment, and 
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networking (Ross-Sheriff et al., 2017). It is through faculty-student mentoring that assists Black 
men in the doctoral process.  
 Faculty-student relationships are a critical piece in helping Black men persist through 
higher education (Brooms & Davis, 2017; Chang, 2005; Griffin, 2012; Miller & Stone, 2011; 
Sullivan & White, 2007; Tinto, 1975). Throughout the literature it has confirmed the importance 
of having Black faculty on campus for Black men (Brooms & Davis, 2017; Chang, 2005; Griffin, 
2012; Strayhorn, 2016). There are a number of reasons why having Black faculty available for 
Black men is essential in the doctoral degree progression process. Black faculty play a pivotal 
role in helping students: they serve as instructors, friends, role models, employers, advisors, and 
source of support and guidance (Chang, 2005; Moore & Toliver, 2010). Brooms & Davis (2017) 
assertion “meaningful interaction between African American faculty and students has proven to 
be invaluable in Black males’ academic and social development and coping as well” (p. 309) 
furthers the importance of Black faculty mentors on campus.  
 Strayhorn (2008) sought out to understand the relationship between academic 
achievement, satisfaction with college, and faculty relationships through a survey. This survey 
asked participants questions such as, “talked with a faculty member or staff member about 
personal concerns” (Strayhorn, 2008). The research found empirical evidence that Black men 
benefit from powerful relationships with faculty members (Strayhorn, 2008). The strong faculty 
relationships are heavily relied on by Black men in higher education (Strayhorn, 2008). Brooms 
& Davis (2017) research findings confirmed the research by stating “Black Faculty Mentoring—
comprised of student narratives about how mentoring from Black faculty members, primarily 
Black males, mattered in their collegiate experiences” (p. 313).  
It has been suggested that “the presence of [Black] faculty, particularly as 
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this relates to the retention of [Black men] attending historically white institutions is 
important” (Brooms & Davis, 2017, p. 309). When Black men cultivate meaningful 
relationships with Black faculty, their academic and social development substantially 
improves (Brooms & Davis, 2017). These interactions with Black faculty are very 
important for Black men as they are navigating the college experience. Through 
mentoring with Black faculty members, issues of academic under-preparedness and 
any social voids can be addressed (Brooms & Davis, 2017). Colleges and universities 
with the presence of Black male faculty and staff significantly deepen the campus 
culture and allows for Black males to feel more comfortable (Broom & Davis, 2017). The 
data show the significance of having Black faculty on a college campus, particularly 
Black men (Broom & Davis, 2017). 
It is evident in the Black male student experience that there is a level of 
interconnectedness with Black faculty members (Brooms & Davis, 2017). Through this 
interconnectedness academic success is achieved and Black male students are successful 
throughout their college experience (Brooms & Davis, 2017). The level of support that Black 
males receive is extremely important as it relates to their academic performance. Black male 
student success can be achieved, but it is through formal or informal relationships with Black 
faculty members that propels Black males towards success. 
Social Supports  
Historically, the admission rates of Black men in higher education has been tied to 
institutional and systemic factors (Reid, 2013). Black men are disproportionately represented in 
their programs of study compared to any other racial/ethnic group. Reid (2013) found three 
themes contribute to Black men advancing in higher education: (a) persistence, (b) self-efficacy, 
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and (c) racial identity. Black men that perceive institutional and systemic supports are more 
likely to persist through their degree programs. This study concluded and found that Black men 
experiencing high levels of institutional support are more likely to succeed and graduate, despite 
the negative master narratives about Black males in higher education (Reid, 2013). There are a 
number of Black males making successful strides in earning an undergraduate or graduate degree 
despite the structural factor inhibiting their success (Lucas, 2018). Black males are able to forge 
ahead through this notion of social supports (Lucas, 2018).  
 Simmons (2013) discussed the factors that allow for Black men to persist in higher 
education. Higher education institutions around the country have faced issues with the retention 
of Black men particularly. There is an ongoing problem with Black men departing early from 
college (Simmons, 2013). The study found four themes: (a) college preparedness, (b) high 
aspirations and goals, (c) social connections and relationships, and (d growth through student 
organizational commitment (Simmons, 2013). Through these themes in the literature Black men 
are able to work towards their undergraduate and graduate degrees. The study concluded, that 
these Black men “formulated their perceptions of persistence from personal background 
experiences, relationship building with peers and faculty, and engagement with the institution on 
several levels” (Simmons, 2013, p. 72).  
Moore et al. (2003) examined the perceptions, attitudes, and experiences of 24 Black men 
majoring in engineering that affect their persistence towards their degrees. The study used a 
qualitative approach for examining the experiences of the Black men through the use of 
biographical surveys, along with individual and group interviews. Moore et al. (2003) was able 
to describe these Black men’s level of focus towards their engineering degree as this “prove-
them-wrong” syndrome as a conceptual framework. The study concluded that Black engineering 
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students felt “you’re working twice as hard not only to overcome what they [White folks] think 
of you” or “I feel like I have to prove myself to my white peers and professors” (Moore et al., 
2003, p. 67). The study found that Black males are determined, motivated, and committed 
towards earning their degree through resilience as a coping skill (Moore et al., 2003).  
The term “resilience” is used throughout the literature when discussing Black men in 
higher education (Harrison et al., 2015; Morales, 2010). Historically, resiliency has played a 
major role in the success of Black males throughout this country. It has been well-documented 
throughout history that Black males have had to work through social inequalities and racism 
(Goings, 2016; Harper et al., 2015; Reid, 2013). Some Black men in higher education use 
internalized resilience in their journey towards academic success (Morales, 2010). Through 
resiliency Black males persist through their educational endeavors, regardless of hurdles along 
the journey. There is this strong initiative and persistence driving their education. Contrary to the 
master deficit narratives, which seems to highlight the “academic failures” of Black men in 
higher education (Kim & Hargrove, 2013). There is research on educational resiliency, which 
refers to the ability of students to succeed academically, despite difficult and challenging life 
circumstances and risk factors that prevent them from succeeding in higher education (Morales, 
2010).  
 For many Black men in higher education they have had to overcome hardships, obstacles, 
and hurdles prior to stepping foot on college and/or university campuses (Alexander, 2012; 
Barker, 2016; Emdin, 2012; Harper et al., 2015; Kim & Hargrove, 2013). The notion of 
academic resilience, which is “the process and results that are part of the life story of an 
individual who has been academically successful, despite obstacles that prevent the majority of 
others with the same background from succeeding” (Morales, 2008, p. 8), is something that 
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needs to be unpacked with Black men in doctoral education. Morales (2010) examined the 
academic resilience of 50 high-achieving low-socioeconomic (SES) undergraduate students to 
bridge a connection between resilience and SES (Morales, 2010). The students used protective 
factors to help contribute towards their academic success. The students reported wanting to gain 
social mobility, had caring school personnel, felt a sense of obligation to their race/ethnicity, and 
delayed gratification (Morales, 2010).   
Along the doctoral journey, there are challenges that arise and make earning a terminal 
degree difficult, but Black men remain successful through resiliency (Griffin & Allen, 2006). 
Black men tend to shift away from the issues in their past, such as racism and inequality, instead 
leaning into resiliency. There is almost this shift to high expectations, goal-oriented, problem-
solving, and gain of social competency in Black male success (Griffin & Allen, 2006). 
Resiliency is almost like this factor that promotes Black males and moves them towards 
successful futures. Obtaining this resiliency comes from within an individual’s willingness to 
succeed and propel forward (Griffin, Kimberly & Allen, 2006).  
 The “network” of social support includes doctoral peers, faculty, family, friends, and 
employers who assist in helping Black men along their journey towards achieving a doctorate 
(McGaskey et al., 2016; Miller & Stone, 2011). Black men “often suffer from marginalization, 
isolation, and discrimination, both within their programs and at the institution where they 
matriculate” (McGaskey et al., 2016, p. 141), which affects their degree progression. Academic 
faculty heavily influence Black men in doctoral studies with decisions formally and informally. 
McGaskey and colleagues (2016) conducted a study on 10 Black men pursuing a doctorate in 
higher education administration. The article discussed this phenomenon of three patterns of 
socialization that participants experienced, which were traditional socialization, untraditional 
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socialization, and impeded socialization (McGaskey et al., 2016). The research concluded that 
social support networks are significantly influenced by race, meaning Black men had larger 
connections with other Black men and Black faculty in their programs of study (Barker, 2016; 
McGaskey et al., 2016).  
The type of social supports Black men receive in doctoral education can include advice, 
friendships, academic supports, career assistance or advice, or emotional support (Brooms & 
Davis, 2017; Chang, 2005; Griffin, 2012; McGaskey et al., 2016; Strayhorn, 2014; Wood & 
Palmer, 2013). The literature exposes the psychosocial support that Black men receive from 
others in their social support network (Wood & Palmer, 2013). Especially, Black peers provide 
affirmational and emotional support that help Black men survive and thrive in doctoral studies 
(Lundy-Wagner, 2013; McGaskey et al., 2016; Wood & Palmer, 2013). Fountaine (2012) 
examined 190 Black doctoral students attending Historically Black Colleges and Universities 
(HBCU) analyzing the impact on faculty-student relationships through interaction, engagement, 
and persistence. The study concluded that HBCUs serve as a positive system support for Black 
doctoral students, which includes Black men in the academy (Fountaine, 2012). The research 
suggests that Black men in doctoral studies need adequate social support, especially considering 
the low representation of Black men in doctoral education (McGaskey et al., 2016).  
Jackson and Hui (2017) examined the social relationships among 17 Black men working 
on an undergraduate degree. Black men on America’s college and university campuses seek out 
social support from other Black men on campus (Jackson & Hui, 2017). Black men are seeking 
connections with other Black men on campus as a means of personal and emotional support, 
while building a network of friends, family-like relationships, and associations with other Black 
men (Jackson & Hui, 2017). Black men on college campuses share experiences with feelings of 
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isolation, hostility, and inferiority throughout the doctoral process (Jackson & Hui, 2017). This 
study allowed for Black men social group relationships to be researched. The study found “the 
emotional and social benefits Black men find in belonging to groups that cater to the experiences 
of Black men” (Jackson & Hui, 2017, p. 468). Furthermore, Jackson and Hui (2017) found Black 
men are able to create brotherhood or tight-knit relationships with others in their degree 
progression.  
Oftentimes Black men have to create counter-spaces to cope with the alienation and 
discrimination they are encountering on institutional campuses (Jackson, 2012). While Black 
men are pursuing their college degrees, they need to feel a sense of social support from their 
same-race peers, or brothers (Jackson, 2012). The ideas surrounding what is traditionally 
considered to be masculine have to be disrupted and reframed for Black men. Traditionally, 
Black men have learned that talking about feelings, emotionality, or openness are considered 
feminine characteristics (Johnson, 2010; Majors, 1992; Jackson, 2012; Johnson, 2010; Majors, 
1992). Jackson (2012) found that Black men used social support as a means for caring and 
supporting their brothers. The study concluded, “the concept of brotherhood permits men to 
express love, concern, and closeness toward one another” (Jackson, 2012, p. 70).  
The network of social support is critical to the psychological well-being of Black men, 
while pursuing their degrees (Jackson, 2012; Jackson & Hui, 2017; Lundy-Wagner, 2013; 
Strayhorn, 2015; Wood & Palmer, 2013). Strayhorn et al. (2015) found “establishing supportive 
relationships with peers, faculty, and staff in college seems to foster a sense of belonging for 
Black males at PWIs and HBCUs” (p. 129-130). The sense of belonging helps foster higher 
grades, retention rates, satisfaction, and the overall transition process for Black men (Strayhorn 
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et al., 2015). These examples illustrate the importance of social support networks for Black men 
in higher education.  
Family Support  
Black families provide meaningful support to their Black male students during the degree 
process (Flowers, 2015; Palmer et al., 2011). Palmer et al. (2011) examined the impact that 
Black families had on 11 Black male students at an HBCU. Black families play a role through 
providing emotional, academic, and financial support to Black men in college (Flowers, 2015; 
Palmer et al., 2011; Wood & Palmer, 2013). Two themes are apparent from this literature: (1) 
family use of role modeling, (2) some participants’ families lacked formal education, they were 
equally effective in promoting their progeny’s college success (Palmer et al., 2011). The study’s 
findings were that Black students thrived on the connections made with their family (Palmer et 
al., 2011). This sense of family support is necessary for the academic success of Black males.  
The family also acts as a motivator to the Black male student (Palmer et al., 
2011). The Black men are able to allow the family to act as their personal support system 
throughout their academic journey. Through motivation the student is encouraged to 
stay in school and do their best in college (Palmer et al., 2011). The role that the family 
provides almost identically represents the same support they would receive at a 
Historically Black Colleges and Universities (Palmer et al., 2011). It is evident that the 
Black family provides an abundance of support in the Black males’ student experience. 
Flowers (2015) asserts “Black parents have the capability to positively 
influence their children and instill in their [Black] son, at an early age, the importance of 
education and their expectations of academic excellence” (p. 66). There is this constant 
family support that takes place in the Black home. Black males are encouraged and 
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shaped to pursue higher education at an early age by their family (Flowers, 2015). 
There is this encouragement that comes from the family because they know first-hand 
the struggle that their son will be up against in society (Flowers, 2015). Earning an education is 
fundamental for future success and social mobility. The family acts from a persistent mindset 
wanting their son to excel in education (Flowers, 2015). 
Goings (2016) examined the experiences of four high-achieving nontraditional Black 
men pursuing a college degree at an HBCU through a phenomenological study. This study found 
that three of the Black men were motivated to re-enroll in college due to their children (Goings, 
2016). The Black men in this study were self-motivated and wanted to earn a degree due to their 
high levels of intrinsic motivation. Too often, the literature on Black men in the academy fails to 
discuss the high levels of self-determination that Black men possess in pursuit of higher 
education (Kim & Hargrove, 2013).  
Rockinson-Szpakiw et al. (2015) examined the influence of marital relationships within 
doctoral education in a longitudinal qualitative study. The study found that positive, healthy 
marital relationship can have a positive effect on doctoral degree progression (Rockinson-
Szpakiw et al., 2015). A solid marital foundation is a critical factor tied to doctoral degree 
persistence among doctoral students (Hyun, 2009; Lott et al., 2009). Supportive marital 
partnerships provide emotional support, which can assist in propelling Black male doctoral 
students forward in their respective doctoral program (Flowers, 2015; Rockinson-Szpakiw et al., 
2015). 
Spirituality and Religion  
Spirituality and religion were mentioned in the literature review as a major factor with 
helping Black men earn their degrees (Butler et al., 2013; Dancy, 2010; Jett, 2010). Black men in 
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higher education are progressing through the challenges because of their faith in God (Dancy, 
2010; Butler et al., 2013). Jett (2010) conducted a study with four Black males pursuing an 
undergraduate degree in mathematics. The participants discussed how their academic excellence 
was tied closely to their relationship with God (Jett, 2010). Their strong sense of belief and trust 
in God has been attributed to their academic success (Butler et al., 2013). For example, “a strong 
belief in God specifically was mentioned by the majority of [Black] men who were successful in 
post-baccalaureate” (Butler et al., 2013, p. 425) programs. It appears that having faith in God is 
one way of helping Black men succeed in education. 
Butler et at., (2013) “the presence of socioeconomic struggles, religion and faith have 
been major sources of hope, drive, and anticipation for individuals from ethnic minority 
backgrounds” (p. 425). The Black church has been a spiritual place for them to be filled with 
support from God during their academic journey (Butler et al., 2013). Black males who have 
been academically successful have mentioned spirituality as a reason for their success in 
education (Butler et al., 2013). 
 Dancy (2010) studied 24 Black men in college and the impact of spiritually and religion 
in their degree progression. The Black men discussed “how their spiritual beliefs and religious 
participation influenced their college choice, persistence, academic, and professional outcomes” 
(Dancy, 2010, p. 423). This literature shows three themes: (a) support and dependency, (b) 
anchoring identity in spirituality and religion, and (c) identity tensions (Dancy, 2010). These 
Black men used God as a source of strength for dealing with stress and anxiety (Dancy, 2010). 
The researchers concluded that the participants viewed spirituality as a part of their identity and 
has helped them work towards completing their degrees (Dancy, 2010).   
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Doctoral Education Socialization  
Throughout the doctoral academic process Black men are experiencing a double 
consciousness or dual identity in their programs of study (Barker, 2016). Black men are 
navigating doctoral programs with their Black male and doctoral student identities, which 
involves several negotiations (Barker, 2016). Upon being accepted into a doctoral program, 
Black men begin the doctoral education socialization process. There are major milestones, 
stages, or benchmarks that must be accomplished before moving on to the next (Barker, 2016). 
Examples include, coursework, examinations, dissertation, and oral defense along the doctoral 
journey. Barker (2016) examined the doctoral education socialization process for seven Black 
doctoral students who had white faculty advisors. This literature discussed the counter-narratives 
of their experiences matriculating through their programs of study. The study asked questions, 
such as “Are you able to discuss race-related issues (related or not related to your education) 
with your advisor/student?” and “Have you faced any issues, obstacles, or experiences in your 
program, department, institution, or discipline (national association or professional conferences) 
that you attribute to your race?” (Barker, 2016, p. 131). The research concluded, Black doctoral 
students reported feeling delayed in the PhD process compared to white students, which often 
leaves them feeling “undervalued and unsupported in their respective doctoral program” (Barker, 
2016, p. 136).   
 Throughout the literature there is a shortage of Black individuals holding doctorates, and 
especially true for Black men (Barker, 2016; Harper et al., 2015; Kim & Hargrove, 2013; 
McCallum, 2017; Miller & Stone, 2011; Strayhorn, 2010). The literature examining decisions for 
Black individuals, including Black men to pursue a doctorate remain limited (Harper et al., 2015; 
Kim & Hargrove, 2013; McCallum, 2017). McCallum (2017) conducted a research study on 
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Black doctoral students at two research-intensive institutions to better understand the 
participants' reasoning for pursuing a doctorate. The study found, “that African Americans in this 
study used the concept “giving back to the community” to describe one of the reasons they 
decided to pursue the PhD” (McCallum, 2017, p. 143). Black men are in part undertaking a 
doctoral degree to utilize their PhD as a tool to be “knowledge producers” in society, while 
advocating for the Black community (McCallum, 2017). It is almost as if the PhD allows for 
Black men to have a seat at the table in critical economic, healthcare, education, policy, and 
political conversations (Brezinski et al., 2018).   
 Jett (2011) conducted a single case study of a Black man pursuing a doctorate in 
mathematics, which is severely underrepresented by Black men in higher education. The 
discourse surrounding Black men in mathematics perpetuates this idea that Black men are 
failures in mathematics (Jett, 2011). This study disrupted this ideology through the use of critical 
race theory as a theoretical framework. This study concluded that the single participant was not 
considered a “traditional”, high-achieving doer of mathematics, but the participant had a robust 
and insightful story (Jett, 2011). Jett (2011) recounted, some Black men in doctoral programs 
resemble the song lyrics “Amazing Grace” “I once was lost, but now am found”. Black men in 
doctoral education, are truly unleashing their educational talents at this level in their education. 
Synthesis across Literature 
In examining the totality across the literature review. I gathered six critical themes that 
assisted in helping me understand what is propelling Black men forward in doctoral education. 
The six themes I observed were: mentorship, social support, family support, spirituality and 
religion, campus climate, and doctoral education socialization. As I read and re-read the pieces 
of literature, I looked for what already existed in the literature about the experiences of Black 
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males in doctoral education. I identified a cumulation on our experiences within the literature: 
(1) the hostile, unwelcoming, and anti-Black campus environments we are navigating daily, (2) 
the high levels of grit, resiliency, and persistence embodied by us, (3) the lack of studies 
examining the experiences of Black male doctoral students specifically, (4) the heavy reliance on 
a “network” as a means of pushing through higher education, (5) a need to increase Black male 
enrollment, retention, and graduation rates, and (6) the underrepresentation of Black males on 
college campuses. Although, I gathered an understanding of the experiences of Black males 
across the literature more broadly. I was still left wondering, “what are the unapologetic, real-life 
stories of Black men in doctoral education specifically?” Given that the literature focuses heavily 
on Black males’ experiences at the undergraduate level.  
Admittedly, the literature covered a wide range of concepts necessary for me to 
understand what has already been examined regarding the experiences of Black men in higher 
education. After reviewing the literature, I have located a scarce amount of literature dealing 
with Black men pursuing a doctoral degree, specifically. The schooling experiences of Black 
men currently pursuing a doctoral degree are relatively absent throughout the literature. The bulk 
of the literature review focuses on the schooling experiences of Black men at the undergraduate 
level. In thinking about how I will add to the literature and working to help fill a gap. I hoped to 
provide research findings that would help contextualize the totality and holistic experiences of 
Black men in doctoral education. Based on my assessment, this study is definitely needed, which 
will specifically examine the internal and external supports being leveraged on.  
While I was examining the literature, I also thought about ensuring I had a clear rationale 
for selecting narrative inquiry as the methodological approach for this study. The literature 
reviewed consisted of 19 multiple case studies, two single-case studies, five phenomenological 
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studies, four grounded theory studies, eight mixed methods studies, and five correlational 
research studies used across the literature, excluding theoretical based articles. The two most 
common methodological approaches used across the literature were case studies (single and/or 
multiple) and mixed methods. I found that case studies (single and/or multiple) research 
questions sought to understand the schooling experiences of Black men, how race and racism 
impacts Black men in higher education, the power of resilience in Black male students, the assets 
Black male students possess, or what factors have contributed to persistence among Black men 
in college. The mixed methods studies research questions sought to measure or analyze the 
experiences of Black men in higher education. However, these studies did not exclusively focus 
on supports being used in doctoral education, which is what this study looked to accomplish. The 
literature revealed that studying Black men in doctoral education utilizing narrative inquiry is 
needed as no author used narrative inquiry. Meaning, this study would be working to help fill a 
gap in the literature. 
In addition, to examining methodological approaches used across the literature. I also 
thought about ensuring I had a clear rationale for selecting CCW and BMALST. The two most 
common theoretical/conceptual frameworks used across the literature were critical race theory 
(CRT) and Tinto’s (1993) theory. The theoretical frameworks used in the literature was 
overwhelmingly critical race theory (CRT), followed by social networking theory, Hunt and 
Michaels (1983) Mentoring Framework, Yosso’s (2005) community cultural wealth model, 
Tinto's (1993) model for doctoral student attrition, Tinto's (1993) theory of student departure, 
ecological framework, relational/cultural theory and Black feminist theory of "othermothering", 
intersections of Black male identity development, racial battle fatigue, Harper’s anti-deficit 
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framework, sociocultural capital theory, and Baird’s (1993) theory. I have quantified the results 
from this literature review in Appendix H.  
Yosso’s (2005) Community Cultural Wealth 
In reflecting on the theoretical frameworks across the literature, I thought critically about 
theoretical lenses I would use to carry-out this work. I wanted to ensure my selections aligned 
with the major components of this study. This research called for theoretical frameworks that 
were steeped in assets and would allow for the various forms of strength among Black men to be 
revealed. In addition, I was familiar with CCW and Tara Yosso’s critical work resonated with 
me as a scholar. I felt it was fitting to apply CCW for this research study. I must acknowledge 
that CCW was applied in three of the studies across the literature. However, I hoped to extend 
and further the asset-based, largely Latinx theoretical framework towards Black men. Through 
CCW Black men in doctoral education are viewed through a critical lens that values the “funds 
of knowledge” and assets these Communities of Color bring into the classroom setting (Yosso, 
2005). I looked to keep this study grounded in assets over deficits.  
Black Male Adult Learner Success Theory 
The selection of Ramon Goings’ theoretical framework BMALST began at the 
conclusion of my dissertation proposal defense. I was highly encouraged to tie in a theoretical 
framework specific to Black men with this study. Plus, the literature suggests there needs to be 
theoretical frameworks that are specific to Black men, while examining the experiences of Black 
men. Through leaning on BMALST as a theoretical lens, it helped inform the various forms of 
wealth that Black men are leveraging on towards a doctoral degree. BMALST applies the 
interconnected systems, which include the individual, social-familial-spiritual, institutional, and 
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societal-African Diaspora (Goings, 2020). BMALST is certainly fitting and helped to strengthen 
this research study.  
Harper’s Anti-Deficit Achievement Framework 
In alignment with this research study’s focus, I needed to ensure I was valuing assets over 
deficits. Therefore, I utilized Harper’s ADAF exclusively in the development of the interview 
protocol. For too long, Black male in education have been viewed through a deficit-oriented lens 
(Harper, 2012). This dissertation study sought to advance the conversation from deficit-based to 
asset-based.  
Chapter Summary and Transition   
In closing, I have learned critical information about my topic of study. I have read the 
body of literature that exist based on my literature review criteria. My critical synthesis led to my 
analysis of the select articles in the literature review process. In examining the populations, 
institution type, region, participant age range, and among other characteristics. The literature 
collected revealed participants, included Black males with some studies including females 
mostly at the undergraduate level, and minimal studies at the doctoral level. Revealing there is an 
absence of narrative inquiry studies about Black men in doctoral education, asserting, that my 
dissertation topic, methodical approach, and theoretical frameworks will fill a gap in the 
literature.  
Chapter 1 discussed the call to action to study Black men in doctoral education. This 
chapter conducted a thorough review of the literature examining the experiences of Black men in 
higher education. In addition, I briefly introduced the two asset-based theoretical frameworks for 
this study. Chapter 3 will discuss the research design and methods for this study. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
 This study employs a qualitative approach to examine the stories of what internal and 
external supports lead Black men to pursue, and persist through, doctoral degree programs at 
predominantly White institutions (PWIs). I use narrative inquiry to gain insight into how Black 
men progressed through the higher education pipeline towards a doctoral degree. This chapter 
will discuss topics in the following order: (1) research question; (2) narrative inquiry; (3) 
Yosso’s (2005) Cultural Community Wealth model; (4) Goings’ (2020) Black Male Adult 
Learner Success Theory; (5) data collection and methods, which includes the research settings, 
participant recruitment, and selection; and (6) researcher’s personal narrative.  
Rational for, and Restatement of, the Research Question 
After conducting my literature review, I thought deeply about what my research question 
would be for this dissertation study. Upon doing some critical thinking, I wanted to capture the 
personal narratives of Black male doctoral students at PWIs. Especially since Black males are a 
low percentage of doctoral degree recipients, yearly in the United States (U.S. Department of 
Education, 2019), uncovering the perspectives of being a Black male, while pursuing a doctoral 
degree will add to the scarce amount of literature (Harper et al., 2015). I looked to understand the 
various supports assisting Black men going through the doctoral process, while navigating 
historically white spaces (i.e., higher education). I will go into greater detail on “why” I was 
deeply invested in studying Black male doctoral students at PWIs in the participant selection 
rationale section. In addition to providing Black male doctoral students the space to have their 
narratives honored in my dissertation study, which will help fill a gap in the literature. Based on 
my findings in the literature review, there were few studies investigating supports among Black 
male doctoral students.  
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The guiding question for this study is: What internal and external supports led Black men 
to pursue, and persist through, doctoral degree programs at a PWIs? 
Approach to the Study: Rationale for a Qualitative Study 
My research question helped shape my choice for a qualitative approach. I chose 
qualitative research in effort to collect textual data for this research study (Clandinin, 2013, 
Riessman, 2008). Furthermore, the literature review conducted in Chapter 2 revealed few studies 
on Black male doctoral students using narrative inquiry as a methodological approach. My 
selection of this methodology is grounded in the literature. The purpose of this dissertation study 
was to gain insight into the stories of Black male doctoral students' lived experiences. As a 
researcher, I sought to provide context to a research question that will hopefully garner Black 
male salient experiences with internal and external supports in my findings (Clandinin, 2013; 
Saldaña, 2011). Therefore, I found it fitting to conduct this study using a narrative inquiry 
design.   
Narrative Inquiry Design 
The events in our lives contribute to our experience, and we share those experiences 
through stories (Coates, 2015). Because of this, I selected narrative inquiry for this research 
study to bring light, privilege, and honor the perceived silenced voices of Black male doctoral 
students (Johnson & Bryan, 2017; McGowan et al.; 2016; Toldson & Johns, 2016). Narrative 
inquiry takes place conceptually within a three-dimensional space, which include temporality, 
sociality, and place, while simultaneously looking backward and forward, inward and outward. 
The three-dimensional spaces do not operate in isolation from each other nor in linear order; 
narrative inquirers visualize them as constantly operating together and in a nonlinear order 
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(Clandinin, 2013). The three-dimensional spaces are always happening and considered while 
interacting with participants.  
Temporality allows for inquirers to view participants as always in constant transition 
(Clandinin, 2013). Individuals have a past, present, and future that must be understood and 
acknowledged, while engaging in conversation with participants (Clandinin et al., 2007). As a 
narrative inquirer, I attended to the unapologetic, real-life stories of my participants. The Black 
men in this study shared with me their accounts of navigating places, things, and events within 
their own lives.  
Sociality operates twofold in a sense. It is concerned with the personal and social 
conditions of the inquirer and participants. By personal conditions, I examined the various 
“feelings, hopes, desires, aesthetic reactions, and moral dispositions” (Clandinin, 2013, p. 40) in 
relation to my participants internal and external supports. Simultaneously, I examined the social 
conditions of my participants, which include cultural, social, institutional, and familial 
conditions, under which these Black men experiences and events are unfolding (Clandinin, 
2013). I looked inward, attending to my participants emotions, aesthetic reactions, and moral 
responses shaped by familial stories, institutional stories (e.g., stories of school, stories of 
universities), and their important cultural and social stories (Clandinin, 2013). Looking outward, 
I thought about what is happening within the event(s) and to the individuals in my participants 
lives (Clandinin, 2013). While simultaneously, looking backward and forward, inward and 
outward, with special attention to place(s) (Clandinin, 2013). Additionally, narrative inquirers 
examine themselves in the same manner in the inquiry process along with their participants. I 
cannot, will not, and did not subtract myself from the inquiry relationship.  
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Place, which is precisely, “the specific concrete, physical, and topological boundaries of 
place or sequence of places where the inquiry and events take place” (Clandinin and Connelly, 
2006, p. 480), reminds us that these aspects directly impacts our overall experiences. Lived 
stories could potentially have different outcomes based on the physical location in which the 
story is taking place. While engaging in the narrative inquiry process, place must be considered 
as it helps shape the story. In narrative interviewing participants’ emotions, stories of lived 
experiences, and oral histories are shared and contextualized.  
Narrative research is not just about sharing stories, but also examining the social, cultural, 
familial, linguistic, and institutional experience that Black male doctoral students bump up 
against. I wanted their personal narratives to be privileged, heard, and understood as a textual 
data collection vehicle for this narrative inquiry study. Narrative inquiry is both a phenomenon 
and method in qualitative research (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). The phenomenon is the 
“story” and the methods are the “narrative” (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). As a narrative 
researcher, I was deeply committed to sharing in a human experience with my participants as 
they entrusted their stories with me.  
Narrative inquiry allowed me to co-compose personal narratives with my participants as 
we are walking the doctoral journey together. Essentially, I will be relational with my 
participants (Clandinin, 2013; Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). As my participants shared stories, I 
reciprocated by sharing my own authentic, real-life stories with them (Clandinin, 2013; Connelly 
& Clandinin, 1990). Third, this research approach allowed for me to situate their personal 
narratives within a three-dimensional space examining my participants in the past, present, and 
future, while understanding the multifaceted angles of their stories.  
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Role of the Researcher  
 As the sole researcher of this research project, it was my obligation to acknowledge my 
own background, role, narrative, positionality, among other possible influences I could have had 
on the participants and study. Applying the three-dimensional spaces in narrative inquiry 
required me to look backward and forward, inward and outward within my own role as the 
researcher. Undeniably, I must be aware of my own academic history as a Black man who 
attended all PWIs, as I embark on this academic milestone. My own background and lived 
experiences contributed to this research agenda. This agenda stems from wanting to provide 
Black men in doctoral education a platform to have their stories of varying support from an asset, 
strength-based position. Personally, I am sick and tired of the deficit discourse and data on Black 
men in this country. As a Black man, my accomplishments continue to be produced by the 
internal and external supports received by children, family, friends, doctoral peers, faculty, and 
the fight in me wanting Black men stories to be privileged.  
Theoretical Frameworks  
The research study utilized two theoretical frameworks. The first framework is Yosso’s 
(2005) model of Community Cultural Wealth (CCW), which values assets within Communities 
of Color more broadly than other socio-cultural frameworks. The second framework is the Black 
Male Adult Learner Success Theory (BMALST), which is “specifically suited for Black male 
adult learners” (Goings, 2020, p. 2). I specifically selected these two theoretical approaches to 
support this narrative inquiry study because CCW and BMALST align with the foundations of 
narrative inquiry, which are examining the social, cultural, familial, linguistic, and institutional 
aspects within stories, while simultaneously looking backward and forward, inward and outward, 
with special attention to place(s).  
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Yosso (2005) model of Community Cultural Wealth 
CCW is a critical critique of Bourdieu and Passeron (1977) that associates capital value 
based on institutional racism and structural factors in society that are class based. The American 
social system assigns value or advantage based on merit factors. The theoretical insight by 
Bourdieu and Passeron (1977) regarding the hierarchical society makes the “assumption that 
People of Color ‘lack’ the social and cultural capital required for social mobility” (Yosso, 2005, 
p. 70) in the traditional, white dominant culture sense. Yosso (2005) asserts that Communities of 
Color are viewed from a perceived deficit lens in education, instead, “from the array of cultural 
knowledge, skills, abilities and contacts possessed by socially marginalized groups that often go 
unrecognized and unacknowledged” (p. 69).   
In an effort to disrupt the deficit narratives about Black men in doctoral education, while 
simultaneously revealing the cultural capital in Communities of Color, I intentionally selected 
this framework to present the various sources of wealth Black men possibly leverage on the 
pursuit towards a doctoral degree. In CCW, stories and voice are honored among Communities 
of Color, which is a goal of this research study (Yosso, 2005). This study attempted to share the 
experiences of Black male doctoral students, which is a historically oppressed group in this 
country (Alexander, 2012; Allen, 2016; Emdin, 2012; Harper et al., 2015; hooks, 2004; Ladson-
Billings, 2011). 
This research study sought to position Black male doctoral students from an asset-based 
lens. CCW will complement the assets of Black males, while highlighting the strengths within 
Communities of Color. An asset lens allows the acknowledgement and recognition of the 
meaningful contributions that Black males and their community bring into the educational 
setting. These assets consist of the positive contributions these Black men make to the academic 
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setting, including doctoral education. CCW enabled me to further disrupt the negative 
perceptions about Black males in education through constant application from beginning to end.  
According to Yosso (2005), there are six forms of capital, which include 
aspirational, navigational, social, linguistic, familial, and resistant capital (Yosso, 2005). 
1. Aspirational capital “refers to the ability to maintain hopes and dreams for the 
future, even in the face of real and perceived barriers” (Yosso, p. 77, 2005). 
2. Navigational capital refers to the “skills of maneuvering through social 
institutions” (Yosso, 2005, p. 80).  
3. Social capital refers to the “networks of people and community resources” 
(Yosso, 2005, p. 79). 
4. Linguistic capital refers to “the intellectual and social skills attained through 
communication experiences in more than one language and/or style” (Yosso, 
p. 78, 2005). 
5. Familial capital refers to “cultural knowledges nurtured among familia (kin) 
that carry a sense of community history, memory and cultural intuition” 
(Yosso, p. 79, 2005). 
6. Resistance capital refers to “those knowledges and skills fostered through 
oppositional behavior that challenges inequality” (Yosso, 2005, p. 80). 
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Black Male Adult Learner Success Theory  
 BMALST was developed out of a need for a theory specifically designed for Black male 
adult learners (Goings, 2020). The theoretical framework developed by Goings (2020) defines 
Black male adult learners as collegians over the age of 25 along with one or more of the 
following criterion gleaned from Horn and Carrol (1996): (1) delayed enrollment in college; (2) 
attending college part-time; (3) having financial independence; (4) working full-time while 
taking classes; (5) responsible for dependents (other than spouse); (6) a single parent, and/or; (7) 
obtaining a high school diploma through an alternative route. Historically, the theoretical 
frameworks pertaining to Black males in academia are based on the experiences of traditional-
aged students (ages 18-24) or do not account for the undeniably unique experiences of Black 
men (Goings, 2020). BMALST privileges the unique experiences of Black male adult learners, 
while providing an understanding of the individual characteristics and environmental influences 
used on the higher education trajectory (Goings, 2020).    
 BMALST utilizes two major foundations: research from Gilman Whiting’s (2006b) 
scholar identity model (SIM) and Urie Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) bioecological systems theory 
(BST) to solidify a theory specific to Black men. Whiting (2006b) believed that Black males 
whom exhibited a scholar identity “view themselves as academicians, as studious, as competent 
and capable, and as intelligent or talented in school settings.” (p. 224) SIM is a term coined by 
Whiting (2006a, 2006b, 2009a, 2009b), which encompasses nine central tenets, which include 
self-efficacy, willing to make sacrifices, internal locus of control, future oriented, self-awareness, 
need for achievement, academic self-confidence, racial identity, and masculinity.  
1. Self-efficacy refers to the notion surrounding Bandura’s (1977) seminal work rooted in 
self-imagery and their own personal abilities. For example, Black males with a positive 
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self-efficacy believe in certain words of affirmation, such as “I can do it; I am competent 
and able” (Whiting, 2006b, p. 224).     
2. Willing to make sacrifices refers to the trials and tribulations that must be experienced in 
order to accomplish short-term and long-term academic goals. Black males with a strong 
scholar identity understand that certain life sacrifices, even “some of their social life (e.g., 
excessive time at play, television or video games, parties, dating, popularity, 
procrastination, and so forth)” (Whiting, 2006b, p. 224), must be deferred until after 
academic milestones.  
3. Internal locus of control refers to the belief that Black males with scholar identity are 
responsible for their own successes and failures, including academic outcomes. There is 
an internal factor that propels one forward with little impact from external factors 
(Whiting, 2006b).  
4. Future oriented refers to the high-levels of motivation that exist in Black males with a 
scholar identity, which allow them to remain goal-oriented throughout academic 
endeavors. These students remain focused and prepared for present and future 
professional opportunities (Whiting, 2006b).      
5. Self-awareness refers to central understanding of one’s academic strengths and 
weaknesses (Whiting, 2006b).   
6. Need for achievement was built from McClelland’s (1961) work on the desire to achieve 
and succeed. Black males that possess a scholar identity firmly believe in the need to 
accomplish their academic goals for self-enrichment (Whiting, 2006b).  
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7. Academic self-confidence refers to the strong understanding that one can thrive 
academically. There is a high self-confidence in one’s own academic abilities (Whiting, 
2006b).  
8. Racial identity refers to the understanding that one proudly self-identifies as Black and 
male in the context of U.S. society. Black males with a scholar identity do not allow 
social injustices to restrict or limit their academic accomplishments (Whiting, 2006b). 
9. Masculinity refers to the clear delineation of being “intelligent, studious, or talented with 
being feminine or “unmanly.” (p. 226) 
BMALST leans on the prior work of Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) bioecological system theory, 
which examined the psychological effects of environments on one’s personal development. 
Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) bioecological system theory comprises of five different levels: the 
microsystem, the mesosystem, the exosystem, the macrosystem, and the chronosystem. 
BMALST “uses concentric circles to represent the interconnectedness of an individual’s various 
environments that influence their behavior” (Goings, 2020, p. 18). The circles in the BMALST 
were renamed to the individual, social-familial-spiritual, institutional, and societal-African 
Diaspora based on Whiting’s (2006b) and Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) work, along with 
environmental factors or themes found in prior literature (Goings, 2020).  
1. The individual refers to scholar identify developed by Whiting’s (2006b) work on Black 
males’ cultivation of academic identity. BMALST believes in the nine tenets of scholar 
identity, which is critical in the success of Black men on the higher education trajectory. 
2. Social-Familial-Spiritual refers to the various systems that the Black male interacts with 
in their everyday lives. For example, “some adult learners are spouses and parents, their 
social-familial environment encompasses their families along with their peers and 
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professors on campus” (Goings, 2020, p. 19). In addition, to Black males’ 
interconnectedness to God and their spirituality as a means for persisting through the 
academic pipeline (Goings, 2020). Essentially, Black males’ environmental systems play 
a significant role in their academic successes.  
3. Institutional environment refers to the various spaces and places within a campus 
community that support and affirm Black males (Goings, 2020). There is intentionality 
that goes into caring about Black male adult learners, which include student resources 
(e.g., daycare, flexible class scheduling, financial aid, academic support) and affirming 
faculty that acknowledge Black male adult learners as capable, excelling, and emerging 
scholars (Goings, 2020).   
4. Societal-African Diaspora refers to the environment that recognizes the perceived deficits 
that are often echoed in academic spaces and society at-large about Black men. BMALST 
acknowledges these perceived deficit-narratives about Black male adult learners, while 
nodding at the fact that Black males’ academic successes are due to their high-levels of 
racial identity or pride (Goings, 2020). BMALST affirms “Black male adult learners are 
successful not only for themselves and their families, but also for the betterment of their 
people.” (Goings, 2020, p. 20-21), which have historically been oppressed, 
misrepresented, and underrepresented in academic spaces and society at-large. 
Merging the Theories Together 
In this dissertation study, I utilized CCW and BMALST frameworks as a guide, while 
examining all aspects of this research study, including the research question, methodological 
approach, participants, data, and findings. The CCW and BMALST model is the foundation of 
this study and steered each decision I made throughout the entire process. My research is deeply 
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rooted in uncovering the assets and wealth that my participants shared in their stories throughout 
this study. As a narrative inquirer, along with my positionality, I observed the richness in the 
shared stories, while looking through a CCW and BMALST lens. CCW and BMALST exposes 
the assets my participants possess in their pursuit towards a doctoral degree, while also allowing 
me to reframe perceived deficit perspectives and my engagement style with this project. The 
entirety of this study looked to see the rich strength, resilience, and persistence these Black men 
use as a driving force towards the highest level of degree attainment. Therefore, it was only 
fitting to apply CCW and BMALST in this dissertation study. The application of these 
frameworks allowed for me to value assets over perceived deficits throughout the duration of the 
study.  
My intentional application of the two theoretical lenses was applied in several different 
manners. For instance, when engaging in conversations with participants I viewed their words, 
experiences, and expressions through an asset lens. I was intentional about only wanting to view 
the participant and their stories as a cumulation of assets within their communities. The 
theoretical frameworks were critical tools for helping to illuminate the assets that Black male 
doctoral students’ access within the Black Community. As the narrative researcher, my 
engagement with the shared stories, coding, data analysis, and research findings were always 
leaning on CCW and BMALST to steer my decisions. Most importantly, it is critical to note that 
Yosso’s forms of capital and BMALST did not work in isolation but overlapped in this research 
project. CCW and BMALST are very much interrelated and help inform how Black men make it 
to their doctoral degree programs. I sought to reveal this within the findings section of this 
research study.  
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Research Design 
Participant Selection  
In qualitative research, determining an adequate sample size to help answer the research 
question is complex (Creswell, 2016; Marshall & Rossman, 2015; Merriam & Tisdell, 2015; 
Saldaña, 2011). In narrative research designs, inquiries use a wide range of sample sizes. For 
example, Clandinin would work with a team of 11 narrative inquirers collecting the stories of 19 
participants. However, Clandinin was solely responsible for only one participant, valuing the 
relationship and conversations with her assigned participant (Clandinin, 2013). Creswell (2016) 
discussed narrative research focusing on one to three individuals. As with most research, there is 
no simple answer to what is considered “enough” participants in narrative research (Clandinin, 
2013; Creswell, 2016; Marshall & Rossman, 2015; Merriam & Tisdell, 2015; Saldaña, 2011). I 
collected the stories of five Black male doctoral students, which is more than the typical single 
participant but allowed for enough rich textual data. Furthermore, narrative inquiries focus on the 
quality of the in-depth interviews, rather than quantity (Clandinin, 2013, Kim, 2015).  
The minimum participant criteria for this research study included doctoral students that 
self-identify as: (1) Black, (2) male, (3) born and raised in the United States, (4) 25-60 years old, 
(5) completed at least 1-year of doctoral studies, (6) currently enrolled as a doctoral student (full-
time/part-time) at a predominately white institution (PWI), (7) a father (biological/adoptive/step) 
to (a) child(ren) under 18 years of age and the child(ren) resides with the participant at least 50 
percent of the month, and (8) employed full-time (30 hours or more per week).  
Participant Selection Rationale 
As a narrative researcher, I unapologetically and intentionally selected a participant 
audience that shares my own social and academic identities, allowing our experiences to supply 
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rich textual data. I identify as a Black man, doctoral student, proud father of three sons, and am 
employed full-time. I personally meet all of my inclusion criteria for this study. I wanted to 
engage in conversations with participants similar to my own social and academic identities to 
discover the internal and external supports that are allowing us as Black men to progress forward 
towards a doctoral degree. I am in the trenches with my participants and walking this path 
alongside them.  
This study was only open to domestically born and raised Black males in doctoral 
education because these students have faced societal and educational challenges, stereotyping, 
and racism within the context of the United States (Alexander, 2012; Allen, 2016; Emdin, 2012; 
Harper et al., 2015; Ladson-Billings, 2011; Majors, 1992). However, in spite of those struggles, 
these Black men have elected to enroll in a doctoral degree program. The participants must have 
completed at least 1-year of doctoral studies, ensuring that the participant had a basis for their 
lived experiences with internal and external supports at the doctoral level. Currently enrolled as a 
doctoral student (full-time/part-time) at a PWI, helped capture the participants’ experience at a 
PWI, which has student populations of 50 percent or more white (Bourke, 2016). PWIs are 
majority white college campuses and I sought to understand the CCW and BMALST utilization, 
along with the supports used to persist forward.  
The target age group for this study is 25-60 years old. I am 30 years old and value the 
wide range of experiences potential participants will possess based on age. I wanted to have a 
target age group that allowed for varying experiences to be valued. My age criteria allowed for a 
robust age range of experiences with internal and external supports to be shared though stories. 
This study was intended for adult Black men and this inclusion criteria allowed for them to be 
selected as participants.  
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First and foremost, I should disclose that I got divorced in the second year of my doctoral 
program, which creates stress and uncertainty. I elected to interview participants that are fathers 
(biological/adoptive/step) to (a) child(ren) under 18 years of age and the child(ren) resides with 
the participant at least 50 percent of the month. Again, I intentionally wanted to engage in 
conversation with Black men in similar caretaking situations to myself. I found it important to 
capture the experiences of Black fathers with (a) child(ren) under 18 years of age. Raising (a) 
child(ren), while earning a doctorate presents many strengths, challenges, and even feelings of 
regret. I would argue that time is a critical resource and how my participants discussed 
navigating attending classes, competing homework assignments, working full-time, while raising 
(a) child(ren) is important. I recognize that all my participants are married, and two of the 
participants child(ren) did not live with the participant primarily. This inclusion criteria helped 
capture the CCW and BMALST, along with various supports the participant accessed to work 
towards their degree. Along with possible factors influencing their decisions.  
Lastly, I personally, have been employed full-time throughout my bachelors, masters, and 
now doctoral degree. I know first-hand how difficult and challenging working full-time and 
being a student can be. I wanted participants that are employed full-time (30 hours or more per 
week), as that aspect helped bring a unique perspective to our conversations. This means that all 
participants were a doctoral student, father, and full-time employee. Based on my own personal 
experience, balancing all three of these identities is important to the participant section criteria. 
These Black men hold several social and academic identities, which I sought to discover how 
they impacted their doctoral degree progression. The rationale behind the participants identifying 
under these terms is because the research looked to privilege the voices, including narratives or 
stories of Black men in doctoral education at PWIs. 
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Participant Recruitment  
To recruit participants, I used a purposeful sampling strategy. I purposefully sought out 
Black male doctoral students that fit my inclusion criteria for this research student as a 
recruitment strategy (Creswell, 2016). The process of recruitment entailed sending a recruitment 
email (Appendix I) to PWI college/university doctoral-level program department 
faculty/coordinators, PWI college/university Black student organizations, post recruitment flyer 
(Appendix J) on doctoral-related Facebook group pages (i.e., Black Doctoral Network 
Conference, Blackmalephds, PhinishedD/FinishEdD #WhoGotNext), including my own personal 
Facebook account, and by word of mouth. The flyer was also distributed via electronic networks 
(e.g., public/open-access educational and/or professional listservs, like the Teachers for Social 
Justice Las Vegas’ (TFSJLV) e-network; National Association for Multicultural Education 
(NAME) e-network, etc.). The recruitment email and flyer briefly introduced the study, 
delineated the study inclusion criteria, and provided instruction to potential participants on how 
to follow-up with me to express an interest in participating in the study. In following the 
instructions on the email and flyer, potential participants filled out a Google Form link to express 
their interest in participating in the study. I used this data to ensure they met the inclusion 
criteria, while ensuring I have a rich and diverse sample.  
Participant Selection  
I initially reached out to five participants from the pool of 20 potential participants. I 
sought to gather a rich profile of diverse participants (Saldaña, 2011). I selected participants that: 
1) have been a doctoral student for a longer amount of time, 2) select participants who attend 
PWIs from varying regions of the country (i.e., rural/urban, west coast, east coast, Midwest), 3) 
have multiple children, 4) select participants in varying programs of study (i.e., education, 
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business, leadership). I attempted to capture a diverse pool of participants, which aided in 
diversifying this research study.  
After potential participants completed the participant interest and inclusion criteria 
verification survey (Appendix K), I sent them an email advising them to be patient and I would 
follow-up with them shortly (Appendix L). I followed-up with five qualifying participants via 
email advising them in order to proceed they needed to complete the informed consent via 
Google Forms (Appendix L). After the informed consent was received, I personally called the 
selected participant and advised them that they have been selected to participant in this 
dissertation study. I confirmed their willingness to be a participant in this study. I asked the 
participant their availability and scheduled the two virtual interviews. I then followed-up our 
phone conversation with an additional email advising them on being selected and the next steps, 
starting with completing the critical incident writing prompt via Google Docs (Appendix L). In 
addition, I ensured I advised the participant to return the critical incident writing prompt via 
email at least 24 hours prior to our first scheduled virtual interview. If volunteers to the study did 
not meet the inclusion criteria, I informed them through email that they did not meet the 
inclusion criteria (Appendix L). After the selected five participants were interviewed and data 
was collected. I sent the non-selected participants, a thank you for your interest email (Appendix 
L). At the successful conclusion of my study, I closed the Google Forms interest link, so future 
research prospects knew the study was no longer accepting participants.   
Research Timeline 
 Data collection occurred over a month and-a-half period, with data collection and 
analysis occurring concurrently. I presented the dissertation proposal to my committee on July 8, 
2020. Upon IRB approval and approval from my doctoral committee, data collection began July 
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15, 2020 and concluded September 2, 2020. This timeline allowed for my participants, whom are 
doctoral students to have time in the summer months to complete the critical incident writing 
prompt and hold the two 90 to 120 virtual interviews, which are explained in-detail in the data 
collection section. It is typical for doctoral students to be taking a reduced credit load or not 
enrolled in coursework during the summer months. Additionally, my participants are parents 
with their own child(ren) are on summer break, which possibly allowed for more open blocks of 
time in the day. This conscious choice of timeline allowed for thick data to be collected, as my 
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Data Collection 
Due to the potential for discussion around sensitive topics, I worked to ensure that a 
rapport was established between the participants and myself, starting with my initial personal 
phone call advising them on being selected (Clandinin, 2013; Marshall & Rossman, 2015; 
Streubert & Carpenter, 2011). I intentionally wanted to come across as a researcher deeply 
invested in building a researcher-participant relationship, again being relational. During my 
initial call, I immediately started my rapport building by telling the participant about myself, 
personally and professionally. I believe this put the participant at ease and allowed them to be 
willing to engage in deep conversations with me. It was critical for me to make my participants 
feel comfortable, secure, and that they are aware that they have an equal voice throughout the 
data collect process (Saldaña, 2011). I attempted to treat my participants as if they were invited 
guest to my home (Saldaña, 2011). In a narrative research design, I opened our initial interview 
up by sharing my own personal narrative towards a doctoral degree (Clandinin, 2013). This 
allowed for the participant to feel even more comfortable and willing to share their stories with 
me (Clandinin, 2013). Narrative research requires the researcher to engage in mutual, sincere 
collaboration with the participants, a caring relationship akin to friendship (Marshall & Rossman, 
2015). This “demands intense and active listening and giving the narrator full voice” (Marshall 
& Rossman, 2015, p. 157) throughout the in-depth interviews.  
Critical Incident Writing Prompt  
 In effort to triangulate field texts, which is narrative inquirers term for data, I requested 
during my initial follow-up phone call with the participants to answer a critical incident writing 
prompt in a minimum of 200 words, with no word maximum. I wanted to be able to obtain rich 
textual data from the critical writing piece, while not confining the participant to a word 
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maximum. For clarity, a critical incident is something that was interpreted as a problem or a 
challenge in a specific situational context, these events are typically personal to the individual 
and their lived experience (Bruster & Peterson, 2013; Yu, 2018). Critical incidents are reflective 
in nature and allow for the individual to look back over the unplanned, unexpected event or 
critical episode (Bruster & Peterson, 2013; Yu, 2018). Completing the critical incident writing 
prompt on their own time and without pressure is essential for collecting their personal encounter 
with a critical incident. I feel this approach primed the participant for our upcoming in-depth 
virtual interviews, as well as provided talking points to elaborate on. I requested that the 
participant completed the critical writing prompt within 14-days after I made initial contact 
accepting them as a participant.  
Interviews  
Participants in this study were interviewed (90 to 120 minutes) in two semi-structured, 
open-ended virtual interviews mediated by a cloud-based video recording service (i.e., Google 
Meet, Zoom). I arranged the interviews per the schedule of the participant. Interviews allowed 
for verbal exchanges between participants and me in a non-threatening manner and environment. 
A semi-structured interview protocol was used (Appendix M and N). Additionally, if any further 
clarification or probing was needed regarding participant responses, I contacted participants for a 
brief (15-30 minute) follow-up interview by phone which was also recorded. Interviews were 
audio/video recorded, however, only the audio was used for transcription and field texts usage.  
 For this study, I utilized an Anti-Deficit Achievement Framework (ADAF) to help 
develop my interview protocol questions (Harper, 2010; 2012). This framework is used to inform 
my interview protocol questions. ADAF is not considered the theoretical framework for this 
research study, however, it allowed me to tailor my interview questions from an asset-based, 
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strength-based approach. This research study seeks to investigate the assets and strengths that 
Black men in doctoral programs access along the academic journey, which works together with 
CCW and BMALST, both asset-based views of looking at Black men and their communities of 
support.  
Harper (2010, 2012) proposed an ADAF as a framework to providing a lens to examine 
the experiences of Black male students. The ADAF allows for researchers to construct 
“questions that are commonly asked about educational disadvantage, underrepresentation, 
insufficient preparation, academic underperformance, disengagement, and Black male student 
attrition” (Harper, 2012, p. 5). Instead of asking a Black male student a deficit-orientated 
question, you reframe the question to a more asset-based question (Harper, 2012).  
Data Analysis  
 I conducted an analysis of the data to better understand the field texts, which included 
participant interviews and the critical incident writing prompt (Clandinin, 2013). I coded field 
texts, carefully looking for themes, while applying the two theoretical lenses, which aided in 
seeking to answer my research question. The data analysis process was achieved through my 
established strict coding procedure. As a narrative researcher, the in-depth interviews were 
analyzed for patterns and themes within the participants’ stories (Polkinghorne, 1995; Riessman, 
2008; Saldana, 2016). Clandinin and Connelly (2000) assert “an inquirer composing a research 
text looks for the patterns, narrative threads, tensions, and themes either within or across an 
individual experience and in the social setting” (p. 132). Although, the data analysis procedure 
was often chaotic. For instance, I was managing the narratives of five participants, in the mist of 
my own doctoral education journey. In addition to wanting to re-tell the participants’ shared 
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stories in a thematic, collective, deeply meaningful manner. Therefore, I followed this step-by-
step approach for coding the in-depth interviews and critical incident writing pieces.  
1. I approached my data analysis procedure by re-examining my research question and 
theoretical frameworks to ensure I was coding through those lenses (Connelly & 
Clandinin, 1990; Marshall & Rossman, 2015; Merriam & Tisdell, 2015). 
2. I conducted preliminary data analysis by reading, rereading, and reflecting on the critical 
incident writing prompt submitted prior to the first scheduled virtual interview with each 
participant. I examined the critical incident writing prompt using temporality, sociality, 
and place (Clandinin, 2013). I made notes, wrote thoughts, and developed additional 
questions to ask during the first scheduled virtual interview. Then, imported the critical 
incident writing prompt into ATLAS.ti (a data management and analysis tool to assist in 
analyzing data). 
3. After the first virtual interview, I had the audio recording professionally transcribed. 
Upon receiving the fully transcribed interview transcript, I edited line by line for errors, 
adding emphasis, and noting any discrepancies or uncertainties in order to ask the 
participant for clarification during the second virtual interview. I, then, imported the first 
virtual interview transcript into ATLAS.ti (a data management and analysis tool to assist 
in analyzing data).  
4. After the second virtual interview, I had the audio recording professionally transcribed. 
Upon receiving the fully transcribed interview transcript, I edited line by line for errors, 
adding emphasis, and noting any discrepancies or uncertainties in order to ask the 
participant for clarification during a follow-up interview, if needed. The transcript was 
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then also imported into ATLAS.ti (a data management and analysis tool to assist in 
analyzing data).  
5. At the conclusion of the two virtual interviews, and with critical attention paid to 
temporality, sociality, and place, I re-listened to the audio recordings of the two virtual 
interviews. Additionally, I read and reread the transcripts of the interviews. I 
simultaneously looked backward and forward, inward and outward, within my participant 
field texts (Clandinin, 2013). In addition, I concurrently engaged in my initial round of 
coding by understanding my participants narratives by categorizing, coding, theming, and 
producing narratives of their accounts (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; Kim, 2015; 
Polkinghorne, 1995). For example, I would initially code words or phrases that were 
central to my theoretical lenses, assisted in helping to answer the research question, 
assisted in making meaning, emphasized by the participant, focused on assets and 
strengths, and core components of this study. I will provide more details in the 
subsequent steps.   
6. I then utilized Connelly and Clandinin’s (1990) model of broadening or generalizing, 
which involves a “person’s character, values, way of life or, perhaps, about the social and 
intellectual culture of the times” (p. 11). For example, I re-examined the field texts of 
each participant and started to construct the participants’ individual profiles, while 
centering the analysis in the voices of the participants. I listened and reread to glean the 
participants’ overall points expressed in the interviews, including critical incident writing 
prompt (Clandinin, 2013; Connelly & Clandinin, 1990).  
7. I employed Connelly and Clandinin’s (1990) model of burrowing while precisely 
focusing on “the event’s emotional, moral and aesthetic qualities” and “ask why the event 
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is associated with these feelings and what their origins might be” (p. 11). I 
simultaneously looked at the past, present, and future impacts of the stories shared 
(Clandinin, 2013; Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). For example, Keon shared a story about 
receiving a “B+” on an assignment. I felt his emotional frustrations tethered to past, 
present, and future impacts of that letter grade. This concept is similar to narrative 
therapy, reconstructing the stories from the view of the participant at the time of the 
event(s), deeply considering the participants meaning or significance of the recounted 
experiences (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). I sought to make meaning, while examining 
the totality of the experiences of my participants from beginning, middle, and end. For 
instance, in my analysis of the appreciating partnerships theme that emerged. I weaved in 
my deeper understand of the meaning of the participants familial bonds. This process 
aligns with the central tenets of CCW, specifically familial capital.  
8. I employed Polkinghorne’s (1995) analysis of narratives, which is the analysis of 
narratives for storied accounts to assist in writing up the research texts or dissertation 
findings section. This process allowed for me to form general concepts and categories 
from the field texts (Kim, 2015; Polkinghorne, 1995). In particular, in instances of the 
participants discussing fatherhood or being a husband, I connected these identities to 
CCW familial capital tenet. Next, I engaged in additional rounds of similar coding by 
understanding my participants narratives by categorizing, coding, theming, and producing 
narratives of their accounts (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; Kim, 2015; Polkinghorne, 
1995).  
9. I attempted to place my open codes and in vivo codes into categories that are based on 
the six forms of CCW and BMALST, these tenets guided my research findings (Marshall 
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& Rossman, 2015; Merriam & Tisdell, 2015; Yosso, 2005). Through the data analysis 
process, approximately 100 codes/themes were assembled from the participants’ narrative 
accounts. For instance, I applied the code “this is for us”, in each instances of participants 
stating words or phrases, such as: for the village, for the culture, be seen as a role-model, 
or for my children/family, while participants shared their reasoning for pursuing and 
persisting through doctoral education, which is closely tied to BMALST social-familial 
factors. Black men are able to be successful in doctoral education due to the immense 
support received from their family (Goings, 2020).  
10. I moved the codes from groups into actual themes discovered within the field texts 
(Saldana, 2016). I critically analyzed the themes selected; this involved condensing 
categories into more broad, definitive themes (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015; Saldana, 2016). 
The themes discovered merged the five Black males’ stories together. For instance, in 
consolidating the code “this is for us”, it appeared that the participants were discussing 
“why” they have elected to persist forward in doctoral education. Subsequently, I 
identified the dissertation findings theme Understanding the Black Male Learner 
Internalized “Why” as a result. Also, this theme is constant with both theoretical lenses of 
focusing on assets and strengths among the men.  
11. I crafted together the contextualized accounts with a beginning, middle, and end of my 
participants stories (Polkinghorne, 1995). This process involved me engaging in narrative 
smoothing, which involved making the participant stories coherent, engaging, and 
interesting (Kim, 2015; Polkinghorne, 1995).    
12. The final step looked to ensure trustworthiness and rigor, I employed member checking, 
peer debriefing, and triangulation throughout the process (Creswell, 2016; Marshall & 
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Rossman, 2015; Merriam & Tisdell, 2015). Further explanation is provided in the 
trustworthiness section of this chapter.  
Data Management 
The study participants were interviewed individually, the information they shared was 
only directly known by me. Participants’ were only asked to share with me what they felt 
comfortable sharing. All efforts were made to maintain the privacy and integrity of all 
participants, by ensuring that no identifying information was used, and to ensure that participants 
understood that they were a part of a research study, and what their participation in a scholarly 
research study entailed. Participants were expected to complete both the critical incident writing 
prompt and two semi-structured interviews, in order for their data to be included in this research 
study. Participants also were not required to complete the critical incident writing prompt and/or 
be interviewed and, even if they completed the critical incident writing prompt and/or interviews, 
they had the ability to request that parts or their entire critical incident writing prompt and/or 
interviews be omitted, and that those parts of the critical incident writing prompt and/or 
interviews would not be considered part of the dataset. 
In order to further protect my participants’ identities, they were asked to choose a 
pseudonym during the interview. If the participants did not choose a pseudonym, as the 
researcher, I assigned one to them. Only I know both the participants’ actual names and 
pseudonyms. Additionally, if participants shared information during their interviews that is so 
specific to who they are that it could reveal their identity, I did not include that information in 
any dissemination effort. Otherwise, interview data was de-identified as needed to ensure 
participant confidentiality. All electronic data was stored on an approved UNLV secured storage 
server that only the PI and I had access to. When reviewing the data via personal laptops/devices, 
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those laptops were only connected to the internet on campus or through a password protected 
home network/password protected hotspot. All data will be destroyed after five years. 
Trustworthiness and Rigor  
In order to increase this studies trustworthiness, rigor, and credibility, I used member 
checking, peer debriefing, and triangulation to ensure that the data collected is an accurate 
representation (Marshall & Rossman, 2015). Each participant was provided a copy of the 
findings chapter and asked to review it within 2-weeks from date of receipt. They were welcome 
to challenge any data they felt was misrepresented. I also employed peer debriefing by sending 
my research question, narrative transcripts, and analysis to two critical colleagues that have 
expertise in Black men in higher education and/or qualitative research to ensure that analyses are 
grounded in the data (Marshall & Rossman, 2015). I asked that my peer debriefing colleagues 
provide feedback within a reasonable amount of time (no more than 2-weeks), then ask that they 
meet with me via Google Meet or phone to discuss what they believed the data was telling them. 
This ensured that the research study was rigorous, accurate, and well-maintained. I used multiple 
sources of data collection, including interviews and a writing prompt, which helped to address 
issues of trustworthiness, rigor, and credibility (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015). This research study 
sought to share the perspectives of Black male doctoral students in the most precise manner, 
while ensuring trustworthiness and rigor.  
Ethics, Confidentiality, and Privacy 
 Prior to enacting any part of this research study, approval was gained from the 
Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. The submission of the 
project to the IRB occurred months in advance to ensure there was enough time for data 
collection. All participants electronically affirmed their agreement to participate in this study 
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through a Google Form version of the Informed Consent form; I have also included a physical 
copy of this form in this proposal (Appendix O). All human participants' information was 
secured at all times; the data will be destroyed after 5 years from the research study.  
Pilot Study 
 During the spring semester of 2020, I conducted a pilot study involving two participants 
that met the inclusion criteria for the research study. I was encouraged to consider conducting a 
pilot study to ensure my interview protocol would provide the type of textual data I was seeking. 
In addition, the data from the pilot study allowed me to examine any possible themes that might 
be discovered prior to the actual dissertation study. I felt the pilot study provided an opportunity 
for me to “experiment” with narrative inquiry, while mediating any potential issues within this 
dissertation study.  
Participant Recruitment  
 My search for potential participants caused me to think about the different Black men 
with which I have taken courses with, spoken to at doctoral-related events, and from professional 
conferences. I thought about how I could recruit two Black men to share a few hours of their 
time with me for this pilot study. Given the current global pandemic, I wanted to consider the 
challenges facing my prospective pilot study participants, as they would be balancing the 
tumultuous spring semester, mental stressors, and any additional caretaking responsibilities with 
their own children and family. I approached the two Black men from a position of compassion 
and understanding.  
 During a conversation with one of my doctoral candidate friends, she suggested that I 
contact another doctoral student named Ray (pseudonym) that she had taken a research course 
with at UNLV a few semesters prior. Having never met Ray, I sent him an email asking for his 
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assistance in the pilot study. In the email, I explained I had received his email address from a 
mutual friend and wanted to see if he could assist me by participating in my dissertation pilot 
study. I provided the study’s inclusion criteria for the study and asked him to confirm that he met 
the criteria. If he met the criteria, I asked if he mind sharing a few hours of this time with me for 
two virtual interviews mediated by a cloud-based video recording service (i.e., Google Meet, 
Zoom). Ray responded immediately and agreed to be a pilot study participant.  
 The second pilot study participant, Corey (pseudonym), is someone that I had met on 
campus once, but I was somewhat familiar with through social justice community-related events. 
I knew that Corey met the study’s inclusion criteria. I contacted Corey via text message and 
asked if he could assist me by participating in my pilot study. Corey replied back within minutes 
and agreed to be a pilot study participant. I scheduled the two virtual interviews mediated by a 
cloud-based video recording service (i.e., Google Meet, Zoom). 
Ray’s Biographical Sketch 
 Ray is 38 years old and a dual doctoral degree student; he is working on his law degree 
and Ph.D. concurrently. Ray is married and a father of four. He was born and raised in Michigan 
with his two parents and siblings. Ray’s mother was a teacher and his father served as a police 
officer. Ray currently works full-time as a charge nurse at a local hospital. He obtained his 
associates and bachelor’s degree in nursing. Ray does not hold a master’s degree as his dual 
degree program allowed for this requirement to be waived. Ray research interest concerns tribal 
laws and social justice issues impacting Communities of Color, specifically Indigenous 
populations.  
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Corey’s Biographical Sketch  
 Corey is a 28 years old doctoral student pursuing his degree. Corey is a Las Vegas native 
and grew-up in North Las Vegas with his mother. Corey is a first-generation student and will be 
the first in his family to obtain a doctorate. Corey is single father raising two children. He 
expressed the importance of religion and spirituality in his life. Corey holds a bachelor’s degree 
in human services and master’s degree in counseling and currently works in higher education. 
His research interests concern policy within higher education, specifically as it relates to 
Students of Color.  
Data Analysis  
 The primary focus of the pilot study was to focus on the interview protocol. Therefore, I 
did not have my participants complete the critical incident writing prompt. I began my data 
analysis by submitting the interviews for professional transcription. I used a professional 
transcription service that was suggested by my co-chair, Dr. Jackson. The transcription service 
took only a few minutes to transcribe the interviews. However, I had to spend several hours 
cleaning-up the transcripts. After cleaning up the transcripts, I applied my data analysis 
procedure detailed in this chapter.  
 I began my data analysis procedure by printing out the transcribed interviews, so I could 
tangibly examine the interviews by moving my index finger across the page line-by-line. In 
addition, I used a pencil to allow me to make markings or notes between the margins of the field 
text. Prior to starting the audio recording to listen to the interviews, I re-examined my research 
question and theoretical framework to ensure the application of the analysis was appropriate. I 
re-played the audio recording, while deeply listening to my participants’ stories. Simultaneously, 
as I was listening to the audio recordings, I followed along with my pencil, going word-by-word 
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and line-by-line. I stopped to make markings on words that the participants emphasized, wrote 
comments/thoughts that I felt based on listening to their voice, jotted down details to help craft 
the autobiographical sketches, circled frequently used words, and underlined/circled words and 
phrases that were connected with CCW six tenets. I provide detailed examples in the next section 
of the discovered themes.  
I made several CCW connections based on the interviews conducted. This procedure 
assisted me in development of themes throughout the pilot study data. I stopped, rewound, and 
played the recording over and over again, while deeply thinking about the past, present, and 
future, with special attention to place(s). I read, reread, and reflected on the words of my 
participants as I listened to the audio recordings. I constantly was looking backward and forward, 
inward and outward, as my participants shared their stories with me (Clandinin, 2013). 
Throughout this process, I would reciprocate by sharing my own stories with my participants as 
they shared their personal accounts with me. For example, both participants have experienced 
divorce and raising children. These experiences involved having to coordinate class, work, and 
childrearing schedules with their former wives. I thought deeply about the nuances, complexity, 
and sensitivity of the coordination of many schedules, all while pursuing a doctorate. I pondered 
on the stories of my participants and how they fit into the conceptualization of the literature.  
I employed Connelly and Clandinin’s (1990) model of broadening or generalizing to craft 
the biographical sketches and to inform my interpretations of what the participant stories were 
deeply conveying throughout the data analysis process. Through the data analysis process of 
creating autobiographical sketches for my participants, I felt a need to preserve the identities of 
my pilot participants. I applied pseudonyms that fit the character of the participants interviewed. 
In addition, I attempted to think about the individuals themselves and allow for their asset, 
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strength-based voices to be revealed throughout the data analysis process while theming and 
including participant voice.  
I employed Connelly and Clandinin’s (1990) model of burrowing during data analysis, 
while listen, re-listening, reading, and re-reading the dataset. I attempted to understand, unpack, 
and contextualize the stories that were being shared with me throughout the interviews. I 
compassionately and deeply thought about the feelings, emotions, and morals of each and every 
recount of my participants stories. I pondered the conveyed underlining messages, the internal 
emotions of the recounted experiences, and sought to identify where these feelings/thoughts 
originated from within their life history.  
I employed Polkinghorne’s (1995) analysis of narratives, which allowed for me to form 
general concepts and categories based on the interviews conducted. I engaged in a coding 
process by categorizing, open coding, theming, and in vivo coding each participant narrative 
accounts. As I was doing this process, I would create subthemes that were tied to the CCW 
framework. My theoretical lens was constantly being applied as I connected themes to each form 
of capital. For example, a common theme among the two interviews was faculty support, which 
tied to CCW’s social capital tenet. I have provided a detailed account of themes in the section 
below.  
Themes Discovered  
 At the time the pilot study was conducted, I was only planning to use CCW as the sole 
theoretical lens. However, after my dissertation proposal defense on July 8, 2020, it was strongly 
suggested that I include a second theoretical lens specific to Black men. The CCW framework 
highlights elements of these two Black men and was applied in the dissertation study. A lens of 
CCW helped to glean themes from the data. My two participants discussed being able to pursue, 
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and persist through, their doctoral degree programs because of various internal and external 
supports within their network. The following themes and subthemes were discovered and are 





Pilot Study Themes  
Community Cultural Wealth Capitals  Subthemes  
Aspirational Capital  • Anti-Stereotype  
• Persistence  
• Forward-thinking  
• Produce Fruit (Social Mobility)  
Navigational Capital  • Campus Resources  
• Learning the System 
Social Capital  • Faculty as Mentors  
• Peers as Mentors   
• Institutional Support  
• Employer Support  
Linguistic Capital  • Academic Language  
Familial Capital  • Christianity (God) 
• Caring Fathers  
• Valuing Education  
• Fraternity  
Resistance Capital  • Push-back  
• More than Affirmative Action  
 
 
While reading, re-reading, listening, and re-listening to the dataset. I noticed some 
frequently used words or phrases, which emphasized significance in each participants’ story. I 
noted that Ray frequently used the words nursing (12 times), blessed (9 times), and faculty (7 
times) throughout our interviews. I intentionally thought about how the past, present, and future 
struggles and success throughout Ray’s nursing career showed up in his story. At one point in the 
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interview, Ray made a profound statement about a time in nursing school, while on the 
educational trajectory, where he found higher education institutions to be unsupportive at times. 
Ray described his experience as follows:   
I was in nursing school at the College of Possibilities. I had a newborn baby that 
was recently born, and I was docked a half a letter grade because I missed a 
clinical for the maternal childcare semester and I had a newborn child at home. 
That was their rule, but they felt that was the best way to turn out the best nursing 
students.   
Constantly, throughout the interviews, Ray used the word “blessed” and asserted his 
relationship with his religion and spirituality. Ray described the precise moment that God called 
him to become a nurse. Ray described this moment as follows:  
I began asking God, what do you want me to do with my life? And so, I also 
began taking care of this old lady named Grandma, whom suffered from 
dementia. So, you know, I would be cleaning her up and giving her a shower. And 
then, you know, sometimes, I would wake up in the morning and she's got a bowl 
of mayonnaise and she's eating it like a cereal. And, you know, it was crazy. But 
through that relationship, God told me that he wanted me to go to school to be a 
nurse.  
 As I continued to analyze Ray’s story, I noticed sentiments of extremely supportive 
relationships he had with faculty members on his institution’s campus. The relationships have 
allowed for Ray to continually pursue and persist through his dual degree program. Ray 
described his first supportive experience with a faculty member as follows:   
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I made an appointment with Dr. Supportive, and this was before I started actual 
graduate school and I went to meet with her and she said, “What can I do in order 
to make you succeed on this journey?” That was incredibly powerful. I was 
blessed to have this kind of support.  
 I noted that Corey frequently discussed his church youth group (10 times) being 
instrumental in his success professionally and academically. Corey discussed the long history he 
had with his church community from the time he was a child up to this point in his life. I 
interpreted Corey’s spiritual and religious affiliation as being significant in his moral, character, 
role as a father, profession, and educational trajectory. In the beginning of our initial interview 
Corey described his spiritual and religious as follows:  
Spirituality and religion definitely played a part in my decisions as far as being a 
parent and also furthering my education.  
As I continued my conversations with Corey, he discussed the challenges of being a 
doctoral student, father, and working full-time. His greatest sources of support have come from 
his church youth group. Corey described another account as follows:  
My youth group really has become an extended family. I was looking for that 
within my life. If it wasn’t for my youth group, I wouldn’t be here today and 
that’s the honest truth.   
Throughout my conversations with Corey, he expressed the importance of Dr. Tattoo (7 
times), who was a faculty member within his undergraduate program. Corey constantly would 
refer to past encounters with Dr. Tattoo and how he positively impacted in his educational 
successes. Corey described an encounter as follows: 
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Dr. Tattoo was not your traditional professor. He was the first dude I saw that 
made me feel like, oh I can be myself in the higher education system and I don’t 
have to accumulate myself to a traditional white-collar position. So, I was like 
great! I can actually be myself and have tattoos and not be seen as different. Dr. 
Tattoo said, “I understand my privilege, but it’s up to you to break those barriers”. 
I was like, I love him. That’s my dude.  
 In an effort to connect my pilot study data to CCW’s tenets. I wanted to provide a brief 
review of how the data collected tied to CCW. In the next section, I provide the connection and 
describe the themes gleaned from the data.  
Aspirational Capital. The stories of Ray and Corey connect to this tenet throughout our 
conversations. We all shared stories of envisioning a bright future for our children and ourselves. 
Aspirational capital was revealed within my participants’ narrative accounts. Ray and Corey 
discussed the importance of earning their doctorates and how this was exceptional as they were 
both going to be the first in their family to obtain a doctorate. The subthemes pulled from the 
textual data were anti-stereotype, persistence, forward-thinking, produce fruit (social mobility).  
Navigational Capital. The stories of Ray and Corey expressed the struggles and pure 
strength each has overcome as they have progressed towards earning their doctorates. They both 
strategically had to navigate the higher education landscape as Black men, a father, and a full-
time employee. They described having to “learn the system” of higher education, which includes 
its own socialization process. The subthemes pulled from the textual data were campus resources 
and learning the system.  
Linguistic Capital. After reviewing the data, there were few instances of linguistic 
capital in my participants’ stories. My participants described having to learn academic language 
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as a means of navigating through the higher education landscape. I would engage in 
conversations by sharing my own stories of having to adapt and/or adjust my language in my 
experience as doctoral student. The subthemes pulled from the textual data was academic 
language.  
Familial Capital. This theme constantly arose in both participants’ stories. Ray and 
Corey discussed the importance of their religious practices in their personal and academic lives. 
They both attend church regularly and use God a source of support along the doctoral trajectory. 
In addition, there were expressions of wanting to earn a doctorate for their family, but most 
importantly for their children. The subthemes pulled from the textual data were Christianity 
(God), caring fathers, valuing education, and fraternity.   
Social Capital. Social capital was a cornerstone throughout the data. These Black men 
have used their social capital to make significant gains in education. They both expressed using 
their social capital skillset to maneuver through the higher education landscape. A large portion 
of their external support network come from faculty, doctoral peers, and their employers. There 
was a clear level of support from these external networks in the textual data. The subthemes 
pulled from the textual data were faculty as mentors, peers as mentors, institutional support, and 
employer support.  
Resistance Capital. Ray and Corey expressed having to constantly push-back on the 
higher education system.  Both participants experienced a feeling of wanting to be seen as a 
successful Black man in a doctoral program and not as a beneficiary of affirmative action. As I 
listened to both men tell their stories, I was shocked to hear them both bring up the same topic of 
affirmative action. Ray described his experience as:  
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If I wasn't seen as a resource, then I couldn't get any respect. I would just be, another brother 
who got in from affirmative action.  
Corey described his experience as follows:  
I'm a big Black dude to most, once you get into higher education, they see you for one of 
two things, either affirmative action or an athlete.  
Advantages of the Pilot Study  
 The pilot study gave me the opportunity to “experiment” with my participant selection, 
methodology, data collection timing, interview protocol, data analysis, transcription, among 
other characteristics of this study. I immediately noticed that building a rapport with my 
participants came extremely easy for me. I made it my mission, to start our interview with me 
sharing my own vulnerable personal narrative to build a layer of trust. I strongly feel given my 
professional background as a school counselor, I was able to easily actively listen to my 
participants stories with internal and external supports, reflect, and be engaging. My participants 
were both willing to share their time with me, which I thought would be an issue given the 
current global pandemic. Ray was someone that I had never met, so I knew that I needed to build 
a strong rapport with him beginning with my initial email. I did not want to be perceived as a 
stranger attempting to interview him and extract deeply emotional information about his 
schooling experiences for this pilot study.  
 Corey and I had only met once briefly and had sent a few messages via text a few times 
prior to inviting him to participant in this pilot study. Again, I needed build a strong rapport with 
Corey as I was asking him to share possibly sensitive stories with me for this pilot study. I 
wanted to send a sound text message inviting him to participant in this pilot study, given we did 
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not have a formal friendship relationship at this point. I started our interview with me sharing my 
own vulnerable personal narrative to build a layer of trust. 
 I also learned that from my pilot study that it would take a considerable amount of time to 
clean-up the transcripts, analyze, and report my findings. Specifically, I learned that I needed to 
remove a few interview protocol questions as they did not fit in discovering internal and external 
supports. For example, I removed the following questions from my interview protocol: “once 
your aspirations were developed did your K-12 schools help you reach those aspirations? If so 
how?”, “how do you think pursuing your PhD/EdD is challenging you in your role as an 
employee?”, and “how do you organize your time in order to meet the demands of your multiple 
roles?” I noticed that both participants struggled to answer the questions or needed further 
clarification. I found the interview questions un-useful for helping answer my research question. 
I also found the pilot study to be helpful in ensuring the 1-2 hours per interview was an adequate 
amount of time to get through the interview protocol. Additionally, I gleaned knowledge 
regarding my data analysis procedure. I had a tangible experience with my data analysis 
procedure to ensure it contained quality for this proposed study. Overall, I found the pilot study 
to be an invaluable experience in helping me become a more competent qualitative researcher 
with regards to my dissertation study.  
Researcher’s Personal Connection to the Study: Walking the Talk of Narrative Research  
 In this section, I am being intentional about sharing my own vulnerable stories in 
connection to this dissertation study. My participants shared their vulnerable stories of family 
background, childhood/upbringing experiences, K-20 schooling experiences, and supports 
leading them to doctoral education. I felt compelled to do the same within my own dissertation.  
Plus, in alignment with other narrative researchers, it is necessary for the storyteller (researcher) 
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to recount their own personal stories in connecting with their participants. In addition to the 
personal stories that will be exchanged from me in the data collection process (Connelly & 
Clandinin, 1990; Clandinin, 2013). I am relying on my own personal narrative to make 
connections with my participants about their own academic journey to doctoral education. Up 
until this point, I have never had the opportunity to fully reflect on my P-20 educational journey 
in my education.  This study is extremely proximate to me because it allows for me to voice my 
personal experience towards doctoral education, reflect on the structural and institutional racism, 
and discuss the internal and external supports that shaped my own narrative, just as my 
participants will get to experience in this research study.  
This narrative research study is significantly personal to me because I identify as a Black 
man, work full-time, have three amazing sons (13, 8, and 4-years-old) who are Black boys being 
raised in America, and I am pursuing my doctorate at a PWI. Reflecting on my undergraduate 
and graduate journey, I did not witness too many Black male students enrolled in my 
undergraduate, masters, or doctoral programs, which is sadly reflective of the data on Black 
males’ educational outcomes. Overwhelmingly, a huge reason for my narrative research focus on 
Black male doctoral students is because I often find myself asking the question of “how did you 
make it to a doctoral program?” I remember my mother, aunties, uncles, cousins, church elders, 
and my 5th grade teacher, Mrs. Clark constantly saying “You are going to make it. You are the 
one.” I did not fully understand what they meant, but those sentiments have propelled me to this 
point in my education. Those constant words of affirmation are what has allowed me to be here. 
Researcher’s Story  
I was born on November 30, 1990 at 11:50 p.m. at The Women’s Hospital, located in Las 
Vegas, Nevada to Laura Banks (mother) and Ricky Limbrick (father), an unmarried couple. My 
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parents both experienced being pushed-out of high school and have financially struggled due to 
their lack of formal educational degree attainment. I am my parents’ first and only child 
conceived together, but my mother’s second child. My older brother, Gregory (Junior), was 8 
years old when I was born. My mother and father quickly became a couple after meeting each 
other at the Dunes Hotel and Casino on the famous Las Vegas Strip. When I was around six 
months old, my father broke the relationship off and moved out of the home. This left my mother 
having to raise two sons, by two different fathers, on her own.  
Maternal Family Background  
My maternal family background begins in Eudora, Arkansas, which is a very small, rural 
town of approximately 2,000 people. My mother was born and raised in Eudora, Arkansas with 
her thirteen brothers and sisters. They were raised by my grandparents, Ethel and Doc Banks. My 
grandparents were born in the 1920’s and received only a second-grade education due to the 
demand to enter the workforce and help support the family. My grandfather worked two and 
three jobs, along with running a farm into order to provide for the family. My mother grew-up 
extremely poor and had very little access to quality education, healthcare, and job opportunities. 
When my mother was 17 years old, she became pregnant with my older brother, Junior 
and was pushed out of high school. Therefore, my mother never received her high school 
diploma, which would have provided social mobility for my brother and me. Upon turning 20 
years old my mother had no other option but to move to Las Vegas, Nevada where her other 
siblings had lived to start working and making a life for herself. The move to Las Vegas was to 
provide the ability to work in one of the casinos as there was little to no opportunity in her 
hometown of Eudora, Arkansas. This is where she met my father and their relationship began. 
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Paternal Family Background 
My paternal family background begins in Alexandria, Louisiana. My father was born 
to my grandparents, Vera and Albert Limbrick. My grandparents did not graduate from high 
school but received an eighth-grade education. My father and his four siblings were born and 
raised during their early years in Louisiana. However, due to job opportunities out west, my 
grandparents moved to Long Beach, California. My father considers himself a California native 
as he grew-up in southern California during his fundamental years of life. My father grew-up in a 
low-income community in Long Beach, California.  
My father became involved with gang affiliation during high school and was on a path to 
prison, but decided that he needed to have a better life for himself, so he decided to attend 
Job Corp. to train for a skill. After completing Job Corp., he got a job in construction in San 
Diego, California. However, he wanted to earn more money in the construction field, so when he 
was 21 years old, he decided to move to Las Vegas, Nevada to pursue a better paying job in 
construction on the famous Las Vegas Strip. This is where he met my mother and their 
relationship began.  
Neighborhood  
We were extremely poor and could not really afford to live on our own due to my mother 
having limited job opportunities and income, we moved a dozen times throughout my childhood. 
We moved from apartment to apartment, either because my mother could no longer afford the 
rent increase, or she experienced a job lay-off. There were three occasions throughout my 
childhood that we would go live with my auntie Shirley Ann or auntie Claudia Ann and my 
cousins. Living with my aunties and cousins was stressful as there were too many people in one 
house. My mother worked and continues to work on the Las Vegas Strip as a housekeeper. She 
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worked extremely long hours, but it was never enough to cover the monthly bills and expenses. 
In addition, my mother did not have a high school diploma, so getting a better paying job was 
and continues to be a challenge. The neighborhoods I grew-up in were considered low-income 
and were overly policed. I was expected to comply and act orderly or else I would be at-risk of 
being arrested. I remember my mother saying that “you are Black and cannot do what white 
people do,” not even fully understanding what she was referring to.  
Elementary Schooling Experience   
My schooling journey was not the traditional story that you typically hear from a high-
achieving doctoral student. I am a product of our local school district, the Clark County School 
District (CCSD). I went to a total of six different elementary schools: Helen Jydstrup, Mary & 
Zel Lowman, Lewis Rowe, J.M. Ullom, Ann T. Lynch, and Will Beckley. Since my family 
moved frequently during my fundamental years of learning, I was always behind in reading, 
writing, and mathematics. I struggled to understand basic concepts because my education was 
always changing due to socioeconomics. I remember being in third grade and I was going to be 
referred for special education as my teachers thought I may have a learning disability. As luck 
would have it, we moved again, and the referral paperwork did not follow me to my new 
elementary school. In many ways, I think about how this personal narrative may have been 
impacted, if I were mis-labeled as a special education student in my K-12 experience.  
It was during fifth grade that I had finally felt for once in my education that I had caught 
up to my peers. As I sit and reflect, I think it was due in part to my fifth-grade teacher, Mrs. 
Clark. Mrs. Clark was a Black female teacher from South Carolina and had been teaching for 
years before I entered her classroom. Mrs. Clark taught her curriculum from a critical lens and 
valued difference, culture, heritage, language, and did not see her students as having deficits. The 
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classroom was set-up as a family society that worked together to accomplish learning goals. My 
fifth-grade teacher made me feel for once that I was enough and capable of accomplishing any of 
my goals.  
The impact of Mrs. Clark is something that is still within me. I dedicate a lot of my life-
long accomplishments to how Mrs. Clark made me feel, especially as a little Black boy growing-
up in a poor, underserved community. She was my first Black teacher and I had felt for once in 
my life that she “got me”, she understood the deck of cards that I was stacked against as a Black 
male in society. 
Middle Schooling Experience  
I was fortunate to only attend one middle school named, K.O. Knudson, which was the 
first time I had ever remained enrolled at one school in my entire educational journey. During 
middle school, I continued to struggle with concepts, but was determined to work a little harder. 
While in middle school, I had decided that I was somehow going to attend college and become 
something within my lifetime. I had seen the negative ramifications of not receiving an education 
from my mother and wanted to make sure I would not end up in her disadvantaged position. 
Plus, my mother preached the importance of earning a college education to avoid working hard 
manual labor jobs. My mother would constantly tell me, “You don’t want to work hard like me, 
so get your college education!” I would tell her, “I am going to college, I want to be somebody 
one day.” 
High Schooling Experience   
During eighth grade, I applied for the magnet program at Canyon Springs High School 
and was accepted into the law preparatory program. For my freshman year of high school, I went 
to Canyon Springs High School, which I later regretted due to the one-hour school bus ride in 
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both directions. Due to the long commute, I changed schools and from my sophomore year until 
graduation, I went to my zoned high school, Basic High School. I was not a high-achieving 
student in high school, I did enough to pass the class and graduate. Sustaining myself until 
graduation was a huge deal for my family and me. I was the first person in my family to graduate 
from high school and attend college. This was the first major barrier that I broke down in my 
educational journey and it has not stopped.  
Undergraduate Schooling Experience   
 After graduating from high school, I wanted to attend the University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas (UNLV), but was denied admission into UNLV because of my grade-point average being 
too low, which is ironic because UNLV will issue me a doctoral degree in the coming weeks. 
Due to the admission denial from UNLV, I decided to apply to Nevada State College (NSC) and 
was accepted. NSC emphasized a teaching-mentorship approach to learning, which made that 
school a perfect fit for me being a first-generation student. In my first year of college, I majored 
in secondary education with an emphasis in social studies. I had originally gone to college to 
become a teacher; during my second year of college I changed my major to psychology because I 
really enjoyed the field of study. At NSC, I really connected with my professors and was 
mentored, advised, and supported during my four-years at NSC. I remembered feeling supported 
by faculty and encouraged to pursue a master’s degree after graduation. At the conclusion of 
college, I decided to attend graduate school to earn my masters in school counseling.  
Graduate Schooling Experience   
 I attended the University of Phoenix, Las Vegas Campus to earn my master’s degree in 
school counseling to achieve my career goal of becoming a school counselor. During my school 
counseling program, I learned a lot about myself. It was in my classes that I grew to love my 
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field of working with students in a K-12 setting. As a part of my graduate program, I completed a 
100-hour practicum and 600-hour internship at Cheyenne High School in North Las Vegas. I 
enjoyed working with high school students in a low-income, urban setting. All my educational 
experiences led me to my Ph.D. program in Cultural Studies, International Education, and 
Multicultural Education. This critical narrative has impacted my journey as a Black man in 
pursuit of becoming a doctor. In addition to how I see Black men and their communities as 
sources of support filled with assets. I assert that my own personal journey influenced my section 
of CCW and BMALST as the two theoretical lenses for this study.  
Fatherhood  
 I became a father to my oldest son, Javontay Lamar, on September 1, 2007. My second 
son, Gavin Duran, was born on November 6, 2012, and my youngest son, Nolan Shaun, was born 
April 7, 2015. The births of my three children were all precious moment in my lifetime, which 
has allowed me to be a better man for them. Admittedly, I first became a father at a young age, 
however, becoming a father at a young age in part has forced me to operate under forward-
thinking. I constantly am thinking about how I can be the father I never really had growing up, 
provide financially for them, and ensure they become positive contributors to society in some 
way. I would admit that fatherhood has not been easy, while also being a student and working 
full-time. I have sacrificed time with my sons to attend undergraduate and graduate school to 
earn my degrees. My justification has been that they will admire my hurdles, struggles, and 
accomplishments one day. I intentionally have elected to advance my education for us, I must 
not just tell my sons the importance of working towards your goals, but I must always be an 
example. By earning a doctoral degree, I hope to provide the foundation for my children of 
knowing that anything is possible, in spite of your mistakes and circumstances.  
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 When I first began my undergraduate education, Javontay, was just under 2-years old. I 
have to admit it was challenging juggling being a first-generation college student and being a 
father. Thankfully, at the time, I had childcare support from family members to care for my son, 
while my then wife and I pursued our college education together. I was either attending classes, 
doing homework, or working. It was exhausting, however, I kept thinking of my goals and the 
possibility of a better future for my family. In the final semester of my undergraduate degree, we 
welcomed our second child, Gavin. His birth was viewed differently because by then we lived in 
our own home and I could actually afford to have a second child. As I progressed towards my 
undergraduate degree, I knew I wanted to achieve a master’s degree. 
Prior to starting my master’s degree, I considered obtaining a school counseling degree 
out of state. Once I looked into the cost of moving, relocating my family, and having to find a 
new job, I determined that it was in my family’s best interest to remain in Las Vegas, given we 
had childcare support locally. I also considered obtaining my master’s degree from UNLV, 
however, the program would have required me to get schedule accommodations from my 
inflexible manager at the time and the class times were held 2-3 times per week. Again, I had to 
decide that earning my master’s degree from UNLV was not a good fit for me at the time. I 
decided to earn my master’s degree from the University of Phoenix, Las Vegas campus, which 
only required me to attend class in the evening, one time per week. This was the perfect option 
for a parent working full-time. As a part of my school counseling program, I had to complete a 
600-hour unpaid internship in a school, which required me to leave my full-time job. In addition, 
my youngest son, Nolan, was born during this tumultuous period of time. Completing my 
internship was a financial struggle for my family, but I preserved through.  
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When I finally decided to pursue a doctoral degree, I had recently accepted a job as a 
school counselor for the fall, which was a 9-month, salaried position. It was up until this point 
that pursuing a doctoral degree was going to be easier due to classes being offered in the 
evenings, only one-time per week or completely online. I always thought how much easier it 
would be to know that I would have several weeks off during the academic year (i.e., summer, 
winter break, spring break) to pour into my coursework and dissertation study. Also, when I 
began my doctoral program, my son Javontay was much older, Gavin was in his final year of 
pre-school, and Nolan was a toddler. Things were very different as far as scheduling and 
finances. I knew earning this degree was not entirely necessary for survival, however, it was a 
goal of mine and I was determined to earn my doctorate.  
Chapter Summary and Transition 
My own personal narrative was necessary, especially since shared stories were 
foundational to this narrative study. Admittedly, I relied on my own personal stories as a means 
of connecting with the totality of this study. This chapter outlined the approach to the research 
study on what internal and external supports lead Black men to pursue, and persist through, 
doctoral degree programs at PWIs. This chapter articulated the chosen research method of the 
research study, research question, theoretical frameworks, and the researcher’s narrative. Chapter 
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS  
 Chapter 1 introduced the study and the call of action to study Black male doctoral 
students internal and external supports that lead Black men to pursue, and persist through, 
doctoral degree programs at PWIs. Chapter 2 extensively reviewed the literature that informed 
the foundations of this research study. Chapter 3 precisely articulated the methodology the study 
utilized; specifically, narrative inquiry. This chapter presents the findings of the study. As a 
narrative researcher, the data collected, and analysis procedure allowed for me to construct 
several critical themes. This chapter presents the participant profiles, a preface of the Hostility in 
the Doctoral Journey, and discusses the findings. The results of this study, closely tethered to 
peer-reviewed literature, significantly fills a gap in the research shortage about the experiences of 
Black men enrolled in doctoral education.  
 This research study utilizes two asset-based, strength-based theoretical lenses to examine 
the five Black male participants, their shared stories, emergent themes, and creation of the 
study’s findings. There is constant application of the first framework CCW, which values assets 
within Communities of Color more broadly than other socio-cultural frameworks. The second 
framework is the BMALST, which is “specifically suited for Black male adult learners” (Goings, 
2020, p. 2). These two theoretical lenses steered each decision I made within this research study.  
The Participants 
This section begins with profiles of the five Black male doctoral students who 
participated in this research study. Table 3 contains the demographics of the five Black male 
doctoral students interviewed for this study. In an effort to further protect the participants’ 
personal narratives disclosed during data collection, the participants chosen or assigned 
pseudonym is used throughout the chapter. The profiles seek to provide rich personal and 
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professional descriptions of each participant, attempting to allow for the reader to generate a 
mental picture of each. These Black men unapologetically shared highly sensitive, detailed, and 
even traumatic stories throughout the study, therefore the names of the doctoral granting 





Demographic Characteristics of Black male Doctoral Students  
Pseudonym Degree 
Type 




Career Religion  Type of 
Institution 
Dwayne Ed.D. 41 1 and 5 Married Project 
Manager 
Christian  Private 
PWI 




Christian Public PWI 
Keon Ph.D. 33 1 and 10 Married Artist/ 
Adjunct 
Instructor 
Spiritual Public PWI 













Dwayne is a 41-year-old man, married, and proud father of two children (ages 1 and 5). 
Dwayne embarked on his doctoral journey, while his wife was pregnant with their youngest child 
and expected to deliver weeks later. He is a second-year Ed.D. student in learning and 
organizational change at a private PWI. Dwayne attended an HBCU for his bachelor’s degree 
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and has earned two master’s degrees. Dwayne was born in South Carolina in a sharecropping 
farming community where he spent the first 13 years of his life. At thirteen years old, his then 
single mother later relocated him to Pennsylvania. Dwayne’s childhood upbringing was spent in 
close proximity to extended family members including his aunts, uncles, grandparents, and lots 
of cousins.  
Dwayne spent the majority of his work history in public health management or 
supporting students in early high school programs. Currently, he works full-time as a project 
manager at a college. Dwayne has been a student (undergraduate and graduate) while being 
employed. Dwayne’s research interest focuses on leadership development with a critical race 
theoretical application. Dwayne is successfully progressing through his doctoral program and 
during data collection transitioned to doctoral candidacy status. Dwayne is a confident, driven, 
and resilient Black man determined to receive his Ed.D. in the coming months.  
Dr. Black  
 Dr. Black is a 36-year-old man, married, and proud father of three children (ages 2, 4, 
and 7). Dr. Black was born and raised by a single mother in Georgia in a primarily Black 
community. He is a fifth-year Ph.D. student in higher education administration at a public PWI. 
Dr. Black had some perceived academic struggles and initially started his higher education 
journey at the community college level, then later transferred to a public PWI and earned his 
bachelor’s and master’s degree from that same institution. As an adult, Dr. Black relocated to the 
Midwest to pursue his doctoral degree. However, after spending three-years pursuing his 
doctorate he was removed from the program due to perceived deficits in his academic writing 
abilities. Despite these challenges, Dr. Black leveraged his navigational capital and began his 
current program determined to earn his doctorate.  
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 Dr. Black spent the majority of his professional career working in student affairs at 
higher education institutions, which inspired him to one day become a university president. It is 
evident in discussions with him that he has been groomed for a career in higher education, as 
mentors have deeply supported his academic journey. Dr. Black’s research interest focuses on 
exploring Black male faculty and the supports they leverage on. Dr. Black is an extremely 
resilient Black man and determined to earn his doctorate.   
Keon 
 Keon is a 33-year-old man, married, and proud father of two children (ages 1 and 10). 
Keon was born in California and lived there until the age of three. His mother then relocated him 
and his younger brother to Colorado. Tragically, after his family’s relocation, Keon’s mother was 
murdered by his father. Subsequently, Keon was raised by his white uncle in a predominantly 
white town in Colorado. Keon is a fourth-year Ph.D. student in critical studies and recently 
transitioned to doctoral candidacy status at a public PWI, which is the same institution he 
received his bachelor’s degree at. Keon received his master’s degree from a private PWI.  
 Keon previously worked as a classroom teacher, attempting to be a source of inspiration 
and support for Students of Color. Currently, Keon is employed full-time as an adjunct instructor 
and artist. Keon has been an artist since high school and uses his artistic abilities as a means for 
earning a living, while sharing his artistic passion with others. Keon is passionate about his 
research topic, which discusses the experiences of Black children being raised by white people. 
Keon is pursuing his doctorate for the Black culture and to be a change agent. Keon is an 
extraordinarily powerful Black male scholar.   
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Jamal  
 Jamal is a 37-year-old man, married, and proud father of one child (age 3). Jamal was 
born and raised in Illinois, in a perceived economically disadvantaged community with his 
parents and two siblings. Jamal grew up in a deeply religious household that believed in the 
goodness of God, which involved attending church regularly. Jamal is a fifth-year Ed.D. student 
in educational leadership at a private PWI. Jamal began his educational journey at the 
community college level, then transferred to an HBCU for his bachelor’s degree. Jamal had some 
challenges along the path to the doctoral level. During the final year of his bachelor’s degree in 
physical education he was prevented from completing his student practicum, which resulted in 
him switching majors as a means of graduating. Then, Jamal went to earn his master’s degree 
from a private PWI in order to fulfill his career goal of becoming a physical education teacher.  
Jamal grew up playing sports (i.e., baseball, basketball, wrestling, football, golf, and 
volleyball) and was deeply passionate about staying active. Currently, Jamal plays golf 
frequently, which is also his research interest, specifically Black and Latino males’ involvement 
in golf and how that involvement disrupts the narratives about males of color playing golf. Jamal 
works as a full-time teacher and coach.  Jamal will be the first from his community to earn a 
doctoral degree in the coming months. Jamal is a highly intelligent, strong, and successful Black 
man.  
Axel  
Axel is a 36-year-old man, married, and proud father of one (age 7). Axel was born and 
raised in Michigan with his parents and brother. Axel’s parents were civil servants and heavily 
involved in local political efforts in their local community. Axel grew up in a perceived 
economically disadvantaged community. However, his parents were very much an upper-middle 
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class family whom elected to live in a lower-income neighborhood. The rationale for electing to 
reside in this particular community was primarily because it was less expensive than other parts 
of the city. Axel grew up in a very religious household as they were active members of the 
African Methodist Episcopal Church. Axel’s parent’s involvement in the church often required 
both parents to spend evenings attending community events; therefore, Axel and his brother 
often received external childcare from his grandmother, which cultivated a strong relationship 
between the two.  
 Axel is a fifth-year Ph.D. student in organizational behavior and recently transitioned to 
doctoral candidacy status at a public PWI. Axel attended a very prestigious university for his 
bachelor’s degree and attended an Ivy League institution for his master’s degree. Axel spent a 
large amount of his career working in government, but currently works full-time as research 
assistant. Axel’s research interest focuses on workplace diversity and inclusion issues. Axel is an 
incredibly persistent, strategic, and a prime example of Black excellence.  
Preface: Hostility in the Doctoral Journey 
 I felt strongly compelled to include a preface to the personal narratives that shed light on 
my research question prior to the findings section. All five Black men provided details of 
extreme stories surrounding the harm enacted by primarily white faculty, peers, and the 
institution. I found it fitting to title this section Hostility in the Doctoral Journey, as stories of 
harm, racial trauma, and mistreatment were revealed to me throughout the narrative accounts of 
the participants (Jett, 2011; Smith et al., 2007; Wood & Palmer, 2013). These Black men shared 
the perceived barriers, challenges, and struggles that they experience daily (Smith et al., 2007). I 
realize, as a narrative researcher, that the hostility in the doctoral journey does not directly 
answer the research question of this study. However, I simply could not ignore the inequity, 
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wrong-doing, and unfair treatment that they experienced throughout their personal and academic 
lives, while in pursuit of a doctorate. The strength in their personal stories demonstrates that, in 
spite of these perceived barriers, they continue to pursue and persist towards their doctorates. 
Furthermore, I assert that their personal narratives, provide evidence of persistence and validate 
the importance of internal and external support systems. These stories are fluid and are not 
isolated incidents, but are constant struggles that we always are experiencing, before, during, and 
after data collection. I identified three subthemes as these men shared their experiences with me: 
(1) Lack of Academic Writing Support, (2) Lack of Affirming Campus Environments, and (3) 
Karens in the Academy. 
 I would like to state that the stories that are presented contain the disheartening long 
history of racial trauma experienced by Black men in America (Williams et al., 2018). 
Throughout, the participants shared stories of the deep hostility that exist in the academy. I 
listened to the pure racial trauma, which is described by Williams et al. (2018) as:   
Individual trauma occurs when an event, series of events, or circumstances are 
experienced by an individual as physically or emotionally harmful or threatening 
and have lasting adverse effects on the person’s functioning and physical, social, 
emotional, or spiritual well-being. (p. 735)  
I deeply assert that these Black men are experiencing daily racial trauma on their 
respective college campuses. The participants are navigating primarily white spaces that have 
resulted in racial trauma, which has directly resulted in harm, injury, humiliation, and shameful 
experiences (Comas-Díaz & Hall, 2019; Opara et al., 2020; Williams et al., 2018). As a 
researcher and Black man, myself, I absorbed an abundance of secondary racial trauma from 
initially listening to my participants stories of harm, then again all throughout data analysis, and 
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again, while crafting this particular section. I must share that listening to these stories of racial 
trauma brought me to literal tears while constructing this section. I too, have been impacted by 
racial traumas and deeply resonate with these shared stories of harm. In spite of these instances 
of racial trauma, we continually tap into the assets and strengths within our communities to push 
through.  
Lack of Academic Writing Support 
It has been well-documented that Students of Color in doctoral education, including 
Black males have been perceived as presenting deficits in their academic writing abilities 
(Gardner & Holley, 2011; Gulfidan & Walker, 2011; Kamler, 2008; McGaskey et al., 2016). 
Several of the participants shared their own personal experiences with their academic writing 
being perceived as deficit or failing to meet heteronormative academic writing expectations in 
the academy. When reflecting on the hostility experienced during the academic writing and 
doctoral socialization process, Dr. Black reflected on the various encounters with other Black 
students in regard to white faculty members. This reflection showed evidence of faculty 
members diminishing writing opportunities for particular Black students. Dr. Black stated:  
It is challenging to be able to go through all this white shit that they put you 
through! I think you and me both know that they make things typically harder for 
Black students (i.e., Black males). White faculty state things such as, “Oh, you 
should write better! You're writing too Black or you're writing too...We want you 
to write white in short, so we get you through this degree.” So, as a Black man 
your kind of caught between the situation of, let me be this white person to get 
through this program and then when I get out and get my letters, I can blast off on 
you white colonizers and really get shit done! So basically, erase our voices and 
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narratives in the doctoral process. It's almost like legal slavery in a sense, because 
you're limited on what you can write.   
Dr. Black further expressed his experiences of the inequitable publication treatment 
experienced as a Black male learner in his doctoral program at a public PWI. Dr. Black 
understands that having an active, rigorous publication record is needed to secure an academic 
job, which will provide him and his family social mobility. A strong publication record provides 
options and opportunities post-graduation. Dr. Black further stated:   
You know, with many white schools they do not push the Black students to 
individually publish journal articles. They push Black students to publish with a 
faculty member and I'm like, fuck that! So, when other doctoral peers come up to 
me and ask about my personal opinion on publishing with a faculty member. I'm 
like, no! You do not need to tell your instructor that you published dammit, do 
what you need to do because at the end of the day they gon’ get with these little 
white students have them publishing and writing all this shit, getting all these 
awards, and you as a Black student left with nothing. You need to publish for 
yourself! There's no policy that says you cannot publish on your own.   
Dr. Black has felt inclined to pursue publication opportunities on his own as a 
means for advancing his future. Dr. Black recognizes the inequalities that Black men face 
in doctoral education.  
 Keon detailed a story about how he felt that white faculty members were afraid of him, 
simply with his Black male presence at his public PWI. Keon wrote an extensive final paper for a 
doctoral course taught by a white faculty member that dismissed his anti-whiteness contribution 
to course dialogue all throughout the semester. Keon recalled the damaging event:  
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I've had professors who've been scared of me. I've had professors who have tried 
to just refute every fucking thing that I say like from jump, like without hesitation 
all semester! I had one “B+” and all “A's” okay. I have one “B+” because this 
motherfucker couldn't handle it! I was writing about something that he perceives 
to be his expertise and he just felt threatened and I wrote 27 pages, it's not a gem, 
but it was well done. I put hours and hours into the paper, and still got a “B+” and 
I think he was just mad cause I gave him too many pages but I have a “B+” on my 
transcript because of his whiteness, because of his anti-Blackness and because of 
his male and white fragility. I have to live with that, and I think that's bullshit! I'm 
also happy to have that as evidence because it's hard evidence. I didn't deserve a 
“B+,” no fucking way did I deserve a “B+!” I had all A's get the fuck outta here! I 
could go on and on, but I think it's just like every day something new and it never 
fails to amaze me.  
 The final grade received for this course is something that will remain on his doctoral 
transcript for eternity. Keon is a forward-thinking Black man, that understands the long-term 
impacts of the constant hostility that he experiences on the doctoral trajectory. The reality is that 
final grades could later impact scholarships, financial aid, and future job opportunities, especially 
as a Black man.    
 Jamal shared a similar story of a time when his academic writing was questioned, and he 
was accused of plagiarism by a white faculty member. The accusation was escalated to the 
department chair for possible removal from the program and failure of the course. Jamal was 
deeply concerned about the impacts of one accusation could have on his future dreams and goals, 
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which would impact his ability to thrive. The experienced hostility regarding his academic 
writing from this white faculty member is evident in this excerpt:  
Professor X who is an adjunct professor and who only teaches this course once a 
year, and who has very little to no personal connection, rapport, or understanding 
of me escalated the accusation to the department chair, Dr. Empathy and 
recommended to Dr. Empathy that I fail the course and be removed from the 
program. Professor X argued at the doctoral level, I should have perfected the 
current APA format. Dr. Empathy used a critical lens to see the invisible, 
unspoken, silent role race, gender, and class may or may not have played in the 
plagiarism accusations. Dr. Empathy understood the oppressive effects on my 
academic and professional career, livelihood, legacy, finances, and more could 
happen because of being convicted of plagiarism. Moreover, as my advisor, 
mentor, professor of several courses, Dr. Empathy was aware of my passions, 
dreams, background, history, family, and my writing strengths/weaknesses. As a 
result, Dr. Empathy convinced Professor X to allow me to rewrite a portion of the 
paper and “B-” would be the maximum letter grade I could earn for the paper and 
for the course. I wonder how not only being Black, but being a Black male 
contributed to the complexity of the accusations. 
Jamal experienced a harsh accusation of plagiarism by this particular white 
faculty member, which could have greatly altered his degree progression. Sadly, 
accusations such as this event hold painful implications for those in doctoral education, 
especially Black men. Due to Jamal’s social and navigational capital he was still able to 
outmaneuver this white faculty member’s poor assessment of the writing incident.  
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 Axel also reflected on the hostility placed on his academic writing timeline by a white 
faculty member and was asked to work in a “timely manner” to meet certain academic 
benchmarks sanctioned by the university (Smith et al., 2007). These harsh deadlines and sudden 
time constraints could have a direct impact on Axel’s future plans to successfully earn his 
doctorate and obtain an academic job. Axel recalled the absurdity he continues to face:  
I'm composing my strategy to outmaneuver the silliness because white faculty 
don't want to directly hurt a student. So, what you want to do is put an unrealistic 
deadline and simply say that deadlines have consequences and perhaps you can't 
cut it. Right? So, this is how institutions work. Right. You just do a legitimate 
thing, but in an uncomfortable way and then it would be my fault if I didn't read 
it. As my white homie in the marketing department says, when he saw that going 
on because he's had no deadlines put on him. He saw what I was going through in 
terms of being very interested in every step of my journey. I'll quote what he 
wrote in an email, which I forwarded to my brother. White homie in the 
marketing department stated I quote, “let's give the one Black student we have 
who used to be in the state department and went to Rigorous University for 
undergrad, unrealistic deadlines… He won't be able to beat them. Oh!” I know 
how to write on deadlines, including producing brand-new work to the tune of 
113 pages in the past week. 
As evidenced, there is definitely a race-based unrealistic expectation being placed on 
Axel, which continues to reveal the abrasive environments we are navigating. Certainly, all 
students have to navigate deadlines, but these scenarios illustrate that Black students appear to be 
held more accountable to deadlines than their white peers. Axel was still in the mist of 
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processing this unpleasant encounter with this faculty member, as he is constantly having to fight 
power. Interestingly, the white student in this scenario is not receiving the same level of 
demands.  
Lack of Affirming Campus Environments 
Several of the Black men discussed the challenges they faced with microaggressions and 
discrimination on their respective college campuses (Howard, 2013). The campuses were not 
affirming of them because the Black body was seen as a threat, problem, or feared by others 
(Harper & Davis, 2012; Howard, 2013; Kim & Hargrove, 2013; Ladson-Billings, 2011). The 
hostility held by particularly white faculty and white students was dehumanizing for a few of the 
participants. However, these Black men tapped into their internal support system to preserve 
through some of these struggles and challenges (McGee et al., 2016). Keon recalled his traumatic 
experience of navigating the hostile campus environment at his public PWI:  
What many colleagues could not mask were the more subtle anti-Black 
dismissals, microinvalidations, and projections of fear, mistrust and disgust they 
forced onto my Black body. Many times, I had to shower after class just to feel 
the relief from wearing and absorbing so much anti-Black angst from those who 
were publicly professing racial magnanimity. 
This excerpt stuck with me, as I too have shared this suffrage on the doctoral 
journey. I have felt unwelcomed, dismissed, and invalidated on the doctoral journey. It 
was disheartening to hear that Keon would go home and shower to remove the 
projections white folks placed onto his Black body.  
 Dr. Black revealed a story of a time when he was on campus and faced microaggressions 
from other students and faculty based on the clothing attire he was wearing that particular day 
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(Smith et al., 2007). This is an example of the subtleties being experienced by Black men on 
PWI campuses. He recalled:  
If you show any part of your culture, such as your outfit others will state things 
such as, “Oh, well he's too Black. He’s a radical, he's aggressive!” Like, no! I just 
know who the fuck I am! The rest of the people you've been working with don't, 
so don't try to like put me in a box, but what I've learned is when you're dealing 
with white people, any edge you got on them scares them, you ain't gotta be 
educated. It could be how you dress. I mean, I was accused of that even when I 
was going to my public PWI. An individual stated to me “you dressed so nice.” I 
was like, I don't come up here to play with you. I was coming from work and was 
wearing slacks, dress shirt, bow tie, and shoeshine. I was going into the bookstore 
to get my books and another person said “oh, you like, you…you must be here on 
basketball scholarship.” I'm like, no! I'm a scholar! 
Dr. Black discussed the negative ideologies that others perceive about Black men 
on the doctoral journey. This excerpt revealed the high levels of confidence that Dr. 
Black possesses. He understands the negative ideologies and still continues to persist 
forward.  
 Axel shared a long-standing issue with the department chair because he requested to 
work remotely from his residence in California due to him and his family having to relocate due 
to his wife receiving a job offer. This request is something that was necessary for his success 
within the program and better for his family situation. Axel discussed becoming a threat and 
issue to the department because he was engaging in non-traditional behavior by following his 
wife to California for a new job, which was against the white male, heteronormative, 
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traditionalistic views of his department chair, which resulted in his department chair making 
illegitimate claims about his academic performance and attacking the only Black man in the 
program. Axel recalled the event:  
I first noticed as a Black man being perceived as a problem by negotiating my 
location with my department. A Black man who didn't ask you for anything and 
was rearranging his life in all sorts of contortions to fit the career, was a Black 
man that everybody had no problem with but a Black man who requested 
accommodation for an all-star spouse situation became a serious fucking five 
alarm fire of a problem for the department and whatever racism was well-
contained in a very kindly package was released from the depths of hell and set at 
my heels chasing me for the past 2 years. So, being a Black man impacted the 
external evaluation of the quality of my work.  
Axel also disclosed feelings of racial trauma, stress, and anxiety that the 2 years of 
attacks caused (Smith et al., 2007). Axel has sought out counseling services to address the 
possible long-term effects of these claims. In addition to counseling services, he regularly chats 
with his two Black male friends from his master’s program, both of whom hold Ph.D.’s, via 
messaging application. This allows Axel to leverage various forms of system support to survive 
the hostile attacks. Axel stated:  
I think honestly, I feel that this has been extremely stressful, especially when the 
top administrator of your department comes after you consistently in five 
episodes, including with lies. That was very stressful, but at the same time I 
sought counseling, I went through my wife's employee assistance program. I 
found a brother who is in my state, licensed in the state of California and went 
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through a long course of cognitive behavioral therapy on anxiety management to 
deal with these episodes of fighting power. 
 Dr. Black similarly articulated a comparison between Ph.D. programs and levels of 
racism experienced by Black males in doctoral granting programs. The comparison was related 
to the recent killing of George Floyd, which is a topic of conversation that a few of the 
participants were still processing during data collection (Ebrahimji, 2020). Dr. Black stated:  
Black men got it hard. It’s just as bad walking down the fucking street thinking 
you gon’ get shot. It compares to being a Black male in a doctoral program. I 
mean, I hate to say it, but George Floyd and Ph.D. programs, same intensity level 
of racism, Rodney King and being in a Ph.D. program, same level of racism. 
Breonna Taylor and the only Black sister in the program, same level of racism. 
We don't know what the fuck is she going through. This is sad to say in 2020, 
they both are equivalent. 
I assert that Dr. Black’s correlation between levels of racism and doctoral 
education is real. We as Black men are seen as a problem, issue, or threat on PWI 
campuses. We are constantly having to navigate these historically white spaces with a 
long history of anti-Black practices.  
Karens in the Academy  
The summer of 2020 highlighted the long-standing struggles of living while Black in 
America (Williams, 2020). Ahmaud Arbery, George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and countless other 
lives were murdered because they were Black (Ebrahimji, 2020; Johnson & Bryan, 2017; 
Williams, 2020). It has been well-documented that white women have used their social power to 
engage in patrolling, policing, and surveillance of the Black body (Hunt, 2020; Kumar, 2020; 
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Williams, 2020, Vera & Ly, 2020). These white women have historically been referred to as 
Becky’s, but recently the digital public (i.e., Twitter, Facebook) have named these white women 
“Karens.” According to the Urban Dictionary a “Becky” is defined as “a stereotypical, basic 
white girl; obsessed with Starbucks [and] Ugg boots.” A “Karen” is defined as a “middle aged 
woman, typically blonde, [who] makes solutions to others’ problems an inconvenience to her 
although she isn’t even remotely affected” (Becky, 2016; Karen, 2020). A Karen is a white 
woman who uses her social power as weapon, which is steeped in white privilege and enacts 
racist behaviors onto the Black body (Hunt, 2020; Kumar, 2020; Nagesh, 2020; Williams, 2020, 
Vera & Ly, 2020). Classic behaviors of Karens include asking to “speak to the manager” or 
frequently calls the police on Black men out of their own fears or concerns of safety (Hunt, 2020; 
Kumar, 2020; Nagesh, 2020; Williams, 2020, Vera & Ly, 2020). Throughout the participants 
stories on the hostility being experienced, they too have encountered Karens in the Academy.   
I unapologetically titled this disheartening subtheme Karens in the Academy. I would like 
to help contextualize what is commonly referred to as a Karen in the Academy. Several of the 
Black men discussed the Karens they have encountered along their academic endeavors. The 
experiences with these Karens have been unpleasant as these women have attempted to place 
barriers in the Black men’s way. These men understand the harsh realities of living while Black 
and male in predominately white educational spaces, which impacts them in a myriad of ways 
(Howard et al, 2012). Jamal recalled an event where he arrived late to the first day of his student 
practicum assignment during undergraduate studies. Jamal was experiencing a life altering event 
at that moment in his life as he just discovered his father was diagnosed with cancer and wanted 
to attend his father’s doctor appointment. However, the faculty member showed no empathy and 
halted Jamal’s progression in the physical education program, preventing him from graduating 
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and becoming a physical education teacher. Jamal was able to maneuver through this hurdle and 
achieve his career goal later. Jamal recalled the disheartening encounter:  
I got kicked out of the program for PE I shouldn't have gotten kicked out. It was a 
Karen. She shouldn't let me, I deserved it cause I violated. But she's like, no, you 
can't complete the program, but you've got to keep in mind this the same lady who 
gave me the Circle of Friend’s Scholarship, which is out of 119 students. She paid 
me. I was the best PE student a few months earlier and I made a small mistake 
that wasn't even embarrassing when she told me that she can't find a student 
teaching spot for me. In other words, you got to go somewhere else to graduate, 
but I deserved it, but she should have let me slide. But that just goes to show how 
you can be on the top of somebody's list and then instantly go to the bottom. She 
had even paid for me to go to Atlanta to represent our university and speak about 
it. That's how highly she thought of me. I lost it that quickly because of another 
Karen I showed up late to a student teaching internship. I showed up 15 minutes 
late because it was my first day. I didn't know that it was going to take an hour 
and 30 minutes. I only allowed one hour for a half an hour trip, but it took a whole 
hour and a half. I didn't know that, and I explained it to her and this lady and her 
are good friend and she was like, “Nope! I don't want him. How can he be late on 
the first day?” 
Jamal was taken back by the way this faculty member treated him during a 
difficult time. He was dealing with his father’s diagnoses, while managing his 
undergraduate program. This faculty member failed to provide empathy within this 
situation.  
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 Axel shared a story about how during his master’s program, he discovered another 
student was using her Karen status to get additional funds for living expenses. As a master’s 
student he saw on display the amount of privilege this white female student was receiving from 
the university. Axel comedically recalled the event:    
The example my wife goes back to is when we were in our master's program 
together this white girl was like, “Oh man, this stipend is just not enough.” So, I 
wrote to the university and was like here's my budget and said “I'm actually 
underwater here cause I need to like fly home for all these trips cause I need to 
celebrate Jewish holiday with my family because those are family-oriented. I 
needed to do this…I need to do this…and then for stressful events, I need my 
cable.” She just wrote a list of her bills and she was like I need something, 
something hundred dollars more per month and then they gave it to her. Since that 
moment I just remember when my wife heard this from the white friend she ran 
and came told me. She was like, “yo, Axel did you know you can write to these 
research institutions and just tell them a dollar amount to pay all your bills and 
then they will do it cause they're just flowing in the money and they don't know 
how to retain Black people. So, their solution is to just cut a check.” 
Axel learned from that situation that sometimes he needs to lean into “Karenhood” and 
demand resources from the institution, which will enrich his academic progression towards his 
degree. Axel also comedically added: 
It's sort of a journey my wife and I have both been on, which is just kind of like 
every time our instincts say, no, this is not good enough. We're like, but what 
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about Rebecca though? And were like, oh yeah, we about to Rebecca this up! We 
bout’ to ask and demand!  
Axel recognizes that white individuals have been privileged in educational spaces 
and society at-large. Axel is intentional about ensuring that his family and him receive 
the same levels of access in society. He is determined to further dismantle systems of 
power that are not affirming of Communities of Color.   
 Dr. Black reflected on a time that he encountered a Black Karen that placed stringent 
expectations on him simply because he is a Black male learner. Dr. Black felt this Black faculty 
member held him to a higher standard solely based on gender and racial identity. Dr. Black was 
working on his master’s degree at a public PWI and this professor attempted to block his 
academic progress and gave him a “C” in the class, which resulted in him being dismissed from 
the program. Using his various forms of capital, he appealed the decision and got reinstated in 
the program (Goings, 2020; Yosso, 2005). Dr. Black recalled the story:  
She's like, Oh, you're a Black man. I expect you to write better. I'm like, no, fuck! 
Like quit giving me more barriers than I already fucking got! Let me take the 
fucking course, like Karen and get through the fucking class. So, after that I didn't 
even take, they shit no more. I kept my seat and finished my program and just got 
the fuck out!  
 It is evident that these five Black men are experiencing some perceived roadblocks in 
doctoral education. These personal stories allowed me to see the harm being experienced, but the 
purpose of this research study is to constantly reveal the pure strength, assets, and forms of 
capital being leveraged on by Black male doctoral students (Goings, 2020; Yosso, 2005). In the 
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findings section I seek to uncover the various forms of internal and external supports allowing 
these Black men to pursue and persist towards their doctorates.  
Findings 
 This section of chapter four presents personal and proximate narratives interpreted from 
analyzing the critical incident writing prompts and interviews of the five Black male participants. 
To answer the question of this study, this section of chapter four presents four themes: (1) 
Understanding the Black Male Learner Internalized “Why”, (2) Appreciating Partnerships, (3) 
Connecting with God or a Higher Power, and (4) Leveraging on Supportive Employers and 
Colleagues. The themes developed are enormously significant as they illuminate the pure 
strength, assets, and supports these Black male doctoral students are leveraging on in hostile, 
overwhelmingly white doctoral spaces. It is evident that these Black men are tapping into their 
internal and external systems of support as a means to combat the harm enacted on us. Excerpts 
from the participants critical incident writing prompt and interviews will be used as evidence 
throughout this chapter.   
Understanding the Black Male Learner Internalized “Why” 
All of the participants shared their personal rationale for electing to pursue and persist 
through a doctoral degree in spite of the hostility discussed above. As I analyzed the participants 
personal narratives this theme emerged surrounding the shared stories describing each 
participants’ rationale for electing to pursue and persist through their respective doctoral degree 
programs. This theme gave perspective to the research question and provides evidence of the 
importance of internal motivators in relation to the Preface: Hostility in the Doctoral Journey 
section. All the participants shared stories surrounding wanting to obtain a doctorate for 
themselves, their child(ren), their family, the Black culture, social mobility, and out of a desire to 
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prove-them-wrong. All the participants have an internalized desire to earn their doctorates, 
regardless of what perceived barriers, challenges, and stressors are place in front of them (Kim & 
Hargrove, 2013). In using Clandinin and Connelly’s (2000) three-dimensional framework, the 
participants reflected on their past, current, and future experiences and encounters extensively 
throughout our conversations. They actively lean into their own resiliency, drive, perseverance, 
determination, and confidence, while keeping their hopes, dreams, and future plans at the 
forefront (Deci, 1972; Goings, 2020; Staryhorn, 2014; Taylor, 2014).  
The personal accounts reflected the various forms of support these Black men are tapping 
into while on the doctoral trajectory. The motivation to the attitude of “keep going” is something 
that was evident in the stories imparted. These Black men understand the social mobility and 
privilege a doctorate will provide them, their family, and the culture. Dwayne relayed the 
importance of staying the course in this manner:  
This one's for the village. This is for the culture! I always kind of wanted to push 
forward for my family, for the culture, and etc. Selfishly, I was like, yeah, I like 
the idea of it, but the idea of being called “Dr. Dwayne,” but it was never 
motivating enough to get me in the arena. 
Certainly, Dwayne expects to earn his doctorate for his family, but there is a bigger 
calling to earn his doctorate for the Black culture. Historically, People of Color have fraught to 
earn a seat at these academic tables, and Dwayne recognizes the importance of obtaining his 
doctorate in an effort to further help prove-them-wrong (Moore et al., 2003). For Dwayne 
receiving his doctorate is certainly more than just to be called doctor. It is evident that there is a 
deeper meaning beyond the academic title.  
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 Similarly, Keon shared the importance of completing the Ph.D. so that he can be a role 
model for his son and just the sheer importance of doing this for “our people” (Moore et al., 
2003; Morales, 2010). Keon sees the value in earning a doctorate to be a positive role model to 
his son. Keon had this clear future-oriented thinking approach as a Black male learner. Keon 
passionately stated:   
This is because our people need this. This is bigger than me. This is bigger than 
you. This is bigger than our finances, certainly. This is a responsibility and it's not 
just to get the Ph.D., it's what you're going to do with it and helping him think 
about what it means to be a student, because of course the framework there is 
you're doing it to get the grade, and that's not why I want him to be doing it. I 
want him to wonder why he's learning. I want him to ask what it means, ask why, 
ask how, you know…what is this, why are you, why are we learning this? You 
know? So, that he can maybe understand that I need to learn, or I want to learn the 
next thing. I'm so excited about learning that I just want to keep learning. So, that 
he can understand, why it's so necessary for me to do this.  
Keon too shares the same thought process about earning his doctorate as Dwayne. As I 
engaged in conversations with Keon. It stood out to me the high level of responsibility he 
expressed in the need to earn his doctorate for others. There is this deep sense of responsibility 
for the community at-large, while serving as a role-model to his son. This research finding 
further works to dispel myths about Black fathers and education (Goings, 2020). We certainly do 
care about our education and that of our child(ren).  
 Jamal reflected on the social mobility the doctorate will provide him and his family, 
while enabling him to help his students reach their fullest potential. Jamal made it clear that 
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achieving his doctorate was necessary, he very much displayed a “no quit” attitude throughout 
our conversations. Jamal leaned into his high levels of personal drive as a vehicle for navigating 
the difficult journey. Jamal recalled:  
Just knowing that if I didn't do it, my quality of life probably wouldn’t be where I 
wanted it to be. You know, and so my plan was to get this degree so I can get a 
job and help others reach their maximum potential. So that’s just some of the fire 
that stayed underneath me. I wasn't just doing it for me. I was doing it for my 
family, for the future students that I would come encounter with. So, we got me 
through, this is a no option type of thing! You know, sometimes you give yourself 
an option, but it wasn't an option for me. It was a kind of mandatory to start and 
mandatory to continue, and mandatory to finish. Non-negotiable!  
 Jamal added additional comments about leveraging his internal supports as a means for 
staying the course (Morales, 2010):  
My internal supports are my biggest support. I want to do good; I want to be a 
part of that slim number of Black men that’s a doctor. I wanted to make more 
money on my school districts pay scale. I wanted to finish something that I 
started, so I don't waste all this money! I want to complete something that my 
mom, my wife, and my daughter would be really proud of. I can look my daughter 
in the eyes and say, “your mama and daddy are doctors.”  
It is evident that Jamal is serious about staying the course for his family, which 
means a lot to him. Jamal is a confident Black male learner that expects to achieve his 
personal and academic goals.  
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 Similar to the other participants, Dr. Black discussed feeling empowered to keep pushing 
through his doctoral studies concisely in this series of statements:  
I was pretty much it's a do or die! It's a one way in, no way-out situation! If I want 
to be the education administrator that I want to be, if I want to end up being a 
university president, I got to get this degree. I got to go overcome all this shit! But 
then I look at my own life. I was like hell from birth. I've been a rebel. I was born 
premature, three pounds, seven ounces! So, I'm like, shit. I was born with 
adversity. So why can't I get through this? You know what I'm saying? Like, the 
old school hymn says “Jordan river, Jordan river. I’m bound to cross!” That's like 
a big-time southern hymn. One more river! Just get over it. Is it hell? Is it full of 
anxiety? Do people get on your fucking nerves? Do you feel like you by yourself 
when people say the doctoral degree is lonely? It is!  
This excerpt deeply stayed with me all throughout my interviews with Dr. Black. 
There was something about his stories of adversity and the constant drive to keep moving 
forward in spite of perceived barriers. The religious aspect of our conversations inspired 
me to keep pushing through my own doctoral journey.  
 In extensive conversations with Axel, he recollected feeling “called” to complete a Ph.D. 
during his master’s degree program. Axel shared that his two best friends, Corey and Jeremy 
were instrumental in his reasoning for even decided to pursue and persist through a terminal 
degree program. Axel felt compelled to complete this academic milestone though his network of 
support at the masters-level. Axel precisely recounted:  
A doctoral degree in the first place, I think it really goes back to being in the 
masters and wondering if I was in the wrong program, if I should have been there 
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longer for a Ph.D. instead of in a professional school. I just really enjoy tagging 
along to Corey and Jeremy’s like classes and shit. I love talking about what they 
were doing and like what it was like to just do research. I think it was cool. It also 
just felt like I should be doing the thing that they were doing in some weird way. I 
felt like I was breaking up the band when I graduated after two years and they 
were still there three to five years, it's just something that felt unnatural. You 
know, it was like, I was supposed to be there with them pursuing the doctorate. 
 Throughout the data it was evident that they all were confidently determined to become 
doctors. Dwayne, Keon, and Jamal shared sentiments of electing to obtain doctorates for their 
family’s (Palmer et al., 2011). Dr. Black and Axel both shared sentiments of feeling “called” to 
complete their doctorates (Butler et al., 2013; Dancy, 2010; Jett, 2010). It is clear these Black 
men are role models for their own child(ren), families, students, and could be viewed as leaders 
within their respective communities (Goings, 2016). The Black men utilize their internal 
motivators as a means of remaining grounded and focused through the perceived barriers (Kim & 
Hargrove, 2013). In tandem with their own internal motivators, they are leveraging on external 
sources of support, including partners, child(ren), extended family, faculty, peers, friends, and 
etc. as supplemental means of pursuing and persisting (Flowers, 2015; Palmer et al., 2011; Wood 
& Palmer, 2013).  
Each participant articulated “why” they elected to pursue and persist through their 
respective doctoral degree programs. The rationale for their collective internalized supports was 
deeply rooted in tangible and some intangible factors. For instance, the participants internal 
motivators include, resiliency, drive, perseverance, determination, and pure confidence in their 
skills and abilities. It has been well-documented throughout the literature that Black males tap 
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into internal motivators as a vehicle destined for academic success (Griffin & Allen, 2006; 
McCallum, 2017; Morales, 2010; Reid, 2013; Simmons, 2013). Most of the participants 
acknowledged that obtaining their doctorates was bigger than themselves and they were proud of 
this fact. The participants are determined to leave a legacy for their child(ren), their family, and 
future generations of Black males (McCallum, 2017). The participants established and instituted 
their own personal “why’s” to steer each decision as a means to keep persisting forward, in spite 
of perceived barriers and challenges. Furthermore, it is evident that these Black male learners 
understand the magnitude of serving as a beacon of hope within their familial communities. 
 This theme discovered is certainly contrary to the well-established deficit narratives 
about Black males in education (Harper & Davis, 2012; Howard, 2013; Kim & Hargrove, 2013; 
Ladson-Billings, 2011). These Black men are highly confident Black male learners that know 
their educational strengths and meaningful contributions to their respective communities 
(Goings, 2020). Certainly, this theme allows for the overstated deficit narratives about us to be 
further dismissed. This theme is important for the betterment of Black males in education and 
society at-large. The participants are tapping into their internalized systems of support as a 
means to pursue and persist forward in highly racialized spaces. Black males could further 
improve this already established internalized support by educators and society at-large 
intentionally partnering with us.  
Appreciating Partnerships  
 As I analyzed the data, there are deep, intimate, and affirming familial bonds with their 
family, peers, and community at-large. It is evident without these external supports these Black 
men would not successfully be advancing in their doctoral degree programs. The capital being 
leveraged through family, peers, faculty, and community networks is a critical piece of support 
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(McGaskey et al., 2016; Miller & Stone, 2011). In using Clandinin and Connelly’s (2000) three-
dimensional framework, the participants reflected on their past, current, and future experiences 
and encounters extensively in throughout our conversations. Each participants’ definition of 
family included a variation of nuclear family members, extended family, fraternity brothers, 
friends, peers, or faculty. All the Black men reflected on the immunes levels of support that has 
been supplied by these primary sources (Wood & Palmer, 2013).  
Each participant expressed how appreciative and even blessed they were for the various 
partnerships including, child-care assistance, their wives, their friends and peers, and faculty 
members as an external supportive factor for persisting forward in their respective doctoral 
degree programs. Every one of the participants spoke extensively on the external prong that is 
greatly dependent upon their “network.” It has been documented throughout the literature the 
importance family, friends, peers, and faculty have on a Black male learner (Flowers, 2015; 
Goings, 2016; Palmer et al., 2011). This system of support was arguably necessary for these 
Black men to be able to thrive in doctoral education. The high levels of communal support were 
overwhelmingly a critical factor allowing these Black men to advance towards their doctorates. 
The participants expressed being thankful, appreciative, and motivated by the vital familial 
bonds within their circle.   
This theme consists of the following subthemes: (1) Child-Care Assistance, (2) Wives 
Holdin’ it Down, (3) Friendship and Peer Bonds, and (4) Impactful Faculty Mentorship. Every 
participant spoke extensively on the external support received from their network throughout the 
doctoral process. The strong support received from their wives, child(ren), parents, peers, 
fraternity, and other external networks has been critical in staying the course towards a doctoral 
degree (Wood & Palmer, 2013). Their network of support has been a constant encouragement to 
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continuing on the perceived difficult journey as outlined in the Hostility in the Doctoral Journey 
section above. The participants’ progression in their programs of study has been in part by the 
familial bonds within their familial systems of support (Jackson & Hui, 2017).  
Child-Care Assistance. As I analyzed the participants’ shared narratives, I noticed a 
subtheme of reliance on family to assist with caretaking of the participants child(ren). Several of 
the participants discussed the familial support they have received from their wives and extended 
family members in order to attend class, write, or simply for emotional support through all the 
stressors (Jackson & Hui, 2017; Lundy-Wagner, 2013; Strayhorn, 2015; Wood & Palmer, 2013). 
This form of capital has been instrumental in their success. Keon reflected on a time during his 
master’s degree program, when he was a single father. Keon experienced several child-care 
conflicts and therefore made the decision to bring his son to class with him, because valued his 
son and his future so much. Keon shared that a Black female faculty member provided support 
for the need of child-care (Moore & Toliver, 2010). Keon reflected:  
I think there were at least three classes where I had to bring my son because I 
didn't have childcare. He basically sat under the table and watch the movie or 
played some video games. I gave him some paper and color pencils and he was 
super quiet and kept to himself. It wasn't like it was an issue, but it would have 
been just because it's a child. If the faculty member wasn't Black, I honestly think 
like it probably would have been an issue. The two other white faculty members 
probably would have been like, okay…They probably would have paused and 
been like, okay. Whereas she's like, yeah, of course! Like without a pause, that 
pause is everything! It wasn't like it was for lack of trying, it wasn't like I had to 
explain that to her. She just assumed it wasn't for lack of trying and she was right. 
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I attribute that to her, you know, just having a great awareness of what it means to 
be Black. I didn't get any of that from her, not even a little bit. That's huge! In 
terms of feeling welcome, it's already hard enough to be the only Black male and 
then you're the only one bringing a child to class. No one else really brought their 
child, you know. So of course, I was self-conscious. I was like it's hard enough 
being a Black, single father, like going out in public we've got so much to deal 
with, but she already knew that. I didn't have to explain that. It's just like, man, 
that took a huge load off of my back! 
 Keon reflected on the impact this Black faculty member had on his master’s schooling 
experiences, as he was juggling being a single father and graduate student. Keon realizes the 
negative, stereotypical perceptions that white individuals project onto the Black body. 
Especially, being a Black man and having to bring your son with you to a graduate-level class. 
All sorts of negative social imagery can easily be formed by others (Howard, 2013). I personally 
connected with this story as in my undergraduate schooling experience, I recall having to bring 
my own son with me to class and felt the eye gazing and unspoken thoughts other students may 
have formulated against me. However, Keon prioritized him and his son’s future in this 
circumstance.  
During Axel’s doctoral program his wife had accepted a job offer in California, so that 
left him and his daughter in a different state. Axel was juggling being a doctoral student, research 
assistant, and temporary single father. Axel did not allow this temporary family situation to stop 
his academic progression or attending classes. Axel detailed a time when he had to strategically 
plan for child-care support and make it to the daycare center in time to pick up his daughter:  
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We just had a great daycare, so close to our house. I had this one evening stats 
class. It was an amazing stats class in the psychology department, but sometimes 
it would go a little long and like I could not be staying there after class. So, I 
would have my laptop out and I would refresh Google maps. I knew I had to 
arrive to the daycare over by my house, which is way south by the cutoff time 
cause like you couldn't even pay the money to stay beyond a certain time period. 
They'd be like, no, come get your kid! So that was like a real deadline and I would 
refresh and refresh Google maps. It was like, Oh I have to leave now! Right? I'll 
even park my car at a closer location to the psychology building and pay, even 
though I had free parking pass cause I needed an efficient exit. I would sit by the 
door, so I could run to my car. Cause every second counted because you just don't 
know what stupid accidents were going to happen. So, you had to have some 
padding in the time period for that. I just had to book it the fuck out of there.”  
 The following semester Axel received a great deal of child-care support from his parents-
in-law, ensuring he could be successful in doctoral education, despite being a temporary single 
father. The support received from his extended family truly assisted in Axel being able to focus 
on his doctoral studies and work towards his degree (Flowers, 2015; Palmer et al., 2011). There 
was this distinct communal effort in completing his degree. Axel reflected on the sacrifices made 
by his daughter’s grandparents:  
The next semester we had a better setup cause I only needed to attend class once a 
week. My parents-in-law drove up from 50 miles south of my house. They 
couldn't do twice a week, but that second semester they did the once a week and 
they would stay at our house. They had the permission to pick her up from 
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daycare and everything. The kid was fed, the kid was in bed. The kid had been 
read books. I could get into the house at like 10:00 p.m. and I had a great long 
chat with the grandparents. They might stay overnight in the guestroom or they 
might drive back whatever they felt like. But there was just this continuity. So, I 
just didn’t have a regular night class, but a ‘super-late-night’ class that went until 
9 o’clock at night, and they were just so helpful. They would just pop on over and 
they were sending little pictures like while I wasn't. So, when I would take a break 
from class, I would see a picture from my parents-in-law. It was just so very cute.  
The child-care support being supplied by Axel’s parents-in-law exemplifies how the 
Black family partnered with Axel in order to assist in furthering his doctoral education. There are 
clear sacrifices on the part of the family in order to contribute in Axel earning his doctorate. 
While engaging in conversations with Axel, I felt the strong sense of family in helping to 
cultivate his daughter, while he needed to attend classes.  
 Similarly, Jamal reflected on the child-care support received from his network to ensure 
he was able to attend classes regularly. Jamal recounted:  
When I was doing my coursework just having my wife being able to watch the 
baby or being able to drop off the baby off at my sister house or my mother's 
house for childcare was a support.  
 Dr. Black shared similar sentiments of how his wife has supported his journey by helping 
out with child-care, so he can attend classes and travel for conferences. Dr. Black stated:  
My wife she'll keep the kids. We really don't have no family here. So, it's like you 
juggling that shit too!  
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Axel, Jamal, and Dr. Black shared the reliance on family to help supply child-care 
support during his academic journey. I examined the familial capital and social-familial factors 
that have been necessary for their success (Goings, 2020; Yosso, 2005). Their families have been 
hugely involved in the caretaking of their child(ren) in order to attend to doctoral studies. I see 
the wealth in their communities, which certainly involves a supportive partnership. As a result of 
this partnership, these men will one day reach their educational goal of becoming doctors.  
Wives Holdin’ it Down. All of the participants are married and discussed the immense 
amount of support their wives provide on the doctoral trajectory (Rockinson-Szpakiw et al., 
2015). These men have remained in their doctoral programs in part due to the strong support 
system their wives have provided (Hyun, 2009; Lott et al., 2009; Palmer et al., 2011; Rockinson-
Szpakiw et al., 2015). The wives are making sacrifices while walking this journey alongside 
these Black men. Some of the men shared sentiments of how their wives were not in agreement 
that starting a doctoral program was the right time for the family system, but still supported their 
husbands. When asked who your greatest source of support is, Dwayne responded “My wife, I 
can't say anybody else.” Keon similarly chronicled teaching his undergraduate courses with 
students unwilling to accept that racism exists. Keon recalled:   
I think having my wife, who I get to come home to, and she allows me to just kind 
of talk through it. I get to just complain, moan, groan, and just be like, fuck this 
person! She just really helps to not even take it to bed that night. I still do of 
course, but to have that to come home to has been like hugely my saving grace, 
because I don't know without that it would be very difficult cause that’s someone 
who's very close to me.  
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 Keon’s wife has been his confidant through this doctoral process. Keon additionally 
reflected on the huge support his wife provided when he needed to write his dissertation 
proposal. Keon firmly understand their impact he is able to make with the doctorate and is 
willing to make sacrifices as a Black male learner. Keon recounted:    
When I need to go to a hotel to write for two days because that's happened. She 
brought me a sandwich and our baby he was really young at that time just to hang 
out for a couple of hours. Just being a shoulder to cry on if need be or just an ear 
to complain too whenever. Things come up the next day I can share with her and 
then we move on about it.  
 Interestingly, Dwayne, Axel, and Jamal’s wives hold professional doctorates. They all 
described how their wives understand the time commitment, resiliency, and sacrifice that is 
needed to complete this degree. There was this underlining theme of wanting to match degree 
levels with their spouses. The large amounts of understanding are assisting in them being able to 
pursue and persists. Jamal stated:  
You know my wife is a medical doctor. So, I kind of wanted to match her too. But 
I decided to be a doctor even before I met her but, then when I met her too. I was 
like, “Oh, you can't be the only doctor in the house.” It is funny cause when we go 
to dinner with her friends or whatever. My wife's like, “yeah, he's working on his 
doctorate too.” Others will say things like, “Oh, you're going to be in the medicine 
field too.” Some people think of any doctor as a medical doctor, so that's always 
funny.  
During my interview with Jamal, I found this excerpt to be deeply meaningful. Given all 
that is known about doctoral degree attainment data. I found it to be a rarity that Jamal and his 
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wife will hold doctorates. Jamal found it important to “match” the same level of education as his 
wife. It is almost as if he is inspired to keep persisting through because of his wife’s academic 
accomplishment.  
Axel deeply reflected on a time recently while writing his dissertation proposal how his 
wife provided the time and space for him to write. His wife made a huge sacrifice by taking 6-
weeks off work to assist in caring for their daughter and other household demands. Axel 
reflected:    
I slept in the guestroom and wrote in the guest room. She picked up salads from 
Sweet Green and stationed them outside the room. So, when I opened the door, I 
would see food. I had to get my own breakfast cause I was up at like 4:30 a.m. 
every day to start working. I worked from 4:30 a.m. till about 3:30 p.m., then 
wrapped up my writing.  
Axel added that originally his wife was not fully on-board with him leaving his career 
and entering a doctoral program full-time, but when it comes to finishing his degree she 
continues to be in his corner. Axel added:  
When the deadline was on and it was time, she stepped the fuck up and she just 
did it! She redecorated the kids’ room. They just had intense mother daughter 
time all while I was writing. She had no rest. It was mommy, morning, noon, and 
night with no partner to kind of help. It was full-time, six weeks. But it was 
exactly what I needed, and I got the job done! So, this support she makes her the 
wife of the fucking year! She is ride or die with some stuff she didn't really want 
to have happened years ago. But, to just fucking suck it up and just be like, this 
seems to be what is needed to be successful. Let's execute the fuck out of this!  
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Axel’s wife’s support was something he always reflected on in our conversations. As I 
analyzed the data, I could sense the high levels of support she has provided along the journey. 
She has taken on additional roles from time-to-time in order to assist in helping Axel progress 
forward in his doctoral journey. The sacrifices being experienced by his wife are evident in 
Axels reflection above.   
 Dwayne reflected on his wife’s understanding of the educational challenges placed on 
Black students on the educational pipeline (Emdin, 2012; Reid, 2013). He feels this sense of care 
for him as he is working towards his doctoral degree at a PWI. Dwayne stated:  
My wife's a doctor. She's a DVM too. She was a veterinarian. So, we have a 
similar experience in that we both went to HBCU’s, then she went to a PWI for 
vet school. So, she's familiar with some of the challenges and thoughts that are 
coming up in your research and now she's doing diversity work for her 
organization in veterinary medicine, because of the limited representation that's 
there and voice that is there. So, it's just kind of an interesting parallel, but I 
digress she's supporting and supportive.  
It is evident that Dwayne’s wife is not just understanding but also has experiences 
some similar racialized challenges in her own academic and professional pursuits. This 
level of familiarity with what Dwayne is experiencing is rare. In my conversations with 
Dwayne, he spoke enthusiastically on the strong and affirming support he has received 
from his wife. This familial capital is something being leveraged on all throughout the 
doctoral journey.  
Friendship and Peer Bonds. As I analyzed the participants’ shared narratives, I 
gleaned a subtheme of enormous familial and peer bonds within their network. The 
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communal support received from the participants community encompassed support from 
friends and peers. The Black men discussed that having this sense of care from their 
community helps lead them towards degree completion. Some of the participants viewed 
these individuals as being akin to family. Dr. Black discussed the impacts of having a 
community of brothers at his undergraduate institution prior to starting (Jackson, 2012; 
Jackson & Hui, 2017; Strayhorn, 2015). Dr. Black recounted:    
We already knew of some upperclassmen from our hometown who already went 
there, so that small network was already established. So, we went down there for 
spring break. They already showed us all their networks. If you need to get your 
haircut, you go here. If you want to go out, you go here. If you need help with 
this, you go here. So basically, we got the opportunity to be college student for a 
week. So, we actually went to classes with friends and went to activities and stuff. 
So, it was a real cool. 
Dr. Black had established various forms of navigational, social, and familial capital in 
this excerpt (Yosso, 2005). As a Black man myself, I understand the importance of finding a new 
barber when you move to a new location. These familial bonds are essential on the journey, 
especially since Dr. Black was moving away from home. It appears that he had established a new 
network to assist in carrying him though.  
 Jamal mentioned the impacts of cultivating a strong sense of community in his 
undergraduate studies with two of his lifelong friends (Jackson, 2012; Jackson & Hui, 2017; 
Strayhorn, 2015). They believed in one another and used words of affirmation to help them 
progress forward in their respective degree programs. Jamal recounted:  
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The supports I found were two guys, one of my fraternity brothers we helped each 
other through. We told each other, we gonna make it! He's a Black guy and it's a 
white guy one of my best friends, this man is a good guy, man. We stayed 
together. He was like, we're going to make it through. We always help each other 
with our homework. So, I had an inner circle with my friends.  
Jamal spoke on the invaluable support he received from his fraternity brothers as means 
of advancing forward. Those words of affirmation were deeply meaningful and of value. This is 
evidence that it is important for words of encouragement to be supplied to Black men.  
Similarly, Axel shared the community of support cultivated during his master’s degree 
program at Ivy League institution. Axel gained life-long friends from two brothers that he 
viewed as mentors. Axel spoke extensively on the constant support these two have provided him 
through the hostility in the doctoral process. Axel reflected:  
Two of my best friends in life, came from my time there. They were Ph.D. 
students and I was actually a little bit envious of them. One was a brother in the 
political science department, and one was a brother in the history department. 
Who's now the world's foremost experts in his field. Corey is the world's most 
expert person on Eritrea and Ethiopia now as a political science. He's now 
Director of the African studies Institute at X University. So, these are the homies. 
They are a part of my WhatsApp group for support and this support began in 
2005, while I was a master student. They both were my buddies and the go to 
homies.  
Again, it is evident that receiving familial support from other Black men is a critical part 
along the journey. Axel has stayed in touch with these men and has relied on them for support. 
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Similarly, in my own doctoral journey, I have relied on other Black men to help me push 
forward.  
Dwayne recalled creating a brotherhood-type relationship with another Black male in his 
doctoral program (Jackson, 2012; Jackson & Hui, 2017; Strayhorn, 2015). Through this 
relationship Dwayne has been able to ask questions regarding doctoral education without being 
judged as less-than or from others questioning his level of intelligence within the content area. 
Dwayne is deeply aware of how white faculty pass judgement on Black men in doctoral 
education, which could potentially impact his academic progression. Dwayne reflected:  
I can ask questions that I would not necessarily humble myself to reach out to 
somebody else because it might diminish my standing. That's probably the real of 
it. I think to myself; I shouldn't be asking that question or I shouldn't be asking for 
help. I don't need this, but to be able to be on that level with somebody that you 
are able to have your guard down, you avoid pitfalls that your pride and bravado 
might get in the way of. Having a friendship with another Black man allows you 
to kinda talk regardless of your experiences.  
Dwayne stated the genuine support he has received from two other Black males in his 
doctoral program in his critical incident writing prompt. Dwayne wrote:  
I realize even more how validating and comforting it is to have the two Black 
males in the cohort to create an environment of belonging and support.  
Throughout the interview Dwayne highlighted the importance of partnering with 
other brothers in the program. It is essential to create affirming spaces for other doctoral 
students that look like us. We are in this struggle together and need to support each other 
in these high white academic spaces.  
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Through conversations with Keon he too discussed the impact of having other Black 
peers assisting in helping him through the doctoral journey. His network has provided immense 
support in processing and coping with the hostility in his learning environment. Keon recounted:  
I would say having Black mentorship at my institution in my doctoral program 
has been huge! In addition to that Black mentorship and critical mentorship from 
other people of color.  
Additionally, Keon shared that his Black mentor has provided a space for Keon to entrust 
deeply personal feelings about the things he is experiencing. His mentor has provided a listening 
ear and affirmed his feelings as a Black man attending a PWI. Keon passionately declared:  
I don't know if I could quantify how much I've leaned into a Black mentor of 
mine here in this doc program. But it's been pretty heavily and more so in ways of 
just being affirmed whether it's like jubilance or outright rage that I'm feeling, it’s 
okay. It doesn't need to be something that I have to carry alone. 
Black mentorship is hugely important based on Keon’s experiences. Keon’s 
mentorship support allowed him to be open and honest with another Black male on 
personal and academic issues. There is clearly intangible value in these relationships.  
Several of the participants discussed the external support received through digital 
sources. The various forms of networks cultivated has been extremely helpful on this academic 
endeavor. Jamal discussed the major impact his doctoral cohort members have provided via text 
message:  
We have a text message chain, so we always support each other, especially since 
we're not in class anymore. We are always checking on each other and holding 
each other accountable. So, my cohort of 11 really was a supportive thing too!  
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Axel reflected on the impact of being a part of a Facebook group with other Ph.D. 
students. Through this external network Axel has been able to gain information enabling him to 
meet academic milestones. This source of support is something Axel has been leveraging on. 
Axel recounted:  
The Ph.D. project network on Facebook is great for talking to people who are 
doing this doctoral thing. I have received mentorship from people who are doing 
this doctoral thing, which allows me to connect with people before their comps. I 
am able to ask how did you organize your notes? How do you prepare for your 
oral defense of your comps? Just being in that community there's people who I 
know who are going through the same shit in the same year. They know what it's 
like, they get it and they're nationwide and you have other people to talk to.  
Axel’s networking skills on Facebook have benefitted in his academic pursuits. I 
see the assets and strengths that Axel possesses as a Scholar of Color. He is leveraging on 
his doctoral peers in similar positions as himself.  
Similarly, Dr. Black gave an account the impact that Facebook groups have had on his 
academic progression. These groups have created an external network for Dr. Black allowing 
him to gain support through his Black peers. Dr. Black shared:  
Race Mentoring, Black Doctoral Students in Higher Education, and Black 
Doctoral Network are the networks providing support. Through these groups we 
always stay in touch. We just built that understanding of support for each other. 
Then of course, leaning on other Black male scholars who understand what we are 
going through.  
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Social media outlets have been instrumental in Jamal, Axel, and Dr. Blacks 
doctoral journey. These social media outlets have allowed for these men to connect with 
others in similar positions as themselves. These Black men are cultivating communities 
with external suppliers as an external means for persisting forward.   
Impactful Faculty Mentorship. As I analyzed the participants’ shared narratives, I 
concluded a subtheme of secure, well-established faculty-student relationships. Many of the 
Black men discussed the support they have received from faculty (Moore & Toliver, 2010). It is 
important to add that although the Black men experienced perceived barriers and challenges in 
their personal stories, there were few faculty members that affirmed them as Black men on PWI 
campuses and showed support. Through these connections with caring faculty members, they 
have been enabled to keep going forward. Dwayne conveyed his experience with a white faculty 
member in his doctoral program whom has provided encouragement and support:  
I have a white male advisor, he is awesome! He has an Ed.D. among all the other 
Ph.D. faculty members in the Ed.D. program. He is gregarious and so 
knowledgeable! He used to be a quantitative researcher, however, now is on the 
qualitative side. He has done a lot of traveling and etc. He really just is awesome 
to have as a personal advisor, but even as for the cohort, his energy, he's quite 
supportive and I'm thankful for him.  
Certainly, this faculty member has been impactful in Dwayne’s academic journey. 
Dwayne reflected on the invaluable support that has been provided by this particular 
white faculty member. This research findings exemplifies the impact that faculty 
members can have on Black males in doctoral education.   
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Dwayne reflected on the nurturing support from white faculty members and classmates 
during the wake of the George Floyd killing. During the data collection of this research study, 
these social injustices were critical moments because the participants are Black men themselves 
and living in an anti-Black society, especially as it relates to policing (Slatton & Spates, 2014). 
Dwayne reflected on that experience in his critical incident writing prompt:  
This all came to light when the Zoom session for class started and the three 
professors for the cohort (2 white females and 1 white male), decided to have a 
different class session. I was completely unprepared for the conversation that 
followed. The professors lead a discussion that was introduced with a resounding 
contempt for the actions of the Minneapolis police officers’ behaviors and a 
detailed call-out of the long history of racism, discrimination, and police violence.  
I was again, completely caught off-guard. The meeting then shifted into an open 
forum where my peers spoke about their experiences and challenges over their 
lifetime. The professors also called out the discomfort that this moment demands 
from our white colleagues. Moreover, the narratives shared by two other Black 
males and three other Black females fortified my reality, but beyond that pained 
me to hear their similar experiences. In that moment, I was brought to literal tears, 
because I: 1) did not fully address that pain, 2) was not expecting to delve into the 
topic at school, in live session with peer perspectives, 3) did not expect the 
“white” faculty to think to bring that up. I was pleasantly surprised that the topic 
was highlighted and thankful for the opportunity to commiserate.  My takeaways 
from the experience are that I am humbled to have a strong faith-based institution 
that employs progressive thinking, and compassionate educators.  The issues of 
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systemic racism, underrepresentation of minoritized participants, and 
consideration for a whole-student approach are at the top of mind. I realized even 
more how validating and comforting it is to have the two Black males in the 
cohort to create an environment of belonging and support. It let me know that 
there are issues beyond my control and individual ability that require attention and 
support. The forum for discussion made me feel seen and heard. This experience 
reflects some of the indirect challenges that require individual, group, and 
institutional evaluation/discussion. I learned to be more open to unexpected 
resources. I also realized that many programs would not and could not facilitate 
this conversation, whether PWI or otherwise. 
 As a Black man, it was deeply emotional to watch via livestream George Floyd 
take his final breath as a white police officer pinned him down to the ground (Ebrahimji, 
2020). Dwayne was still processing this catastrophic event during data collection. As I 
spoke with Dwayne about the event, it became deeply painful for me to grapple with this. 
It provided hope to me that Dwayne’s instructor and classmates extended comfort. Black 
men need to feel seen and heard when it relates to these social injustices.  
Dr. Black thought deeply about the words of affirmation his former Dean of Students 
provided him along the doctoral journey (Thomas et al., 2007). These constant words of 
encouragement have remained with Dr. Black to this day. Dr. Black recounted:  
My Dean of Students used to be on my ass! He was “the father of education” for 
me in higher education. He was like, “you do all this stuff on-campus and you 
work in health services and you work with minority students. You could have a 
career working in higher education. You could be a director like me. You could 
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be a Dean; you could be this…”. That's what sparked me like into higher 
education.  
Again, representation this finding asserts that having other Black male leaders on 
college campuses is critical. We need to see what is possible, while cultivating our own 
academic and professional goals.  
 Dr. Black has leveraged on his navigational capital several times, but Dr. Black 
additionally shared a time he was awaiting admission into his master’s degree program. Dr. 
Black saw a Black faculty member in the store and inquired about his admission status. The 
Black faculty member provided reassurance and assisted in his acceptance into the degree 
program. Dr. Black recalled:  
I had saw my professor in Walmart and I was like, “look I applied for grad school. 
I haven’t heard anything. The thing says pending. It’s July, now what do I need to 
do to get into school?” Dr. Caring said, “baby, don't worry about it. Give me a 
couple of hours. Check it in about an hour or two.” So, I was hanging out in my 
LB and then I went home back then this when everybody was still using like 
desktops. I went home, checked the computer and refreshed on my screen and it 
said provisional acceptance.  
 Keon also leveraged on his navigational capital to assist in gaining acceptance into his 
Ph.D. program (Yosso, 2005). Keon disclosed to me the inordinate amount of support he has 
received from his faculty advisor, Dr. Supportive. Keon first discovered his advisor by searching 
the university website for potential faculty that would support his research interest. Dr. 
Supportive had a Tupac quote on her faculty webpage, and this intrigued him. He then scheduled 
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an appointment to meet with her. Keon had an internal feeling that this faculty member would be 
affirming of him as a Black man. Keon recounted:  
I was looking through potential faculty for advisors cause that was my main thing 
for what I'm studying. I knew what I wanted to study. I knew I was going to need 
someone who is not your typical professor. Who's going to be able to advocate for 
me and be in my corner cause there's going to be things that are going to come up. 
So of course, when I saw her, I started reading her work and I was just like it’s a 
pretty easy decision. I was just very thankful and lucky that she accepted me and 
was very happy to do so. So that's why I picked that school was because of her.  
Keon reflected on the impactful writing opportunities provided by Dr. Supportive, a 
Scholar of Color that continuously provides an immense amount of care, support, and has been 
akin to a friend. A particular writing opportunity emerged after a hostile encounter with a white 
Dean at his public PWI. The white Dean repeatedly mistreated Keon due to Keon problematizing 
whiteness within the department. However, Dr. Supportive encouraged Keon to use the 
mistreatment story as hard evidence and turn it into a publication piece. Keon stated:  
Dr. Supportive constantly was throwing writing opportunities my way. So, to be 
able to have that uncomfortable exchange with the Dean, Dr. Supportive and I had 
turned that exchange into a manuscript, which is now published which was 
cathartic and supportive because it is like, yeah, you can turn that into something 
beneficial instead of just sitting with it and to be able to write about it was a 
useful avenue to let it out because I was mistreated by that Dean. So, to have Dr. 
Supportive not only there to talk through that incident with me and hear me out 
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but be like “yeah and here's another aspect of that mistreatment that you haven't 
considered in terms of whiteness.”  
 Keon unfortunately experienced mistreatment in his doctoral program, but that challenge 
led to a publication opportunity that can now be accessed by others. In looking at this encounter 
narratively, with special attention to past, present, and future, Keon understood the significance 
of the attack on Black men. Keon is aware of the hostility experienced in these highly white 
spaces, that typically are not affirming of Black males (Jett, 2011; Smith et al., 2007; Wood & 
Palmer, 2013).  
Keon later talked about the extensive bond he has created with a Black female 
faculty member from his master’s degree (Thomas et al., 2007). This faculty member has 
remained a source of support for Keon. He summarized their close relationship as:  
I still keep in touch with the female faculty member to this day. We meet once a 
year and have food and just kinda kick it and catch up. I have a similar 
background like her, our early childhood experiences are very similar. I think she 
feels really protective of me because of that and so we have a tight bond, even 
though we both have our respective families and we're distance, but we're still 
able to keep in touch for sure. 
Jamal passionately reflected on the tremendous impact his former chemistry and coach 
provided him throughout his life. Jamal has felt affirmed by this particular teacher and has 
cultivated a lifelong friendship with this person. Jamal recounted:  
I had a teacher who I consider not the K-12 system and the reason I consider him 
not the K-12 system is because he is so much the opposite of what the norm is and 
what the status quo is, he so much of what it should be and what it is not. His 
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name is Mr. L. He is my mentor. He’s my chemistry teacher. He’s my baseball 
coach. He’s my high school wrestling coach. He's my daughter's Godfather. He's 
one of my best friends. He's a golden Apple teacher. He's received several awards 
nationally and internationally. He is a social-justice warrior. He is a small white 
man and I love him to death, and we need more teachers like him. He's better than 
the Black teacher I ever had by far. He's better than any teacher, regardless of 
race, color, gender, or anything by far. He stays connected with his students.  
This excerpt further validates the importance of affirming white faculty teaching 
Black males. All throughout my interactions with Jamal, he brought up the impact this 
faculty member has had on his life.  
Axel recounted to me the strong commitment and support a Black male faculty member 
provided him throughout his doctoral degree program. The support has been instrumental while 
coping with the extreme mistreatment and hostility with the department chairs illegitimate claims 
against Axel. Axel reflected on this nurturing relationship:  
Out of all of our faculty, there's one Black faculty member, but he's in marketing 
and not in management. I would get coffee with him once a year and they were 
always quite useful. He is great. He's also been insightful. This one guy is just a 
source of intelligence. He was on the committee that governed the doctoral 
program. So, when my department chair was proposing stupid ass stuff about me, 
like proposing to put me on probation and losing votes. He was part of the 
coalition that was defeating those votes. So, there was a brother in marketing who 
was down which was good.  
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The sole Black man on Axel’s university campus, supplied support by reaching 
back and helping to lift Axel up. Axel shared his genuine appreciation for having this 
faculty member as a mentor and supporter along the journey. Confirming the sheer 
importance and need for having Black male faculty members on college campuses.  
All of the Black men shared how thankful they were of the enormous amount of support 
their wives have provided throughout this academic endeavor (Palmer et al., 2011). Their wives 
have been someone to complain too, validate their feelings, and more or less has been a “rock” to 
these Black men. It is important to note, that their wives are walking this journey with their 
husbands, which includes sacrifices on their part too. Many of the Black men’s extended family 
may not always have understood or able been to assist them, but always offered a prayer, 
listening ear, or helping hand with child-care (Butler et al., 2013; Dancy, 2010; Jett, 2010). Their 
families have been a critical player in their ability to keep going in spite of real perceived 
challenges and barriers (Palmer et al., 2011). Axel, Dwayne, Jamal, and Dr. Black alluded to 
their parent(s) planting the seed early that they will and can earn their seats in educational 
spaces.  
 Community support was not exclusive to family (immediate and extended), but it 
included peers, friends, and faculty (Wood & Palmer, 2013). All the participants’ shared the 
brotherhood type relationships they have formed with other brothers in their doctoral programs 
(Jackson & Hui, 2017). These strong bonds have been a source of support these men have relied 
on throughout their degree progression. Keon, Dr. Black, and Jamal shared the large amount of 
support they have received from faculty members (Moore & Toliver, 2010; Thomas et al., 2007). 
These faculty members have cultivated akin to a friend relationship with these Black men. They 
have affirmed their experiences, opened doors, and been a listening ear (Chang, 2005; Moore & 
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Toliver, 2010). The communal support has been a motivating factor for continuing to progress 
forward.  
Consistent with the study’s findings, the already robust literature on external community 
supports works in tandem with this particular theme (Flowers, 2015; McGaskey et al., 2016; 
Miller & Stone, 201; Palmer et al., 2011; Rockinson-Szpakiw et al., 2015; Simmons, 2013). This 
evidence of external community supports further confirms the importance of having a “network” 
on the doctoral trajectory. The various forms of communal support are paramount for the success 
of these Black men. Moreover, research backs the notion that partnerships are a critical factor 
helping to propel these Black men forward in their respective doctoral degree programs.  
Connecting with God or a Higher Power  
 Connecting with God or a higher power is the third theme of the study. As I analyzed the 
five Black men personal stories it is evident that their deep connection to God or a higher power 
is a constant source of support (Butler et al., 2013; Dancy, 2010; Jett, 2010). Many of the 
participants shared how they engage in daily prayer or ask others to pray for them, attend church, 
read the Bible, or primarily trust in God or a higher power (Butler et al., 2013). For many of the 
men, this connection with God or a higher power began in their childhood and has continued into 
adulthood. In using Clandinin and Connelly’s (2000) three-dimensional framework, the 
participants reflected on their past, current, and future experiences with their faith and 
spirituality. These men are leveraging on their connection with God or a higher power to 
progress forward in their academic lives (Jett, 2010). There spiritual connection has allowed 
them to remain grounded in spite of perceived barriers.  
Each participant shared their deep intimate connection to God or a higher power as an 
external support that they are always tapping into, especially during difficult times. I assert that 
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religion and spiritually are deeply important to Black students and instilled in them from birth. It 
has been well-documented throughout the literature that God or a higher power serves as an 
external support for Black students (Butler et al., 2013; Dancy, 2010; Jett, 2010). All of the 
participants expressed how deeply important God or their higher power has been along the 
journey. These Black men are engaging in daily prayer or ask others to pray for them, attending 
church, reading the Bible, or trusting in the goodness of God (Butler et al., 2013; Dancy, 2010; 
Jett, 2010). 
All of the Black men felt deeply connected to God or a higher power as a source of 
support (Butler et al., 2013; Dancy, 2010; Jett, 2010). Many of the men prayed to God, had 
others pray for them, attended church, and leaned into the goodness of God throughout their 
lives. When asked about religion, Jamal immediately stated, “We’re very religious!” and shared 
“faith, religion, and God really got me through”. Dwayne graciously stated the impact his church 
family provided in his youth:  
My shout out at graduation, we'll certainly go back to Sunday school and vacation 
Bible study and how that instilled so much confidence early on about public 
speaking. I recall doing my Easter Sunday speech, reading comprehension in 
those classes and gaining confidence with Margie saying “yes, very good!” That 
support in addition to sending you off with an encouraging word, somebody 
holding you accountable, and you've walked through that community.   
The Black church facilitated learning and growth to Dwayne at a young age. 
These warm words of encouragement were something that Dwayne still discussed in our 
interview. The impact of cultivating a belief in his skills and abilities is priceless.  
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Similarly, Jamal conveyed the immense skills set that was gained from attending church 
regularly as a child (Dancy, 2010). Jamal still accesses these skills in his life today. Jamal stated:  
The soft skills that I learned at church are communication skills, problem solving, 
teamwork, organization, planning, vision, strategizing. I was involved in a junior 
usher board. I was also a junior deacon. I did other things in the church. I read the 
announcements in shelter communication at an early age. I also gained confidence 
and grew a lot of friendships in vacation Bible school and Sunday school. I was 
able to start networking with people outside of my block and my elementary 
school from surrounding networks at an earlier age. 
 Jamal later added feeling destined to be in his doctoral program. Expressing his God’s 
strong commitment to his education. Jamal stated:  
I feel like being involved in this program was not an accident. It was intentional. 
It is going to be fruitful. It is going to be a blessing for me and everybody in the 
program.  
Jamal spoke extensively on his religion and the imprint it has left on his life. The 
strong foundation acquired in church are still something he puts into practice in his life 
today. Jamal’s sentiments on feeling destined for doctoral education was personally 
inspiring, as I too feel like God placed me in this academic program and into Jamal’s life 
on purpose.  
Similarly, Dr. Black described that trusting in God helped him endure through difficult 
times along the doctoral journey (Butler et al., 2013). Dr. Black responded:  
I do identify as Christian. I've been a church goer pretty much all my life. I’ve had 
my gaps in time where I'm kind of like, “what the fuck is going on?” Why am I in 
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limbo while I'm going through these obstacles, but I have still kept faith. I think if 
you identify as a Christian, you go through plateaus and hills and valleys where 
you don't know what's going on. You just gotta have faith to get through it. So, 
I'm definitely in that phase now as a doctoral student.  
 The reliance on God to keep going was clear in my interactions with Dr. Black. I 
personally resonated with his words as this journey is very difficult, but I must keep the 
faith.  
Keon detailed sentiments of how his spiritual practice has allowed him to progress 
through some of the perceived challenges in his program. His faith is a source of encouragement 
for him (Butler et al., 2013). Keon recounted his faith practice:  
I do not have a formal religion. I have a meditation practice, I would say it's not 
guided or formalized, but it's kind of informed by Hawaiian Huna philosophy 
which I did some studies into close to 10 years ago, which really resonated with 
me. It's more like a personal quiet practice. That's not really supported by mentors 
or any sort of structures, but it's definitely helped to keep me focused and 
grounded and helped me to feel like there is a power bigger than myself, which I 
believe is an important thing for people to know. It certainly has kept me meeting 
success in this program. 
While Keon was discussing his meditation practice, I deeply connected with this. 
I too have started a meditation practice to assist with helping me cope and get through 
this difficult journey. We must remain focused and grounded as a means of persisting 
through.  
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Axel grew up in an African Methodist Episcopal household, which encompassed being 
heavily involved in church-going activities. During our interactions, Axel disclosed the devasting 
experience of losing their unborn child a few years ago, which resulted with him pulling away 
from the church. Axel made it clear that he is very much still a man of God today there is 
actions. Axel recounted:  
I consider practicing my faith to be a communal group base experience that is in-
person. In that sense, I have not practiced my faith in the way I want to since 
2013, when I departed Washington, DC. Probably on a belief level and daily 
prayer routine, which was nightly from the time that it was with my parents at my 
bedside until a miscarriage in 2012. So, from 1983 to 2012, somebody either 
prayed over my crib or I was on my knees in prayer nightly. After the experience 
of praying nightly for the safety and good health of a fetus that didn't pan out 
because of bad luck. I mean, what are you gonna do? Shit happens! But I was no 
longer a praying Christian, but I was still at that time a churchgoing, pray in 
church, but not a pray in my house, in my quiet moments Christian, but still very 
much a Christian of action.  
This part of our interview was saddening to process that Axel experienced losing 
an unborn child, which has altered his in-person church attendance. I offered my 
condolences and looked to provide space. It was inspiring to hear Axel’s continual faith 
and trust in God, despite his lived stories of pain and hurt.  
All of the Black men shared the abundance of value their faith and spirituality has 
provided them and their families (Butler et al., 2013; Dancy, 2010; Jett, 2010). Anytime a 
perceived barrier is placed in their way, they use their faith and spirituality as a form of support 
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through that situation. The men shared sentiments of calling on God or a higher power and 
asking for guidance and support during difficult times. It was evident all throughout the data that 
God or a higher power has been hugely important for them. Several participants have grown 
closer to God or were reminded of their faith in him for completing their degrees (Dancy, 2010). 
Leveraging on Supportive Employers and Colleagues 
Leveraging on Supportive Employers and Colleagues is the fourth theme of the study. As 
I analyzed the personal stories of the five Black men it is evident their personal stories involved 
leveraging on supportive employers and colleagues. Most of the participants acknowledged the 
support they have received from their employer and colleagues along this academic quest 
(McGaskey et al., 2016). The support came in the form of words of affirmation, time off, and a 
financial incentive in their education. In using Clandinin and Connelly’s (2000) three-
dimensional framework, the participants reflected on their past, current, and future experiences 
with their employer and colleagues. The external support received has been supplemental on the 
road towards their doctorates (McGaskey et al., 2016). Their employers and colleagues have 
acted as an external motivator to keep persisting.   
Each participant acknowledged the support they have received from their supervisors and 
colleagues, including financial incentives. The Black men are actively leveraging on the supports 
from their workplace environments, as an external factor motivating factor for persisting through 
their respective doctoral degree programs. Undeniably, the employers of the interviewed Black 
men have acted as a social support assisting in providing words of encouragement, time-off, 
relevant advice, and financial incentives. Many of the participants expressed the impact of the 
small, subtle acts of service that has been supplied by their employer and colleagues, therefore 
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assisting in propelling these Black men towards their doctorates. Employers and colleagues are a 
critical external source of support for these men. 
This theme contains the following subtheme: (1) Financial Incentives. The participants’ 
discussed the words and actions of encourage that were provided by either their supervisor or 
colleagues. The actions by their supervisor or colleagues has been a source of support on the 
doctoral journey. Dwayne discussed the strong support he received from one supervisor:  
Initially with my first supervisor who hired me has a Ph.D. and encouraged me to 
do the doc program, and always asked about my progression. Always encouraged 
me with resources. He's just a scholar of scholars, he went to Texas A & M and 
finished at 23 or 24-years-old with his Ph.D. So, he was encouraging and would 
say things like, “no, get outta here, leave early.” Just always supportive.  
Completing a doctorate and working full-time is an inclusion criteria I shared with 
the participants. I personally understand the gravity of a supervisor allowing for time off 
to focus on your academic studies. This is a tremendous benefit in any workplace setting.  
Comparably, Dr. Black shared how his former supervisor supported his doctoral class 
schedule by allowing him to leave work early. This support allowed for Dr. Black to be 
successful in his doctoral program. Dr. Black reflected:  
My first supervisor signed off on my professional development for about three 
years. So, I would leave work in the middle of the day and go to class at one 
o'clock.  
Dwayne and Dr. Black both discussed the impact of additional time off to write or 
complete homework assignments had on their lives. 
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Similarly, Jamal reflected on supported by his employer to take time off from coaching 
and attend his doctoral classes. Jamal stated:  
Once a week as a coach, I had to attend class on Tuesday’s. I was blessed to be 
able to get off to go to class. I was able to have a good assistant coach to fill in for 
me on Tuesday nights.  
The flexibility provided by Jamal’s employer was something that he was thankful 
for. Jamal even emphasized the feeling of being “blessed” to have this level of support.  
Axel reflected on the support he received from his colleagues and the helpful insight they 
provided over time. Axel recounted:  
The coworkers yet we were always collaborative. I could ask “Hey, have you ever 
done this sort of thing? I haven't done a such and such analysis. Or have you ever 
worked with this professor?” They would say, “Oh yeah, watch out. He tries to 
turn the RA into a TA and makes you do all this grading in addition to those 
things. So, watch out for that.”  
Axel was further advantaged because he worked in an academic setting where 
colleagues understood fully what Axel was facing in doctoral education. His colleagues 
acted as sources of information to ease some of his stresses regarding academic planning. 
Axel shared the impact of being able to ask his colleagues for advice in decision-making 
had on his doctoral experience. It is evident that the external support from their 
employers and colleagues was foundational, especially since all the participants are 
working full-time, while pursuing their doctoral degrees. 
Financial Incentives. As I analyzed the participants’ shared narratives, I gleaned 
a subtheme of resourcefulness within Jamal’s accounts. Jamal spoke extensively within 
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his personal narrative on the financial support he received from his employer. Jamal 
detailed the benefits of working for his employer:  
Financial support at my job, they pay for $2,000 a year for tuition. So, I got a total 
of $6,000 in reimbursement and that was huge. That was the biggest support that I 
needed.  
Later, Jamal added more information on the financial support received from his 
employer. “You get a raise too! That's important with the doctoral degree because you get more 
money. So that is a support. Definitely!” Throughout our conversation, Jamal appeared 
enthusiastic about the financial support received from his employer, as he cares about his social 
mobility and being able to provide for his family. Jamal discussed the huge financial incentive 
and investment he felt from his employer as they offered a tuition reimbursement for advancing 
his education. In addition, he received a pay increase for earning additional university credits.  
This theme provides a unique insight into the enormous support employers and colleagues 
supplied to the participants. All the participants shared the impact that their employer and 
colleagues have had on the doctoral trajectory. Jamal discussed extensively on the financial 
impacts of his employer-provided tuition reimbursement incentives. Literature supports the notion 
that employer-provided assistance increases employee retention rates and satisfaction, just as 
Jamal shared throughout his personal narratives (Cappelli, 2004; Pattie et al., 2006). Each 
participant in this study are being heavily supported by their workplace environments in some 
tangle and intangible ways. Certainly, this research study shed light on the uniqueness of this prong 
of external support being received by these men.  
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Chapter Summary and Transition  
 This research study leaned on CCW, which values assets within Communities of Color 
more broadly than other socio-cultural frameworks and BMALST, which is “specifically suited 
for Black male adult learners” (Goings, 2020, p. 2) to illuminate the four major themes. The 
themes emerged through the narrative inquiry data analysis procedure outlined in chapter 3. The 
five Black men unapologetically shared their personal narratives outlining the stories of what 
internal and external supports lead Black men to pursue, and persist through, doctoral degree 
programs at PWIs. Each participant articulated personal accounts of the hostility in the doctoral 
journey, however, they are combating it through the various forms of capital in their network. 
These men are confident Black male learners and know they will complete their doctoral 
degrees, which will aide in shifting the existing deficit-narrative surrounding Black men in 
education (and society at-large). These men moved forward utilizing internalized reasons, 
various communal support, and faith in God or a higher power. Additionally, these men relay a 
pure desire to leave a legacy by pulling-up or reaching-back to other Black men or Men of Color, 
once they obtain their doctorates.  
 This chapter presented the findings of the research study. These findings critically 
discussed the four major themes discovered during data collection. Chapter 5 will provide a 
discussion of the findings in relation to the research question. The following chapter will also 
discuss the implications and significance of the study, especially as it relates to Black men in 
doctoral education. Additionally, the limitations of the study and suggestions for future research 
are offered.  
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSION 
 Chapter 1 introduced the research study. Chapter 2 provided a review of literature that 
informed the foundations of this research study. Chapter 3 articulated the methodological 
approach for the study, specifically narrative inquiry. Chapter 4 presented the research findings 
from the personal recounts of the five Black male participants. This chapter will include a 
discussion of the major findings as it relates to the five Black male doctoral students. This 
chapter includes a summary of research findings, discussion of limitations, suggestions for future 
research, and conclusion.  
The Black male doctoral experience is uniquely different than the experiences of other 
historically marginalized groups (McGowan et al., 2016). First, earning a doctoral degree is a 
rare occurrence for individuals in general; it is even more rare for a Black man in America 
(McGowan et al., 2016). There are approximately 4.5 million (2%) of people with a doctoral 
degree in the United States (US Census, 2014). This accomplishment is further exceptional for 
Black males as 0.8 percent of Black males are doctoral degree recipients (McGowan et al., 
2016). Based on other racial and gendered groups, the numbers related to Black males and 
doctoral degrees is disproportionately low. Therefore, their experiences with internal and 
external supports is salient in nature and requires critical examination. This study looked to 
disrupt the master deficit narratives about Black males in education by using the personal stories 
of Black males’ engagement in doctoral studies. 
Discussion of Research Findings 
In alignment with the purpose of this research study, an intentional effort was made to 
privilege Black men in doctoral education, my own lived experiences, the shortage of literature 
on Black men in doctoral education, application of CCW and BMALST, and Clandinin and 
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Connelly’s (2000) narrative inquiry three-dimensional spaces. The study addressed the following 
question: 1) What internal and external supports lead Black men to pursue, and persist through, 
doctoral degree programs at PWIs? I analyzed the participants’ personal narratives using the 
methods described in Chapter 3. While each participant’s personal narrative is uniquely different, 
I was able to thematically assess the stories collected in Chapter 4. The four themes that emerged 
among the Black male doctoral students’ stories were:  
1. Understanding the Black Male Learner Internalized “Why” 
2. Appreciating Partnerships 
3. Connecting with God or a Higher Power  
4. Leveraging on Supportive Employers and Colleagues 
My research findings deeply contribute to answering the research question for this study. 
In addition, the findings add to the shortage of literature on the internal and external supports 
utilized by Black men in doctoral education, which is becoming a large topic of interest within 
the higher education landscape. There is emerging discourse among academics and higher 
education institutions on how to recruit, retain, and graduate more Black men in higher education 
(Brooms, 2017, 2018; Cuyjet, 2006; Harper, 2008, 2009, 2010; Harper et al., 2011, 2012, 2015, 
Strayhorn, 2014). This research study adds a deeper layer to these critical conversations, as this 
study focused solely on Black men attending PWIs, which are a low percentage of doctoral 
degree recipients yearly in the United States (U.S. Department of Education, 2019), while 
juggling being a father, and full-time employee, concurrent with their pursuit of a doctorate. In 
addition, this study used narrative inquiry as the methodological approach for engaging in rich 
conversations with participants. Through the use of narrative inquiry, I was able to successfully 
contextualize the various internal and external supports that lead Black men to pursue, and 
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persist through, doctoral degree programs at PWIs. In tandem with narrative inquiry, this study 
examined the shared stories of my participants through two asset-based, strength-based 
theoretical lenses, CCW and BMALST (Goings, 2020; Yosso, 2005). This research study allows 
interested individuals (i.e., Black men, Black families, researchers, higher education institutions, 
and employers) to understand the gravity of internal and external supports for Black men on the 
higher education pipeline, specifically doctoral education. The hope is that interested individuals 
grasp an understanding of Black males’ application for leveraging on tangible and intangible 
systems of support, as a means for pushing forward in doctoral education.  
The research findings of this study concluded an array of detailed, personal accounts to 
help contextualize the research question. The research question is best answered using a 
culmination of all four themes gathered across the research findings, including subthemes. I 
assert that the emergent themes assisting in answering the research question work in tandem with 
one another, as they do not necessarily work in isolation, but operate hand in hand. As a scholar, 
I feel strongly that all five participants are able to continue moving in their doctoral degree 
programs because of their network of supports, along with their high levels of internal 
motivators. The internal supports are deeply reliant on the external supports, they must operate 
together at all times throughout doctoral education.  
Furthermore, this study’s research findings in their totality provide space and 
understanding for current and future Black male doctoral students, Black families, PWI higher 
education institutions, and employers, enabling others to understand our experiences while in 
doctoral education. To be direct, this study provides an understanding to the hostility we are still 
experiencing in “supposed” affirming, diverse, or even inclusive PWI campus environments 
while on the higher education pipeline. PWI campuses are severely lacking at supporting, 
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affirming, welcoming, and inclusivity when it relates to Black men. I demand that PWIs take all 
instances of harm against us wholeheartedly and immediately remove students and faculty that 
enact these injustices against our Black bodies. PWIs must prove that they take these instances 
extremely seriously through policy and practice, thus working to dismantle the long history of 
whiteness in the higher education landscape.  
In addition, this study in its entirety revealed the high levels of confidence and abilities 
that Black males possess. All the participants in this study demonstrated high levels of self-
efficacy as it relates to their intellectual capital, skills and abilities, and belief that they can earn 
their doctorates. Certainly, these Black men dispelled every single myth about Black men in 
higher education, specifically doctoral education. These men are highly confident in their skills 
and abilities to earn their degrees (Goings, 2020). They do not need retention or additional skill 
building in perceived deficit areas. We are highly intelligent men that need PWIs to partner with 
us to help in propelling us forward.  
I assert that we initially rely on our internal supports (i.e., perseverance, motivation, 
resilience, and etc.) as a compass for advancing onto the higher education landscape. Then, 
utilize our external supports (i.e., friends, family, child(ren), faculty, peers, fraternity, God or a 
higher power, employer and colleagues, and etc.) as a means for staying the course and 
advancing forward. These in their totality are deeply interconnected and are a part of us all 
throughout the doctoral process. We leverage on these internal and external supports in our quest 
to become doctors. In being relational with my participants’, I too shared the same levels of 
hostility on my journey, and constantly leverage on my internal supports and external village as a 
means of arriving to this dissertation phase in my doctoral program.  
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Application of Theoretical Frameworks 
 I certainly feel I have applied the two asset-based, strength-based theoretical lenses CCW 
and BMALST with fidelity throughout the duration of this research study. Due to the 
mentorship, critical feedback, peer debriefing, re-examining of the theoretical frameworks, and 
my meetings with Dr. Ramon Goings, the creator of BMALST. These two theorical lenses 
allowed for me to see the pure strength and assets Black men possess within themselves and their 
communities, which spill over into doctoral educational pursuits. I chose these two theorical 
lenses to assist in combating the overwhelmingly deficit-oriented research and public discourse 
surrounding Black males in education. CCW focuses on the various forms of capital 
Communities of Color possess, while BMALST focuses on the needs and experiences of Black 
men in higher education (Goings, 2020; Yosso, 2005). I must acknowledge that I hold Tara 
Yosso’s and Ramon Goings’ research in a high regard, as the two scholars focus on the assets 
and strengths within Communities of Color, specifically Black males. Furthermore, the 
foundational purpose of this research study was to privilege and reveal the personal narratives of 
Black male doctoral students.   
Implications  
This research study generated several implications regarding internal and external 
supports for Black men in doctoral education, including specific implications for Black families, 
colleges and universities, policy and practice, and employers. It is critical that these implications 
be seriously considered to better support Black males in education (and society at-large). It has 
been documented that Black males are viewed as disposable, as evident with the recent killings 
of: Ahmaud Arbery, George Floyd, Trayvon Martin, Freddie Gray, Michael Brown, Eric Garner, 
and too many more (Andone & Barajas, 2020; Ebrahimji, 2020; Johnson & Bryan, 2017). These 
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facts are in tandem with being labeled as unteachable, a problem, violent, feared, and 
misunderstood (Harper & Davis, 2012; Howard, 2013; Kim & Hargrove, 2013; Ladson-Billings, 
2011). Sadly, due to these disheartening stereotypes, assumptions, and biases formed against us 
Black men have not been properly supported nor guided by PK-20 educators (Ladson-Billings, 
2011). I am demanding a call to action by all stakeholders. Those stakeholders include Black 
families, university faculty, and policymakers. In jeopardy are the futures of Black males 
featured in this study, other Black males out there looking to achieve, and the academic futures 
of my own sons.  
Implications for Black Families  
 The findings from this study suggest that Black families are pivotal in the doctoral 
education process. Therefore, Black families must continue to work to improve supporting Black 
men in doctoral education. The Black men in this study suggested that they would have 
appreciated their families truly understanding their need for blocks of time to read, write, 
publish, and attend professional conferences. In addition, Black families can assist by being open 
to learning the formal processes and procedures that are involved with earning a terminal degree. 
The family unit should seek to learn, listen, and embrace the perceived challenges and barriers 
that come with obtaining a doctoral degree. The family is supportive of these Black men, but a 
deeper understand of the various layers and moving parts will better encourage future Black male 
doctoral students.  
Implications for Colleges and Universities  
Advisors. The findings from this study suggest current practices among faculty advisors 
should prioritize cultivating an atmosphere that is welcoming of prayer and religious expression. 
This research study discovered that allowing Black male students to discuss God or their higher 
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power is a confirmed benefit, God, or a higher power, most certainly informed these Black 
males’ decisions to continue to pursue and persist towards their doctorates (McGuire, 2018). 
PWI faculty advisors and institutions must acknowledge the inherit fact that Black males depend 
on their religion and connection with God or a higher power as an external support along the 
journey. Expression of God was highlighted throughout all of the shared personal narratives. I 
am calling to action that faculty advisors begin to find comfort in discussing God or a higher 
power with Black male doctoral students.  
Faculty of Color. The findings from this study suggest current practices for supporting 
Black men in doctoral education is weak and not substantial enough. Current levels of supports 
are primarily being filled by the few Faculty of Color or as Keon mentioned, from some 
sympathetic white faculty members. The Black men in this study were successful with their 
social and navigational skillsets at outmaneuvering perceived barriers and obstacles along the 
academic journey (Goings, 2020; Yosso, 2005). Colleges and universities need to actively seek 
to recruit, hire, promote, and retain more Faculty of Color, specifically more Black men, as 
Black male students need to see more representation on their respective campuses. The findings 
of this research study suggest that these Black men could have benefitted from having a Black 
man as a faculty advisor or mentor at their respective campuses. For example, Axel discussed 
how the solo Black male faculty member supported him and assisted him in mitigating issues. It 
would be advantageous for Black male students to be matched with a Black male faculty 
member, or Faculty of Color to help guide and support them throughout their education. 
Diversity Training. The findings from this study suggest PWI colleges and universities 
are not adequately trained in supporting and guiding Black males in higher education. Higher 
education institutions are encouraged to provide their faculty and staff with on-going extensive 
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diversity training. This will help to increase cultural competence for working with Student of 
Color, more specifically Black males. It has been well-documented that Black males are often 
misunderstood and are not seen as value to the classroom setting (Harper & Davis, 2012; 
Howard, 2013; Kim & Hargrove, 2013; Ladson-Billings, 2011). Black male students on college 
campuses bring a wealth of knowledge and skillsets to educational spaces (Yosso, 2005). 
Policy and Practice. The findings from this study suggest PWI colleges and universities 
lack same-gender and same-race peers for the Black male doctoral students. A common thread 
between all five stories of the participants was the lack of other Black male doctoral peers in 
their respective programs. There was a high level of alienation or onlyness within their doctoral 
degree programs (Harper et al., 2011, 2015). The participants all expressed how they wished for 
more Black male peers in the program to rely on for support and to help feel like they are not 
alone. Similar to my participants, I lacked other Black male doctoral peers in my courses. 
Therefore, I am adamantly calling to action that institutions actively seek to recruit Black male 
doctoral students, privileging them in potential doctoral degree application pools. These aspects 
of representation in identity matter and is extremely important.   
Black male doctoral students are a unique population of students with varying assets and 
potential needs. Institutions must be prepared to genuinely provide supports to these students, so 
they can thrive in their doctoral degree programs. Support can be provided in a variety of ways. 
For instance, higher education institutions should provide academic and dissertation coaching, 
child-care assistance, writing support, additional financial aid assistance, peer mentorship, 
conference travel reimbursement, flexible class scheduling, affirming faculty/staff relationships, 
career and job placement assistance, and more. The supports provided must be tailored to 
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working with Black male students specifically. Therefore, the support should be provided by a 
Black male faculty/staff member, or a Faculty Member of Color.  
The primary call for action will directly increase Black male doctoral education 
acceptance and graduation rates nationwide, which will substantially increase the number of 
potential Black male faculty members in the future. Sadly, the number of Black male faculty 
members is substantially low, which directly relates to the low number of Black males obtaining 
doctorates in the US (U.S. Department of Education, 2017). Current and future Black male 
doctoral students are lacking this critical representation, which can be reversed through 
intentional efforts to better support Black male doctoral students by the institution. Too often, 
institutions profess the need to increase the number of Black males attending their respective 
institutions but fail to put these initiatives into practice. The initiatives are long overdue and need 
to happen now.  
Implications for Employers  
 The findings from this study suggest that employers play a critical role in supporting 
Black male doctoral students. The primary call for action regarding employers is to increase 
employer-provided tuition assistance, which will directly reduce the financial burden of earning 
a doctoral degree, while increasing the quality of the employee (Cappelli, 2004; Pattie et al., 
2006). The Black men in this study suggested that work schedule flexibility would have 
alleviated stress levels involved with work-life balance. The participants juggled being a full-
time employee, father, husband, and doctoral student. Unquestionably, flexible work scheduling 
is greatly needed to better support Black men in doctoral education. I urge employers to provide 
employed doctoral students with flexible scheduling options during their academic pursuits.  
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Assumptions  
There were several assumptions made prior to conducting this research study. The first 
assumptions was that my participants would be open, honest, and authentic in their responses to 
interview questions. I expected that participants would freely share their experiences with me as 
this was an opportunity for them to share their personal narratives, while adding to the body of 
knowledge about Black men in doctoral education. The second assumption was that I would 
easily be able to build a rapport with my participants and get them to talk openly. I feel that 
through my rapport building and sharing my own unapologetic, vulnerable stories that they 
would do the same. The third assumption was because of my positionality, as I am a Black male 
doctoral student, father, and an employee that I shared similar experiences as my participants. I 
assumed that we were very similar, which would aid in our in-depth interviews. There was this 
belief that our experiences were similar because we were all engaging in doctoral education. My 
own bias enabled me to make specific assumptions about men that share my own social and 
academic identities. I intentionally selected my inclusion criteria in an attempt to easily engage 
in conversations with other Black men similar to myself. The fourth assumption was the 
application of narrative inquiry as the methodology for this research study. I made assumptions 
that narrative inquiry would easily enable me to locate and produce stories about the experiences 
of Black men in doctoral education. It is possible that narrative inquiry would have hindered in 
the production of narrative accounts of these Black males’ stories.  
Limitations 
As with any research, this study has its limitations. This research study had no 
participants from a science, technology, engineering, and math field, which would have provided 
a unique perspective. I conducted a study with participants attending PWIs in various parts of the 
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country; it is possible that if I conducted a study with participants pursuing a doctorate in one 
particular region, that aspect would have provided more of a region-specific (i.e., east, Mid-west, 
south, west, and etc.) understanding. Similarly, if I conducted a study with participants attending 
one particular PWI, that aspect would have provided more of an institution-specific 
understanding. This understanding would have possibly been demonstrated through the fact that 
PWIs have their own unique culture and history that directly influence the experiences of Black 
male doctoral students. In addition, if I had collected the personal narratives from Black male 
doctoral students at an HBCU, then the findings may have been drastically different. These 
findings are not conclusive for all Black male doctoral students, but categorically provide a 
broader understanding as it relates to our experiences in doctoral education.  
Recommendations for Future Research 
I must acknowledge that I selected narrative inquiry out of expediency as the 
methodological approach to carry out this study; I am a full-time employee, father, and doctoral 
student. During the dissertation proposal stage, I selected narrative inquiry due to my prior 
knowledge of the research method and the current literature base on the methodological 
approach. In addition, the methodological approach personally resonated with me as I deeply 
enjoy telling, listening, and reading stories. Admittedly, I conducted a narrative inquiry study 
leaning on the work of Connelly and Clandinin, which are two white narrative researchers. 
However, I was examining the personal narratives of Black men in doctoral education, which 
have greatly different social identities and lived experiences. In being reflective, I strongly feel I 
should have selected a methodological approach designed by Black authors and deeply rooted in 
Blackness. As such, I urge future scholars to utilize a methodological approach designed and 
created exclusively for Black individuals. 
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The focus of this research study was to examine the stories of the internal and external 
supports that lead Black men to pursue, and persist through, doctoral degree programs at PWIs. I 
suggest the following recommendations for further and future scholarship:  
• Research examining the hostility being experienced by Black male doctoral students at 
PWIs. This is principally important, since all of the participants spoke extensively on the 
harm, they have encountered on PWI campuses. The information collected from such a 
study could potentially provide a broader understanding of the barriers and challenges we 
experience in doctoral education. 
• Research exploring Black male doctoral students, whom are single fathers. All of the 
participants included in this research study were married, therefore, looking at another 
population would be prudent. As a narrative researcher, I considered the aspect of if my 
participants were single fathers, would the internal and external supports have been 
greater?  
• Research exploring the influence of Black male doctoral students, with whom their 
martial partner holds a doctorate, including professional doctorates. Three of the wives of 
the participants in this study (Dwayne, Axel, and Jamal) hold professional doctorates. 
This can provide more understanding to the influences of being married to a wife holding 
a doctorate.  
Final Reflection 
As a high-achieving Black male doctoral candidate, I want to state that obtaining my 
doctorate will pay dividends for my own sons, my future grandchildren, my brothers, my uncles, 
my cousins, my students, and even the Black men serving time. This doctorate is most certainly 
for us and to further work to prove-them-wrong. As a father to Black boys, I argue that my 
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doctorate will influence my own sons’ educational trajectories, providing them with a blueprint 
for what is possible coupled with a positive male role model (Goings, 2020; Sealey-Ruiz, 2007). 
This research works to further disrupt the “deficit narratives that suggest Black men do not care 
about education nor take care of their children” (Goings, 2020, p. 15). I hope to be referred to as 
a beacon of hope to my family, my peers, my students, and my community of what is possible 
(Sealey-Ruiz, 2007). This disruption will increase the opportunities of Black males to attend 
college, and help influence and encourage them to pursue advanced degrees, even doctoral 
degrees.  
Conclusion  
 This chapter discussed the collected data from this research study. This study revealed the 
assets and strengths within Communities of Color, specifically Black communities. These five 
participants leveraged on various internal and external supports as a means of pursuing and 
persisting through their doctoral degree programs at PWIs. This research found four themes 
within the personal narratives. The findings from this research study can, and should, be used as 
a springboard to better support Black males on the academic pipeline, leading up to doctoral 
education. I have addressed a gap in the scholarly literature, while adding to the shortage of 
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APPENDIX B: BLACK MALE AND GRADUATE EDUCATION PROQUEST SEARCH 
RESULTS #1 







# of Articles 
Included 
- Exploring Black Male Initiative 
Programs: Potential and Possibilities for 
Supporting Black Male Success in 
College. 
 
- The Social Support Networks of 
Black Males in Higher Education 
Administration Doctoral Programs: An 
Exploratory Study. 
 
- They (Don't) Care about Education: A 
Counternarrative on Black Male 
Students' Responses to Inequitable 
Schooling.  
 
- Deficient or Resilient: A Critical 
Review of Black Male Academic 
Success and Persistence in Higher 
Education.   
 
- Looking for Brothers: Black Male 
Bonding at a Predominantly White 
Institution.  
 
- Support Structures: Challenges and 
Potential Solutions Toward Persistence 
in Earning a Baccalaureate Degree for 
Black Male Students Attending 
Predominantly White Institutions.  
 
- "Assume the Position . . . You Fit the 
Description": Psychosocial 
Experiences and Racial Battle Fatigue 
Among African American Male 
College Students: PROD  
 
- Is It Really a Man's World? Black 
11,349 157 15 
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Men in Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Mathematics at 
Historically Black Colleges and 
Universities.  
 
-The Impact of Faculty-Student 
Interaction on Black Doctoral Students 
Attending Historically Black 
Institutions. 
 
- The Doctorate in Black and White: 
Exploring the Engagement of Black 
Doctoral Students in Cross Race 
Advising Relationships with White 
Faculty. 
 
- Understanding the relationships 
among racial identity, self-efficacy, 
institutional integration and academic 
achievement of black males attending 
research universities.  
 
- Black engineering students’ 
motivation for PhD attainment: Passion 
plus purpose. 
 
- The Masculinity Paradox: 
Conceptualizing the Experiences of 
Men of Color in STEM. 
 
- The family factor: The establishment 
of positive academic identity for black 
males engineering majors 
 
- The Impact of Family Support on the 
Success of Black Men at an 
Historically Black University: 
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APPENDIX C: BLACK MALE AND DOCTORAL EDUCATION PROQUEST SEARCH 
RESULTS #2 










- Voices of Family Therapy Doctoral 
Students of Color: Aspirations and Factors 
Influencing Careers in Academia. 
 
 - Undergraduate African American 
student’s experience of racial 
microaggressions on a primarily white 
campus.  
 
- Being Black, being male on campus: 
understanding and confronting Black 
male collegiate experiences. 
 
- Exploring Black Male Initiative 
Programs: Potential and Possibilities for 
Supporting Black Male Success in 
College. 
 
- Giving Back to the Community: How 
African Americans Envision Utilizing 
Their PhD. 
 
- Relational Mentoring of Doctoral 
Social Work Students at Historically 
Black Colleges and Universities.  
 
- When Race and Gender Collide: Social 
and Cultural Capital's Influence on the 
Academic Achievement of African 
American and Latino Males 
 
- What Role Does Grit Play in the 
Academic Success of Black Male 
Collegians at Predominantly White 
Institutions?  
 
- The Role of Supportive Relationships 
4,904 86 14 
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in Facilitating African American Males' 
Success in College. 
 
- Student development theory in higher 
education: a social psychological 
approach.  
 
- Mentoring minority graduate students: 
issues and strategies for institutions, 
faculty, and students. 
 
- Faith in the Unseen: The Intersection(s) 
of Spirituality and Identity Among 
African American Males in College  
 
- Mentoring African American Men 
During Their Postsecondary and 
Graduate School Experiences: 
Implications for the Counseling 
Profession 
 
- "Many Are Called, but Few Are 
Chosen": The Role of Spirituality and 
Religion in the Educational Outcomes of 
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APPENDIX D: BLACK MALE AND DOCTORAL EDUCATION SAGE SEARCH 
RESULTS










- Yes, Black Males Are Different, but 
Different Is Not Deficient.  
 
- Staying Focused on the Goal: Peer 
Bonding and Faculty Mentors Supporting 
Black Males' Persistence in College. 
 
- (Re)Defining the Narrative: High-
Achieving Nontraditional Black Male 
Undergraduates at a Historically Black 
College and University.  
 
- Black Professors Managing 
Mentorship: Implications of Applying 
Social Exchange Frameworks to 
Analyses of Student Interactions and 
Their Influence on Scholarly 
Productivity 
 
- Bonds of Brotherhood: Emotional and 
Social Support among College Black 
Men.  
 
- The Prove-Them-Wrong Syndrome: 
Voices from Unheard African American 
Males in Engineering Disciplines 
 
- Dropout from Higher Education: A 
Theoretical Synthesis of Recent 
Research.  
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APPENDIX E: BLACK MALE AND DOCTORAL EDUCATION JSTOR SEARCH 
RESULTS 
Articles Titles Included # of 
Articles 
Yielded 






- "I Once Was Lost, but Now Am 
Found": The Mathematics Journey of an 
African American Male Mathematics 
Doctoral Student.  
 
- Faculty Student Interaction at the 
Community College: A Focus on 
Students of Color 
 
- Mo' Money, Mo' Problems? High-
Achieving Black High School Students' 
Experiences with Resources, Racial 
Climate, and Resilience. 
 
- Holders of Doctorates Among 
American Negroes 
 
- Boyz to men? Teaching to restore 
Black boys' childhood. 
 
- Intraracial Dynamics of Black 
Professors’ and Black Students’ 
Communication in Traditionally White 
Colleges and Universities. 
 
- Assessing the Relationship Between 
Well-Being, Sense of Belonging, and 
Confidence in the Transition to College 
for Black Male Collegians.  
2,013 32 7 
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APPENDIX F: SCHOMBURG CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN BLACK CULTURE 
ORAL HISTORIES SEARCH RESULTS  
Oral Histories Titles Included # of Oral 
Histories 
Yielded 




# of Oral 
Histories 
Included 





APPENDIX G: DOCUMENTING THE AFRICAN AMERICAN EXPERIENCE IN LAS 
VEGAS, A PROJECT OF THE UNLV UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES ORAL HISTORIES 
SEARCH RESULTS  
Oral Histories Title Included # of Oral 
Histories 
Yielded 




# of Oral 
History 
Included 
- Transcript of interview with Dr. William 
Sullivan by Claytee White  





APPENDIX H: TYPES OF THEORETICAL/CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS IN 
LITERATURE REVIEW  
Theoretical/Conceptual Framework  Count  
Critical Race Theory (CRT) 8 
Racial Battle Fatigue 3 
Harper’s Anti-deficit Achievement 2 
Hunt and Michaels (1983) Mentoring 
Framework 
1 
Yosso’s (2005) Community Cultural Wealth 
Model 
3 
Ecological Framework 2 
Relational/Cultural Theory and Black feminist 
theory of "other mothering" 
2 
Intersection of the Black male identity 2 
Tinto's (1993) Model for Doctoral Student 
Attrition 
4 
Tinto's (1993) Theory of Student Departure  3 
Social Network Theory  2 
Oppositional Culture Theory  3 
Tinto Social Integration  4 
Social and Cultural Capital  3 





APPENDIX I: RECRUITMENT EMAIL  
Dear Graduate Student,  
 
I am inviting you to participate in a research study involving Black male doctoral students. The 
purpose of this study is to examine stories of what internal and external supports lead Black men 
to pursue, and persist through, doctoral degree programs at predominantly White institutions 
(PWIs). This study is important to me because I am a Black male doctoral student at a PWI, 
father, and full-time employee.  
 
Each participant will be asked to answer a critical incident writing prompt and be interviewed 
(90 to 120 minutes) in two semi-structured, open-ended virtual interviews mediated by a cloud-
based video recording service (i.e., Google Meet, Zoom). However, only the audio will be used 
for transcription. Additionally, if any clarification is needed regarding your responses, I may 
contact you for a brief (15-30 minute) follow-up virtual interview, which will also be recorded.  
 
Your answers will be completely confidential. Any direct quotes from the data will not contain 
any identifying information, decreasing the ability of others linking you to your responses. 
 
Participants should self-identify as: 
 
(1) Black  
(2) Born and raised in the United States  
(3) Male 
(4) 25-60 years old  
(5) A doctoral student (full-time/part-time) at a predominantly White institution (PWI) 
(6) Completed at least 1-year of doctoral studies  
(7) Father (biological/adoptive/step) to (a) child(ren) under 18 years of age and the child(ren) 
resides with the participant at least 50 percent of the month 
(8) Work full-time (30 or more hours a week) 
 
If you are interested, please complete the following link: bit.ly/doctoralstudy  
 
I would greatly appreciate you forwarding this email invitation to other Black male doctoral 
students, individually or via listserv. 
 
Thank you for considering this study! If you have any questions, please contact, Lashaun 




Lashaun Limbrick, M.S.  
Doctoral Candidate  








APPENDIX K: PARTICIPANT INTEREST AND INCLUSION CRITERIA 
VERIFICATION SURVEY  




APPENDIX L: NOTIFICATION EMAIL  
Qualified as Potential Participant  
 
Hi [Qualified Potential Participant Name] 
 
Thank you for completing the participant interest and inclusion criteria verification survey for 
the study entitled, We Gon’ Be Alright: A Narrative Inquiry with Black Male Doctoral Students 
 
I will be in touch again soon with further directions. For any questions in the interim, please 
call/email me. 
 




Lashaun Limbrick, M.S.  
Doctoral Candidate 
702-994-8907 
limbrld@unlv.nevada.edu   
 
Selected as Potential Participant  
 
Hi [Selected Potential Participant Name] 
 
You have been selected to participate in the study entitled, We Gon’ Be Alright: A Narrative 
Inquiry with Black Male Doctoral Students 
 
To proceed with your participation, please complete the informed consent Google Form 




If you have any issues accessing this link and/or have any questions in the interim, please call 
and/or email me.  
 




Lashaun Limbrick, M.S.  
Doctoral Candidate 
702-994-8907 





Accepted as a Participant  
 
Hi [Participant Name] 
 
It was a pleasure speaking with you on the phone today. As discussed, you have been selected to 
participate in the study entitled, We Gon’ Be Alright: A Narrative Inquiry with Black Male 
Doctoral Students 
 
As discussed in our phone conversation, to proceed with your participation, you have 14-days 





Reminder, I need the critical writing prompt emailed back to me at least 24 hours prior to our 
scheduled virtual interview [Date/time]. I am looking forward to reading your response.  
 
If you have any issues accessing this link, please call and/or email me.  
 
Again, I very much look forward to the virtual interview. If you have any questions in the 
interim, please let me know. 
 




Lashaun Limbrick, M.S.  
Doctoral Candidate 
702-994-8907 
limbrld@unlv.nevada.edu   
  
Not Accepted for Participation – Maximum participant number reached  
 
Hi [Volunteer Name] 
 
Greetings! Thank you for your interest in participating in the study entitled, We Gon’ Be Alright: 
A Narrative Inquiry with Black Male Doctoral Students 
 
Unfortunately, I have reached the maximum participant capacity for this dissertation study. 
However, I appreciate your willingness to participate in this study and will keep you in mind as a 








Not Accepted for Participation – Do not meet Inclusion Criteria  
 
Hi [Volunteer Name] 
 
Greetings! Thank you for your interest in participating in the study entitled, We Gon’ Be Alright: 
A Narrative Inquiry with Black Male Doctoral Students 
 
Unfortunately, you did not meet the inclusion criteria for this study so I cannot include you in it. 
However, I appreciate your willingness to participate in this study and will keep you in mind as a 













APPENDIX M: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW #1 PROTOCOL  
Interviewer: Lashaun Limbrick  
Participant: ________________________________________________________________ 
Date: ____________________ Start time: _________________ End time: _______________ 
 
Introduction: 
Thank you for allowing me to interview you. The purpose of this study is to examine stories of 
what internal and external supports lead Black men to pursue, and persist through, doctoral 
degree programs at predominantly White institutions (PWIs). The information you provide will 




Today, you will be interviewed for (90 to 120 minutes), I will be mindful of the time to ensure 
the interview does not go over. I want to respect your busy schedule. You are encouraged to talk 
freely. You can refuse to answer or request to skip a question at any time. The interview will be 
audio/video recorded (cloud-based video recording), however, only the audio will be used for 
transcription. Additionally, if any clarification is needed regarding your responses, I may contact 
you for a brief (15-30 minute) follow-up virtual interview, which will also be recorded. 
 
Confidentiality:  
Your name will not be used in this study. You will be asked to choose a pseudonym at the 
beginning of the interview or if do not choose a pseudonym, as the researcher, I will assign one 
for the purpose of transcribing. I will be the only one who will know your actual name and 
pseudonym. If, at any time during the interview, you no longer want to participant in the 
interview, please let me know and I will stop the interview.  
 
Do you have any questions before we get started? Perfect. Let’s begin.  
 
Opening questions  
1. What pseudonym do you want? 
2. Tell me about yourself, describe your:  
a. Birthplace 
b. Family (familial and linguistic) 
c. Community/neighborhood where you grew up (social and navigational)   
d. Current employment (social and navigational)   
e. Child/ren (familial) 
 
3. Tell me about the highest level of education obtained by your parent(s)/caregiver(s)? 
(familial, social and navigational) 
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4. Do you practice a religion? Does your religion provide any support towards your 
education? Describe. (familial, social and navigational) 
5. Which undergraduate institution(s) did you attend? What was your major(s)? What made 
you select this institution?  (Probe: rational) (social, resistant, and navigational)   
6. Which graduate institution(s) did you attend for your masters? What was your degree 
program(s)? What made you select this institution? (Probe: rational) (social, resistant, 
and navigational)   
7. Tell me how you selected your current institution to pursue your doctorate at? (Probe: 
rational) (social, resistant, and navigational)   
8. What is your definition of academic success? When did you experience it? (aspirational, 
social, resistant, familial, and navigational) 
These questions are related to your K-12 schooling experiences: 
9. What K-12 schools did you attend?  
10. Describe in your own words what your schooling experiences was like.  
11. What type of student would you have described yourself as? (social and navigational)   
12. Did your K-12 schools help in the development of your goals? If so how? (aspirational)  
13. How did you find support at home (e.g., parent/caregiver, siblings, extended family)? 
(familial)  
14. How did you find support at school (e.g., teachers, administration, counselors, tutors)? 
(social and navigational)   
15. How did you find support externally (e.g., church, library, community center)? (Probe: 
where your parents/caregivers involved in your education) (social and navigational)   
16. What school activities were you involved in as a student, if any (e.g., student council, 
clubs, sports)? Do you think not participating in any of these activities impacted your 
educational trajectory? (social and navigational)   
17. What actions led to you enrolling at your post-secondary institution? (Probe: rational) 
These questions are related to your undergraduate schooling experiences: 
18. Describe in your own words what your undergraduate experience was like.  
19. What supports (teachers/instructors, family, spirituality) influenced your 
personal/academic success? (social and navigational)   
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20. Were you involved in any student organizations or campus events, if so, how did that 
shape your academic/social experience? (social and navigational)   
Closing  
 
We’re at the end of our first virtual interview. Is there anything else you would like to share?  
 
We are schedule for our second virtual interview [date/time], does this still work for your 
schedule?  
 




APPENDIX N: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW #2 PROTOCOL  
Interviewer: Lashaun Limbrick  
Participant: ________________________________________________________________ 
Date: ____________________ Start time: _________________ End time: _______________ 
 
Introduction: 
Again, thank you for allowing me to interview you. The purpose of this study is to examine 
stories of what internal and external supports lead Black men to pursue, and persist through, 
doctoral degree programs at predominantly White institutions (PWIs). The information you 
provide will help me better understand what your schooling experience is like as a Black male 
doctoral student.  
 
Format:  
Today, you will be interviewed for (90 to 120 minutes), I will be mindful of the time to ensure 
the interview does not go over. I want to respect your busy schedule. You are encouraged to talk 
freely. You can refuse to answer or request to skip a question at any time. The interview will be 
audio/video recorded (cloud-based video recording), however, only the audio will be used for 
transcription. Additionally, if any clarification is needed regarding your responses, I may contact 
you for a brief (15-30 minute) follow-up virtual interview, which will also be recorded. 
 
Confidentiality:  
Your name will not be used in this study. I will be the only one who will know your actual name 
and pseudonym. If, at any time during the interview, you no longer want to participant in the 
interview, please let me know and I will stop the interview.  
 
Do you have any questions before we get started? Perfect. Let’s begin.  
 
These questions are related to your masters schooling experiences: 
1. Describe in your own words what your graduate experience was like.  
2. What supports (teachers/instructors, family, spirituality) influenced your 
personal/academic success? (familial, social, and navigational)   
3. Were you involved in any student organizations or campus events, if so, how did that 
shape your academic/social experience? (social, and navigational)   
These questions are related to your doctoral schooling experiences: 
4. Tell me what led you to pursue a doctoral degree? Was there any encouragement to 
pursue a doctoral degree or not to pursue a doctoral degree? (Probe: who/what supported 
or did not) (familial, social, and navigational)   
5. What factors were important when determining to enroll in the program? (social, 
resistant, and navigational)   
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6. What is your research interest in? What developed your interest in your particular field?  
7. What were your first impressions of your doctoral program? (Probe: for feeling included 
and/or supported internally/externally) (social, resistant, and navigational)   
8. Tell me about your overall doctoral experience as a student? (Probe: for supports 
internally/externally) (social, resistant, familial, and navigational)   
9. How would you describe your relationship with faculty members, advisors, and the 
administration on your institution’s campus? (Probe: for supports internally/externally) 
(aspirational, social, resistant, and navigational)   
10. What supports (teachers/instructors, family, spirituality, mentor) influenced your 
personal/academic success? (aspirational, social, resistant, and navigational) 
11. Share a story about any concerns or challenges that makes it difficult to succeed 
academically as a doctoral student. What were they and how did you overcome them, if 
any? (aspirational, social, resistant, and navigational) 
12. Does being a Black man impact you academically as a doctoral student? When did you 
first notice this? (aspirational, social, resistant, and navigational) 
13. Tell me about your greatest source of support in your doctoral program? (aspirational, 
social, resistant, and navigational) 
These questions are related to being a father:  
14. What do you find to be the challenges and joys of fatherhood? (navigational) 
15. What do your children think about dad getting a PhD/EdD? Do they ever talk about it? 
(social and resistant) 
16. How have you navigated your educational experiences as a father? (Probe: for supports 
internally/externally during writing papers, attending conferences, and in-person classes) 
(aspirational, social, resistant, and navigational) 
17. Can you tell me a story of when your roles conflicted, and you had to choose between 
being a dad and being the PhD/EdD student? (aspirational, social, resistant, and 
navigational) 
18. How would you describe your experience of attending graduate school while 
concurrently working and raising (a) child(ren)? (Probe: What is your regular routine?) 
(aspirational, social, resistant, and navigational) 
These questions are related to being a full-time employee: 
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19. How does working full-time impact your academic endeavors, if any? (Probe: for 
supports internally/externally, extra time off, supportive supervisors/coworkers, stressors) 
(aspirational, social, resistant, and navigational) 
20. How do you think pursuing your PhD/EdD is benefitting you in your role as an 
employee? (aspirational, social, resistant, and navigational) 
Overall question   
21. Do you feel you had to navigate the education system differently? Why? How? 
(aspirational, social, resistant, linguistic, and navigational) 
Closing  
We’re at the end of the interview. Is there anything else you would like to share regarding your 
doctoral education experience?  
 
I want to end by thanking you for your time and desire to add to the body of knowledge 
concerning Black male doctoral students.  
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Department of Teaching and Learning 
 
TITLE OF STUDY: We Gon' Be Alright: A Narrative Inquiry with Black Male Doctoral 
Students 
INVESTIGATOR(S): Iesha Jackson (PI) and Lashaun Limbrick 
 
For questions or concerns about the study, you may contact Lashaun Limbrick at 
limbrld@unlv.nevada.edu or 702-994-8907; Dr. Iesha Jackson at iesha.jackson@unlv.edu or 
702-895-2466. 
 
For questions regarding the rights of research subjects, any complaints or comments regarding 
the manner in which the study is being conducted, contact the UNLV Office of Research 




Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to examine stories of what internal and external supports lead 




You are being asked to participate in the study because you fit the criteria: (1) Black, (2) 
male, (3) Born and raised in the United States, (4) 25-60 years old, (5) have you completed 1-
year of doctoral studies, (6) currently a doctoral student (full-time/part-time) at a 
predominately White institution (PWI), (7) a father to (a) child(ren) under 18 years of age and 
the child(ren) resides with the participant at least 50 percent of the month, and (8) employed 
full-time (30 hours or more a week). 
 
Procedures 
If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to answer a critical incident 
writing prompt and participant in two (90 to 120 minutes) semi-structured, open-ended virtual 
interviews mediated by a cloud-based video recording service (i.e., Google Meet, Zoom). 
Interviews will be audio/video recorded (cloud-based video recording), however, only the 
audio will be used for transcription and data usage. Additionally, if any clarification is needed 
regarding your responses, I may contact you for a brief (15-30 minute) follow-up virtual 
interview, which will also be recorded. Interviews will be audio/video recorded; however, 
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audio/video recordings of your words will not be used without your explicit permission. I will 
arrange the interviews per the schedule of the participant. 
 
Benefits of Participation 
It is not likely that you will benefit directly from participation in this research study, but the 
research study should help us learn more about how to improve doctoral education access 
experiences and opportunities for Black males with postsecondary educational aspirations. 
 
Risks of Participation 
There are risks involved in all research studies. This study may include only minimal risks. 
You may experience discomfort in responding to the critical incident writing prompt and/or 
interview questions. Many steps will be taken to make sure that your responses stay private; 
including assigning a special code to your one-to-one interview and a pseudonym (that you or 
I choose), and removal of your actual identification from both thereafter. A key linking your 
special code and pseudonym with your actual identification will be kept: 1) in paper format in 
a locked file cabinet in the supervising faculty office at UNLV to which only the principal 
investigator and co-principal investigator will have access; and, 2) in electronic format on 
password-protected computers that will not connect to public wifi for duration of the study; 
both versions of the key will be destroyed five years after the study is completed. Your 
pseudonym will be utilized when completing my dissertation and presenting or writing about 
the findings from the research study (at education-related conferences/presentations and/or in 
educational publications). 
  
Cost /Compensation  
There will be no financial cost to you to participate in this study. The study will include a critical 
incident writing prompt and take two (90-120 minutes) semi-structured, open-ended virtual 
interviews, at a date and time most convenient for you. Additionally, if any clarification is 
needed regarding your responses, I may contact you for a brief (15-30 minute) follow-up virtual 
interview, which will also be recorded. You will not be compensated for your time.   
  
Confidentiality  
All information gathered in this study will be kept as confidential as possible. The interviews 
will take place via by a cloud-based video recording service (i.e., Google Meet, Zoom), which 
are free, online audio/video communication platforms. You can use it from your smart phone 
or computer. To access it, you will be sent a link via email (to the address provided in the 
interest survey and/or that you provide below). You will click the link, after which you will 
follow a series of simple prompts to connect to your session. These connection instructions 
will also be included in the email that includes the link. For the interviews, the private session 
will include only you and the student researcher.  
 
At the outset of the first individual interview, you will be asked to choose or have the student 
researcher choose a pseudonym (or "fake name"). Individual interviews transcripts will only 
reference you by your pseudonym. Any information that you share in your responses to 





Voluntary Participation  
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate in any part of this 
study. You may withdraw at any time without effect to your relationship with the researchers 
or UNLV. You are encouraged to ask questions about this study at the beginning or any time 
during the research study.  
 
Participant Consent:  
I have read the above information and agree to participate in this study. I have been able to ask 
questions about the research study. I am at least 18 years of age. A copy of this form has been 
given to me. 
 
 
             
Signature of Participant                                             Date  
 
        





I agree to be audio or video taped for the purpose of this research study. 
 
             
Signature of Participant                                             Date  
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